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THE BIRDS OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA
(ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA)
BY
RODOLPHE MEYER DE SCHAUENSEE
(Continued from page 1112)
Since 1948 when the first part of The Birds ot the Republic oj
Colombia was published new collections have been made in that
country with the result that a certain amount of distributional data
have come to hand and a considerable number of forms have been
taken which previously had not been recorded from Colombia.
Collections for the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
came from the following localities:
La Guayacana; western Nartfio. (K. von Sneidern Call.) Received
at the Academy January 1949.
Umbria and Rumiyaco; Putumayo. (K. von Sneidern Col l.) Received
January 1949.
Quimari, Tierra Alta, Murucucu; Bolivar. (K. von Sneidern Col l.)
Received January 1950.
Sandon a, Ancuya, Yanancha, La Chorrera, Puerres, Chorreado,
Guanderal, Paramo de Guamues; central Narrno. (Mena Bros. Call.)
Received February 1951.
Rio San Miguel, Rio Churuyaco, Cerro Pax; southeastern Narifio.
(Mena Bros. cou.: Received February 1951.
Rio San Miguel, Rio Churuyaco; southeastern Narifio. (Mena
Bros. Call.) Received September 1951.
Much of the additional material found in this addenda is based
on the collections enumerated above.
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I am indebted to Brother Niceforo-Marta, who has sent me several
boxes of birds for identification which contained a certain number
of forms new to Colombia. Most of these came from Norte de San-
tander near the Venezuelan border.
A joint expedition to the Macarena Mountains was undertaken in
1949-50 by the British Museum and the Instituto de Ciencias Natu-
rales of Bogota. The object was mainly botanical but Mr. C. Chris-
topher Doncaster, zoologist, collected about 140 bird skins, a few of
which are deposited with the Bogota institution. I have been privi-
leged to see some of the specimens, which are recorded here. Only a
brief, partial report on the birds has appeared (Dugand, Rev. Acad.
Colomb. Cleric. 8, no. 30, pp. 157-163, April 1951), and an account of the
expedition, accompanied by a map of the region, has been published
by W. R. Philipson, C. C. Doncaster and J. M. Idrobo (Geographical
Journ., 117, pt. 2, pp. 188-199, June 1951).
Mr. H. G. Lumsden of the Ontario Department of Lands and
Forests, and Mr. J. 1. Borrero of the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales,
Bogota, made collections in the early months of 1950 in the highlands
of Boyaca (Lake Tota, Paramo de Toquilla, upper Cusiana Valley),
Cundinamarca (Lake Fuquene, Sabana de Bogota, Paramo de Usme),
Narifio (Mt. Cumbal, Lake Cumbal, Lake La Cacha) and the head-
waters of the Putumayo (Santiago, Sibundoy Valley), and in the
Cauca Valley (near Cali, Pichinde, Vijes). No comprehensive report
has yet been published, but two new forms of the Cinnamon Teal
(Anas cuanoptera ) from Colombia were recently described by Snyder
and Lumsden. Other collections were made for the Instituto de Cien-
cias Naturales in the vicinity of Bogota by J. 1. Borrero, in the Andes
of eastern Nariflo (Paramo del 'I'abario, Lake La Cocha) by Gabriel
Gonzalez, and in the Popayan region, the extreme upper Patia and
Cauca Valleys and the southern end of the Central Andes by Ricardo
Iragorri. Professor Dugand and Mr. Borrero have been kind enough
to incorporate in the present paper the most interesting records from
the above localities.
Continuing his work on the ornithological collections of the Insti-
tuto de Ciencias Naturales at Bogota Professor Dugand has generously
embodied most of his findings in The Birds at the Republic at Colombia,
mainly under the "Additional Records" for each kind of bird con-
cerned. Other interesting records of birds only partly or not previously
known from that country were published by him recently (Rev. Acad.
Colomb. Cienc. 8, no. 30, pp. 154-156, 157-163, April 1951).
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Collections have also been made in Colombia by other museums
and some of the new records are based on publications made by them.
Several thousand specimens have been secured by M. A. Carriker, Jr.
for the United States National Museum in the northern and western
parts of the country, but no comprehensive report has as yet been
published. A few short notes, however, have appeared in which Dr.
Alexander wetmore described new birds and additions to the Colom-
bian avifauna.
Finally, Dr. John T. Zimmer in listing comparative specimens in
his "Notes on Peruvian Birds" (Amer. Mus. Novit., 1948-51) has re-
corded not a few birds from Colombia in the collections of the
American Museum of Natural History which are new to that country,
most of them from the Rio Gua.in ia (opposite the mouth of the Casi-
quiare) and the Rio Vaupes (opposite Tauapunto), just over the
Venezuelan or Brazilian borders.
I cannot close this introduction without expressing my deep grati-
tude to Professor Armando Dugand, of Bogota, for the painstaking way
in which he has edited the present publication. Due to him I have been
able to avoid many mistakes which I would otherwise have made,
anf his help with the list of localities and guidance in Colombian
geography have been invaluable.
I feel, of course, I should also express my thanks to Professor
Dugand and the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales of the Universidad
Nacional de Colombia for making the pages of Caldasia available to
me for the publication of this work.
I sincerely hope that The Birds oj the Republic ot Colombia will
be useful to Colombian ornithologists and in general to all students
of Colombian bird-life as a basis for future work on the matchless
avifauna of that country.
THE FAMILIES OF BIRDS FOUND IN COLOMBIA
Since the first lists were published in Caldasia (5, no. 22, pp. 265-
270, November 1948) showing the number of genera, species and
subspecies found in each family a certain amount of change has taken
place. The number of kinds of birds known to occur in Colombia has
increased considerably, so a new and up-to-date list is presented
below. The number of subspecies has been increased by 231, the species
by 58, the genera by 15 and the families by one. Chapman's fine
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work on the bird-life of Colombia listed 1285 species and SUbspecies,
a figure now approximately doubled in this work.
The best way to visualize the richness of the Colombian avifauna
is to compare the number of genera, species and subspecies found in
that country with the figures given by Peters for the totals found
in the New World (Auk, 67, no. 1, p. 113, 1950). These are based on
the birds listed in the "Catalogue of Birds of the Americas and the
Adjacent Islands" by Cory, Hellmayr and Conover which includes
"all species and subspecies known to occur in North America, Mexico,
Central America, South America, the West Indies, and islands of the
Caribbean Sea, the Galapagos Archipelago, and other islands which
may be included on account of their faunal affinities." As Peter;:;
points out, in the early volumes many birds were regarded as species
which are now looked upon as subspecies, and a goodly number of
subspecies have been described since they were issued. The result
would be that today fewer species would be listed and a good many
more subspecies, yet it still forms a good basis for comparison be>
ween the New World as a whole and Colombia in particular.
The figures are as follows:
New World Colombia <;C found
in Colo:nbia
Families 114 86'!.' 75%
Genera. 1311 670 51%
Species. 4227 1532 36%
Subspecies 8896 2558 28%
The Colombian figures do not include birds from the Caribbean
Islands belonging to Colombia. The main ones are Providencla (Old
Providence) and San Andres (St. Andrews), and recorded from them
are 60 species of which 16 are resident. On these islands are found
24 subspecies, 13 species and one genus not recorded from the main-
land of Colombia. San Andres and Providencia, of West Indian affin-
ities, have a good number of resident and migratory land birds, while
the other small islands (Roncador, Serrana Keys, etc.) are populated
mostly by sea birds " ". For a full account of the avifauna of .San An-
" Counting Cyclarhidae and Vireolaniidae as separate families from the Vireo-
nidae, as treated in the "Birds of the Americas". In "The Birds of the Republic of
Colombia" they are included with the Vireonidae, making the total only 84.
.;.,', suta d. dactylatra is recorded as breeding on the Serranilla Keys. It is not
known from the main islands or the Caribbean coast of Colombia.
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dres and Providencia and other Colombian islands in the Caribbean
Sea the following papers may be referred to:
Results of the the 5th George vanderbilt Expedition (Bond and de
Schauensee, Acad. Nat. Sci. Monogr. no. 6, PP. 10-21, 1944).
Results of the Catherwood-Chaplin west Indies Expedition, 1948
(Bond, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. 102, pp. 43-68, 1950).
Mayr and Amadon list the number of species of birds found
throughout the world as 8590 (Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1496, p. 1, 1951).
Colombia, with its 1532 species, has therefore 17.83% of the world's
s:;cecies of birds.
Another interesting comparison is that between a continent (North
America), for the most part temperate, and a South American country
(Colombia), about once and two-thirds the size of Texas, which
p:esents from tropical to arctic conditions depending on the main
upon altitude. Colombia covers a land area of approximately 439,400
square miles as against 7,840,000 square miles for the area covered by











The figures for North America are taken mainly from the American
Ornithologists' Union "Check-List of North American Birds" 1931
Edition adj usted to today's concepts and are probably within 1% of
being correct. The A. O. U. Check-List covers Greenland, Canada,
Alaska, the Aleutian Islands, the United States, the Peninsula of
Lower California and Bermuda.
The largest family of birds in Colombia is that of the Tyrannidae
with 151 species, the largest in North America that of the Fringillidae
with 92. Four families in Colombia contain over 100 species; in North
America none is so large. Containing 50 or more species are 7 families
in Colombia, 3 in North America. Represented in North America but
not in South America are 13 families as against 24 present in Co-
lombia but not found in North America. A striking way to illustrate
Including approximately 66 species and 27 genera which are accidental or
casual visitors to North America from Europe and Asia.
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the wealth of the Colombian avifauna based on the number of species
in relation to the land area would be to say that in Colombia there
is one species for every 287 square miles (743 square kilometers) as
against one species for every 10,316 square miles (26,718 square
kilometers) in North America.
In the following table are listed the families of birds found in
Colombia with their numbers compared to those in North America.
In the first part of this work a list was given showing the Colombian
avifauna compared to that of Brazil (Caldasia, 5, no. 22, pp. 265-268,
1948).
COLOMBIA :NonTH AMERT::A
Families Subspecies Species Genera Species Genera
Tinamidae (Tinamous) . 25 14 3 0 0
Gaviidae (Loons) . 0 0 0 4 1
Colymbidae (Grebes) . 4 4 3 6 4
Diomedeidae (Albatrosses) 1 1 1 '1 2
Procellariidae (Petrels) . 4 4 3 18 7
Hydrobatidae (storm Petrels) 4 4 4 12 6
Phaethontidae (Tropic Birds) . 1 1 1 3 1
Pelecanidae (Pelicans) 2 1 1 2 1
Sulidae (Boobies) 5 4 1 5 2
Pha tacrocoractdae (Cormorants) 2 2 1 6 1
Anhingidae (Darters) . 2 1 1 1 1
Fregatidae (Man-O'War Birds). 1 1 1 1 1
Ardeidae (Herons) . 24 19 15 13 10
Cochleariidae (Boa t- Bills) 2 1 1 0 0
Ciconiidae (Storks) 3 3 3 1 1
Threskiorni thidae (Ibises) 8 8 7 5 3
Phoenicopteridae (Flamingos) 1 1 1 1 1
Anhimidae (Screamers) . 2 2 2 0 0
Anatidae " (Ducks) .. 26 22 10 63 17
Cathartidae (Vultures) 8 6 4 3 3
Accipitridae (Hawks) 58 47 25 24 14
Pandionidae (Ospreys) 1 1 1 1 1
Falconidae (Falcons) 28 17 8 10 2
Cracidae (Guans, etc.) 33 23 9 1 1
Tetraonidae (Grouse) . 0 0 0 12 7
----
* Genera of Anatidae according to Delacour and Mayr (Wilson Bull., 57, no. 1,
p. 3, 1945).
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COLOMBIA NORTH AME'UCA
Families Subspecies Species Genera Species Genera
Phasianidae (Pheasants) 17 7 3 6 5
Meleagrididae (Turkeys) 0 0 0 1 1
Opisthocomidae (Hoazins) 1 1 1 0 0
Gruidae (Cranes) 0 0 0 2 1
Aramidae (Limpkins) . 1 1 1 1 1
psophiidae (Trumpeters) 2 1 1 0 0
Rallidae (Rails) . 29 24 12 14 8
Heliornithidae (Sun Grebes) 1 1 1 0 0
Eurypygidae (Sun Bitterns) . 2 1 1 0 0
Jacanidae (Jacarias) .. 4 1 1 1 1
H a e mat 0 pod ida e (Oyster-
catchers) 1 1 1 3 1
Charadriidae (Plovers) 10 9 6 17 9
Scolopacidae (Sandpipers) 29 22 13 47 23
Recurvirostridae (Avocets) 1 1 1 2 2
Fhalaropodidae (Phalaropes) . 1 1 1 3 2
Burhini:lae (Thick-knees) 1 1 1 0 0
Stereorariidae (Skuas) 1 1 1 5 2
Laridae (Gulls, Terns) .. 17 17 10 39 11
Rynchopidae (Skimmers) . 1 1 1 1 1
Alcidae (Auks) . 0 0 0 21 13
Columbidae (Pigeons) . 49 28 9 13 7
Psittacidae (Parrots) 72 51 16 2 2
Cuculidae (Cuckoos) .. 22 17 6 8 4
Tytonidae (Barn Owls) 2 1 1 1 1
Strigidae (Owls) . 30 19 9 17 10
Steatornithidae (Oil Birds) . 1 1 1 0 0
Nyctibiidae (Potoos) . 6 5 1 0 0
Caprimulgidae (Night jars) 32 19 9 ti 4
Apodidae (Swifts) 14 11 7 5 4
Trochilidae (Hummingbirds) 230* 134 * * 56** 17 11
Trogonidae (Trogons) . 28 13 2 1 1
Alcedinidae (Kingfishers) . 6 6 2 3 2
Momotidae (Motmots) . 15 4 4 0 0
Galbulldae (Jacamars) 17 9 4 0 0
Bucconidae (Puffbirds) 32 21 10 0 0
* Counting doubtful forms.
Not counting doubtful species and genera.




Capitonidae (Barbets) . 17
Ramphastidae (Toucans) . 29
Ficidae (Woodpeckers). . 66
Dendrocolaptidae (Woodhewers) 63
Furnariidae (Ovenbirds) 115
Formicariidae (Antbirds) . 210
conopophagidae (Gnat-eaters). 4
Rhinocryptidae (Tapacolas). . 16
Cotingidae (Cotingas) . 73








Sittidae (Nuthatches) . 0
Certhiidae (Creepers) 0




Turdidae (Thrushes). . 42
Sylviidae (European Warblers) . 15
Prunellidae (Accentors) . 0
Motacillidae (Pipits). . 2
Bombycillidae (Waxwings) 0
Ptilogonatidae (8 ilk y Flycat-
chers) 0




























































































































" wetmore (Smiths. Misc. ColI., 117, no. 4, p. 11, 1951) believes that both
Cyclarhis and Srnaragdolanius should be removed from the Vireonidae and placed in
the families Cyclarhidae and Vireolaniidae. In the Colombian list the families would
fall between the Motacillidae and the Vireonidae. If these are separated as families
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COLOMBIA NOP.TI-IAME::IC"
Families Subspecies Species Ger.era Species Gerieru
Coerebidae (Honeycreepers) 60 30 8 1 1
Farulidae (Warblers) 63 40 12 55 10
Icteridae (Troupials). 51 35 19 18 10
Tersinidae (Swallow Tanagers) . 2 1 1 0 0
Thraupidae (Tanagers) . 198 120 41 4 1
Catamblyrhynchidae (Plush-
capped Finches) 1 1 1 0 0~
Fringillidae (Finches) . 130 77 26 92 38
TOTALS. 2558 1532 670 760~' 354'-
SPECIES OF BIRDSFOUND ONLY IN COLOMBIA
Little change has taken place in the list of species confined to
Colombia. In Part I (pp. 270--271) 73 species were listed; now there
are 71. The changes are as follows:
To be added are:
Crirptasrellu» saiiuarius. It has recently been described from the
Magdalena Valley.
Picumtuis granadensis. It is confined to Colombia.
Phlegopsis oarrinqeri. A recently jescribed species from south-
eastern Narifio.
To be deleted are:
Crupturellue coturnbianus, It is now regarded as a race of nocti-
vagus.
Melanerpes "Balanosptutt a" ttaoiquta. It is a race of tormicioorus,
Veniliornis chocoensis. It is now regarded as a race of cassinii.
Picumrius saluini. There is no proof that it is found in Colombia
(see p 642).
Basileuterus cinereicottis. It has been found to occur in Zulia arid
'I'achira, Venezuela.
" 66 species and 27 genera are accidental visitors from Europe or Asia.
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Of course, the "Troqori sp," mentioned on p. 271 (column 1) is
Troqon comptus.
CORRIGENDA TO LIST OF LOCALITIES
Page
279, BolivaT.~By a recent act of the Colombian Parliament (Decem-
ber 18, 1951) a new Department has been formed from the
entire southwestern part of Bolivar. It will be known as
Departamento de Cordoba and comprises such localities often
cited in Colombian ornithology as Jar'aquiel, Lorica, Mon-
terra, Murucucu, Puerto Zapote, Quimari, Rio Sinu, Sinu
Valley, Salvajin, Socarre, Tierra Alta, Rio Zapote.
279, Bcyac(t.~The eastern and largest portion of Boyaca has been
segregated (March, 1950) as a new Comisaria known as Ca-
sanare. This change affects two localities: La Colorada and
EI Palmar, formerly in Boyaca,
282, AIROCA. The correct name of this locality is HIROCA; therefore
delete from page 282 and transfer to page 303.
285, ATUNCELA. Add "about 4 km. northeast of Cisneros".
286, lines 19-22, substitute: BELTRAN (Ee ) , about 2970 m., Cundina-
marca. The name of a forested tract of land lying on the
slopes abo-ve and east of F'omeque, below Paramo de Chin-
gasa, east of Bogota. The name "Paramo de Beltran" has
been used erroneously for this locality.
288, under BUCARAMANGA, add as second paragraph: Records from
Bucaramanga by Berlepsch are based on native-made skins,
which may have been taken either below that locality
~ most likely in the Lebrrja and Sogamoso valleys - or
above Bucaramanga, in the mountains along the road to
Pamplona.
296, under COSTA, LA, for "700-1100 m.", read 600-1100 m.
296, under CRUCERO, for "A locality in the vicinity of Popayan ", subs-
titute: A locality in the vicinity of Timbio, 15 km. south of
Popayan, in the upper Patia Valley.
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305, for JAMARRAYA,read JAIMARAYA.
305, for "JUNCO (LAGUNADE)", read JUNCOS (LAGUNADE).
310, under MARiA, LA, after "the upper Dagua Valley" add "4 km.
west of and above the town of Dagua".
318, PAsTo.-Most records from "Pasto" in the Catalogue of Birds in
the British Museum are wrongly ascribed to Ecuador. They
are based on skins collected (or purchased) by Friedrich
Karl Lehmann, better known for his large botanical collec-
tions. Many of such records are of birds which are known to
inhabit only the Subtropical and Tropical Zones of the Pacific
slope; it is obvious therefore that the name has a regional
rather than definitely local value. Lehmann traveled in
1876 from Tumaco, on the Pacific coast, to Pasto via Bar-
bacoas, Altaquer (near Ricaurte), and 'I'uquerr es. He subse-
quently visited the Putumayo slope of the Andes of Naririo,
east of Pasto, taking specimens at Paramo de Bordoncillo,
Santiago, and the Sibundoy Valley.
;1~I, under PLAINS OF TOLIlVIA,for "the country lying between the rio
Magdalena and Ibague", read: the country lying between
Ambalema, on the rio Magdalena, and Ibague .
.322, for "PORTRERRAS",substitute POTREROS.This is in all probability
the correct spelling of this Wyatt locality; it is used by
Hargitt in Cat. Bds. Brit. Mus., 18, p. 155, under lVIelanerpes
jlavigula.
326, under RIOLIMA, for "1500 m ", read "1200-1500 m."
.326, under ROBLE,EL, add as second paragraph: This locality should
not be confused with a collecting station of the same name
in the Quindio region, near and west of Salento, on the
western slope of the Central Andes. In order to prevent
confusion, Chapman listed under Salento the specimens
taken at the Quindio "El Roble" (cj. Amer. Mus. Nat. Rist.,
36, p. 34, footnote, 1917).
327, under SAN ANTONIO, add as second paragraph: Birds marked as
coming from this locality were apparently taken not only
on the east slope (above the Cauca Valley), but on the west
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(Pacific) slope as well. A proper Iocarity reference for west
slope "San Antonio" bids is Tocota, the name of the slope
below the Pass of Las Cruces, above La Tig-ra.
333, line 7, substitute: SUARRAGA (Ww), about 1200 m., Caldas (near
border of Choc6) . A small settlement visited by von Sneidern
near the rio Suarraga, a mountain stream flowing into the
rio 'I'atarna south of Santa Cecilia and west of Pueblorrico.
336, under TIJERAS, for "2300 m.", read 2000-2800 m
339, under VALPARAISO. for "And old name", read: An old name.
340, under VENTANAS, LAS, for "720 06' W.", read: 730 06' W.
ADDITIONAL LIST OF LOCALITIES -:f
ACANDI, from sea level to about 100 m., Choc6. A village visited bv
Carriker in the Colombian section of the Darien region, on the
western shore of the Gulf or trraba, 13 km, southeast of Puerto
Obaldia, Panama. Misspelled "Acanti" on Millionth Map.
AFRICA, LA (Ew) , 1600-2000 m., Magdalena. A collecting station of
Carriker on the west slope of the Per ija Mts. south of Villanueva,
AGUACATE, BAHIA DE, 0 m., Choc6. A small bay on the Pacific coast, near
Cabo Marzo and the Octavia Rocks.
t,GUA CLARA (Ee ) , 2450 m., Norte de Santander. A place visited by
Brother Niceforo-Marfa about 5 km. southeast of Pamploria, below
Paramo de Fontib6n.
ANCUYA. 1360 m., Narifio. A village about 27 krn. west of Pasta, on the
western side of the Guaitara Valley, across the river from San-
dona.
APAPORIS, RIO. An important affluent of the Rio Caqueta into which
it empties at the Colombia-Brazil border. From its source to the
0' The meaning of the letters in parentheses following the names of many
localities is explained on page 278.
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confluence with the Macaya it is called the Rio Ajaj U. The bed
of the Apaporis is broken by many picturesque rapids and cascades
(see under Jirijirimo in the present list), and its banks are clad
with heavy forest of the Amazonian type. In its last few kilo-
meters the river forms part of the border between Colombia and
Brazil.
APULO (Ew), 455 m., Cundinamarca. A small village at the foot of the
Eastern Andes in the upper Magdalena Valley, 8 km. northeast
of Tocaima.
TIADOHONDO or BAHONDO. See Vadohondo.
BALDIO, EL (Ee) , Cundinamarca. A forested spur of the Eastern Andes
rising just east of Quetame, northwest of Villavicencio. It projects
southward and forms the boundary between Cundinamarca and
Meta. The Quebrada Susumuco flows down the southern slope
of EI Bal dlo.
BARRANCA BERlVIEJA, 100 m., Santander. A town on the right bank of
the Magdalena River (70 04' N.), between the mouth of the Rio
Open and that of the Sogamoso.
BELLAVISTA (Ee ) , about 500 m., Norte de Santander. A place on the
upper Rio Tarra, in the Catatumbo drainage basin.
130RDONCILLO, EL, Narrrio. An extinct volcano rising to 3800 m. about
20 km. east of Pasta, just north of Lake La Cacha. In 1876 F. K.
Lehmann collected a few birds on the flanks of El Bordoricillo.
The name is misspelled "Bordonillo" in the "Catalogue of Birds
in the British Museum" (16, p. 346).
BUENOSAIRES (Ee ) , 1800 m., Norte de Santander. A point at which
Carriker collected on the road between Abrego (formerly La Cruz)
and Sardinata.
CJlJ~cA. (Ew), 2565 m., Cundinamarca. A village on the Sabana de Bo-
gota, 25 krn. north of Bogota, or 13 km. south of Zipa.qulra.
CALeTO (CVl) , 1085 m., Cauca. A village in the upper Cauca Valley,
<i6 krn. south of Cali, 9 krn. northeast of Santander de Quilichao.
C1NO CIERVO, 600 m., Meta. A stream in the heavy forest at the eastern
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base of the Macarena Mts., about 21/2 km. south of Entrada Camp.
The name has been misprinted "Cafi6n Ciervo".
CASABE or CAZABE, 100 m., Antioquia. A small village on the west bank
of the Magdalena River (70 03' N.), nearly opposite Barranca
Bermeja.
CASIQUIARE. -See "Opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare" (p. 1133).
CA~TILLA, LA (We). 1600 m., Valle. A rivulet and a farm on the eastern
slope of the Western Andes, 7 km. northwest of and above Cali,
about 2Y2 km. east of and below San Antonio.
CAUC:::UITA, RIO, 985 m., Valle. A small lateral channel of the Cauca
River, flowing parallel to the main channel on the western bank,
a few kilometers south of Cali. The name has sometimes been
misprinted "Caqueta' which, of course, is quite misleading.
CENTRO, EL, 160-300 m., Santander (60 57' N., 73° 45' W.). A village in
the middle Magdalena Valley, about 20 krn. southeast of Barranca
Berrneja.
CERRO PAX. See PAX.
CHt'_ (Ew ) , 2562 m., Cundinamarca. A village on the Sabana de Bo-
gcta, 28 krn. north of Bogota.
CHCRREADO, 3000 m., Narifio. A locality at which the Mena brothers
collected on the west slope of the Cordillera de Guamues, east
of Puerres.
CHORRERA, LA, 2500-2600 m., Narifio. An extinct hamlet about 37 km.
southwest of Paste, 6 krn. east of and below Tuquer res, on the
northern slope of the deep Sapuyes Valley. It was completely
buried under huge landslides caused by a severe earthquake in
1936.
CHURUYACO, RIO, 400 m., Narifio-Putumayo. A stream at the eastern
base of the Andes of Narifio, flowing from the north into the rio
San Miguel at 0° 22' N., 77° 06' W. It forms the new boundary
between Narifio and Putumayo.
CIElWO, CANON. See CANO CIERVO.
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CIUDAD UNIVERSITARIA, 2567 m., Cundinamarca. The grounds of the
Utiiuersuitui Nacional at Bogota, in the near outskirts of the city.
on the Sabana de Bogota. The buildings of the University arc
surrounded by extensive lawns, gardens, planted shrubbery and
groves of trees where several resident and migrant birds have been
collected or noted by the staff of the Instituto de Ciencias Na-
turales.
COCHA, LA, 2800 m., Narrfio. A large lake on the eastern slope of tho
Andes of Pasta, about 20 krn. southeast of Pasta. It gives rise to
the Rio Guamues, an affluent of the Putumayo.
COLOMBIA (Ew), 750-850 m., Huila. A small village in the valley of the
Rio Cabrera, 50 km. northeast of Villavieja. The Rio Cabrera, an
affluent of the upper Magdalena, forms the border between Huila
and Tolima.
CONVENCION (Ee ) , 1060 m., Norte de Santander. A large village about
28 km. north of Ocana, in the headwaters of the Rio Catatumbo.
CRAVO NORTE, RIO, 150 m., Arauca, A river flowing due east across the
Eastern Llanos north of the Rio Casanare, into which it empties
at 70° 12' W., not far from the Colombia-Venezuela border.
CUNAGA. A misprint for Cienaga (P. 294).
CUfIANA, RIO. An affluent of the Rio Meta, rising on the Eastern Anues
from a small lagoon on Paramo de T'oquilla, Boyaca, just east of
Lake Tota. See Siscunsi and Vadohondo.
CUTURU, 100 m., Antioquia. A collecting station on the Rio Cuturu, a
western tributary of the Rio Nechi (about 7° 42' N.).
"DEKKE" or "RIO DEKKE'. A misspelled name applying to the Canal
del Dique, a western arm of the lower Magdalena River leaving
the main channel at Calamar and flowing westward directly to
the sea into which it empties about 27 km. south of Cartagena.
Its banks are low, extensively marshy and flooded during the
rainy season. The Canal del Dique forms the boundary between
Atlantica and Bolivar for 36 krn. from Calamar to Arerial, but
most of its course lies within the Department of Bolivar.
"DESTINO, EL, 300 ft.", recorded by Zimmer as a Colombian locality is
actually in western Ecuador not far from Manavi.
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DIAMANTE,EL (Ee ) , 1500-1600 m., Norte de Santander. A small village
21 km. north of Pamplona, on the east side of the Rio Pamplo-
nita valley.
DUDITA,Rio, 400 m., Meta. A small river rising on the eastern slopes
of the Macarena Mts., flowing into the Rio Guapaya just before
it enters the Gtiejar. Erroneously referred to by Gil liard as the
Rio Duda (which flows west of the Macarena Mts.).
"DUITA, RIO". A misspelling of Dudita, which see.
"EAST OF PALMIRA". Refers to Miraflores, on the western slope of the
Central Andes above the upper Cauca Valley.
ENCANO,EL, 2830 m., Narifio. A small village near the northern shore
of Lake La Cacha, along the road leading from Pasta to Sibundoy.
ENTRADACAMP,Meta (30 08' N., 73° 52' W.). A camp of the joint British
Museum-Instituto de Ciencias Naturales expedition on the eastern
slope of the Macarena Mts. It was situated by a narrow stream
(Cafio Entrada, or Rio Entrada) flowing at the base of the steep
ridges leading to the central massif of the Macarena. Birds were
collected by C. Christopher Doncaster in the forest around the
camp (450-600 m.) and on the ridges to the west and southwest
of it at 1000-1350 m.
The longitudes shown on the map published recently by Phi-
lipson, Doncaster and Idrobo (Geogr. Journ., 117, pt. 2, p. 189.
June 1951) are short by one degree; they should read respectively
7So 55' and 730 50'.
"EROCA". A misprint for Hiroca (see under Airoca on page 282, and in
the Corrigenda, page 1124).
FONIIBON (Ew ) , 2570 m., Cundinamarca. A village on the Sabana de
Bogota, 10 km. west of Bogota, just north of the Techo airport.
FONTIBON,PARAMODE (E), Norte de Santander. The name of the ridge
which rises just south of Pamploria, between this town and Ca-
cota. The ridge forms the divide between the basin of the Rio
Pamplonita, a tributary of the Zulia flowing northward to Lake
Maracaibo, Venezuela, and that of the Rio Chit.aga which empties
into the lVIargua, an affluent of the Arauca flowing eastward to
the Orinoco. Brother Niceforo-Maria has collected a few birds
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on the northern (Pamplona) side of the Fontib6n ridge at the
altitude of 2560-2700 m.
"FUGAZUGAZA". See FUSAGASUGA. (p. 300).
GACHETA. (Ee ) , 1800 m., Cundinamarca. A village in the upper Rio
Guavio valley, northwest of Medina. Visited by T. H. Wheeler.
GUA.ITARA, RIO, Narifio. An important river rising in the vicinity of
Ipiales near the Ecuador border and flowing due northward
through a deep valley into the Rio Patta at about 10 35' N., 770
28' W., or at the point where the Patia makes a big bend toward
the north.
GUALILO (Ew), 1600-1700 m., Santander. A farm east of and above
Bucaramanga.
GUAMUES, CORDILLERA DE, 3400 m., Narifio. A mountain range running
in a southwesterly direction between Lake La Cocha and the
border of Ecuador, south of Pasto. It forms the divide between the
Atlantic and Pacific drainages. Also known as Paramo de Guamues.
GUAMUES, RIO. A river rising from the southern side of Lake La Cocha
and flowing southeastward into the Rio Putumayo which it joins
at 00 32' N., 76° 35' W., about 8 krn. northwest of Puerto Asis,
Putumayo.
GUANDERAL, 3300 m., Narifio. A collecting station near the crest of the
Cordillera de Guamues, on the western slope, east of Puerres.
GUAPAYA, RIO, 450 m., Meta. A small river rising on the eastern slopes
of the Macarena Mts., near their northern end', fl6wfng. :sQuth-
easterly to the Rio Giiejar, an affluent of the Ariari. The Gua-
paya camp of the joint British Museum-Instituto de Ciencias
Naturales expedition was in dense forest on flat land some dis-
tance from the foothills of the Macarena, about 3 km. north of
Entrada Camp (which see).
GUAPI, 5 m., Cauca. A village on the Pacific coast (20 37' N.) at the
mouth of the Rio Guapi, near the northern border of Narifio.
GUEJAR, RIO, Meta. A river rising on the eastern slope of the Eastern
Andes about 35 km, south of Mt. Sumapaz. It flows southeast-
ward around the northern end of the Macarena Mts. into the
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Rio Ariari, which in turn joins the Guayabero to form the Rio
Guaviare, a large affluent of the Or inoco ..Birds were collected
on the south bank of the Rio Giiejar near Plaza Bonita, 400 m.
altitude.
HACIENDALAS VEGAS(Ew), 1800 m., Santander. A collecting station of
Carriker on the west slope of the Eastern Andes, 18 km. up the
valley from Piedecuesta, southeast of Bucaramanga.
HACIENDASAi-f~ANA(Ew), 300-600 m., Santander. A farm visited by
Carriker about 14 krn. northeast of Conchal, a station on the
railroad to Puerto Wilches, It lies not far from EI Tambor, Which
see (p. 335).
"HARMONDE". A misspelling for Jamundi (P. 305).
IGARA-PARANA,Rio, about 200 m., Amazonas. An affluent of the Rio
Putumayo, near the Peruvian border (about 2° S., 72° W.).
JERIJERIMO or JIRIJIRIMO, about 200 m. (00 06' N., 700 37' W.). One of
a series of falls and rapids breaking the Rio Apaporis below the
.,J "J;:.
junction with the Rio Cananari, near the Brazilian border. The
falls are sometimes shown collectively on maps as Raudales de
F'ur na,
LAGODE LA COCHAor LAKE COCHA.See COCHA.
LAGUNA,LA, 2750 m., Nariflo. A village 13 km. east of Pasta, on the road
to Lake La Cacha and Sibundoy. Visited in 1876 by F. K. Lehmann
and erroneously placed in Ecuador in the "Catalogue of Birds in
the British Museum" (16, p. 153).
MALVASA(Cw), 3000 m., Cauca. A farm in the Pale tara Valley (see
p.317).
MARIMONDAor LASMARIMONDAS(Ew), 800-1200 m., Magdalena. A collect-
ing station of Carriker on the west slope of the Perij a Mts. in the
Sierra Negra, near Tierra Nueva.
MORALES (Cw), 1635 m., Cauca. A village in the upper Cauca Valley,
36 km. north of Popayan.
MOSQUERA(Ew), 2570 m., Cundinamarca. A village on the Sabana de
Bogota, 20 km west of Bogota. La Herrera and La Holanda, two
localities often mentioned by Chapman, are quite near Mosquera.
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MURUCUCU, CERRO, 1200-1500 m., Bolivar (80 N., 76° W.). A mountain
rising east of the upper Rio Sinu, between the Siriu Valley and
the valley of the Rio San Jorge. It is heavily forested, but not
high enough to support a subtropical avifauna.
NAZARET, 65 m., Bolivar. A collecting station of Carriker in the upper
Si nu Valley, 19 km. northwest of Tierra Alta.
NOROSI. 120 m., Bolivar. A small village in the forested lowlands lying
between the middle and lower sections of the Magdalena Valley,
about 25 krn. west of La Gloria, at the base of the northern
extremity of the Central Andes.
"OPPOSITE THE MOUTH OF THE CASIQUIARE", 100 m. (2° 01' N., 67° 08' W.).
A place on the right (western) bank of the Rio Guainia on the
Colombia- Venezuela border. The Olalla brothers collected there
in May, 1929.
This locality has been currently referred to in the literature
as "Rio Huayriia, confluence with Rio Casiquiare" or "Junction
of Rio Huaynia and the Casiquiare", and the birds collected there
have been erroneously ascribed to the avifauna of Venezuela,
notwithstanding that they were secured on the Colombian side
o{theGuainia. The Olallas, however, did take a few birds on the
eastern or Venezuelan side of the junction, but these are dis-
tinctly labeled "Terrain between the Huaynia [= Guainia] and
the Casiquiare".
See also under Guainia (p. 302).
PALACE (Cw), 1900 m., Cauca. The name of a small river and of a
ridge (Altode Palace) a few kilometers north of Popayan, in the
upper Cauca Valley.
"PALATERA". A misspelling of Paletara (p. 317).
PAMPLONITA (Ee ) , about 200 m., Norte de Santander. A village 8 km,
north of and below Pamplona, in the valley of the upper Rio
Pamplonita, an affluent of the Rio Zulia.
FAX, CERRO, Nariflo. A mountain rising to a height of 3350 m. on the
eastern side of the Andes in extreme southern Nariflo. It lies
exactly on the Colombia-Ecuador border at 0° 23' N., 77° 26' W.
and from it rises the Rio San Miguel, which forms the border
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between the two countries from its source eastward to Longitude
760 25' W. Cerro Pax is about 37 km. southeast of Pun, Ecua-
dor ("), where Festa collected in February, 1897.
PICHINDE (We), 1800 m., Valle. A small village above Cali, south of
San Antonio.
PIVIJAY, 15 km., Magdalena. A village on the Caribbean coast, 12 km.
east of the Magdalena River, 23 krn. south of the shore of Cie-
naga Grande.
PLAZA BONITA, 400 m., Meta (30 16' N., 730 52' W.). A place on the south
bank of the Rio Giiejar, at the edge of the savannas and the
beginning of the continuous forest near the northern end of the
Macarena Mts.
POBLADO, EL (Ce) , 1580 m., Antioquia. A suburb of Medellin, on the
way to Envigado.
PUERRES, 2817 m., Narifio. A village about 45 km. south and somewhat
west of Pasta, or 15 km. northeast of Ipiales, near the border of
Ecuador.
PUERTO LIMON, 370 m., Putumayo. A small village standing near the
confluence of the Mocoa and Caqueta Rivers, 18 km. southeast
of Mocoa and 23 km. north of Umbria. The Caqueta River forms
here the boundary between the Putumayo territory and the
southeastern tip of the Department of Cauca.
PUERTO TEJADA, 1000 m., Cauca. A village in the upper Cauca Valley,
28 km. south of Cali.
QUEBRADA CONCHA, 10 m., Magdalena. A small stream flowing into the
Caribbean Sea at Ancon de Concha (see p. 295), a short distance
northeast of the town of Santa Marta.
QUEBRADA SALVAJIN. See Salvajin (p. 1135).
QUILl CHAO (Cw) , 1115 m., Cauca. A village in the upper Cauca Valley,
about 50 km. south of Cali, on the road to Popayan. Also known
and shown on maps as Santander, or Santander de Quilichao.
(*) Pun (2850 m.) is a small Ecuadorian village standing on the south bank of
the Quebrada Pun, or Rio Pun, which forms the boundary between Colombia
and Ecuador.
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QUIMARI, ALTO DE, Bolivar (8° 07' N., 76° 21' W.). A low mountain
covered with deciduous forest, leafless and parched during the
dry season (January-April). It lies west of the Rio Simi, 38 km.
due east of Turbo on the Gulf of Uraba. Quimari is a high point
in a range of hills (Serrania de Abibe) forming the boundary
between Bolivar and Antioquia, but its height is under 1200 m. (not
2000 m. as shown on the Millionth Map of Hispanic America, or
1600 m. as shown on other maps). Von Sneidern's collectors set
their camp on the slope facing the Simi Valley, at 600 m. altitude.
"RENAGA". A misspelling for Cieriaga, which see (p. 294).
RENJIFO, PICa, about 1650 m., Meta. The highest point yet known in
the Macarena Mountains, rising 6 km. southwest of "Entrada
Camp", which see.
RODEO, EL (Ee) , 200 m., Norte de Santander. A sm 11village just west
of Cucuta. Visited by Brother Nicetoro- Maria.
RONr:'ON, 150 m., Arauca (60 18' N., 71° 07' W.). A village in the Eastern
Llanos, on the north bank of the Rio Casanare which forms the
boundary between the territories of Arauca and Casanare. The
banks of the Rio Casanare are low, almost treeless, extensively
marshy and deeply flooded during the rainy season. Visited by
J. 1. Borrero in October, 1948.
SALVAJIN, QUEBRADA, or RIO, about 150 m., Bolivar. A small affluent of
the upper Rio Sinu, near the border of Antioquia.
~AN ANTONIO, 820 m., Magdalena. An extinct Indian village on the
northern slopes of the Santa Marta Mountains, about a mile up
the valley from Pueblo Viejo.
SANDONA, 1850-1950 m., Narino. A town about 23 km. due west of Pasta
in the valley of the Rio Guaitara., an affluent of the Patia.
SAN MIGUEL, RIO. A river rising on Cerro Pax, on the eastern slope of
the Andes in extreme southeastern Narifio and flowing almost
due east into the Rio Putumayo at 0° 08' N., 75° 52' W. It forms
the boundary between Colombia and Ecuador for about 120 kilo-
meters, and is also known as Rio Sucumbios. Collections were
made by the Mena brothers on its upper course, in the Tropical
Zone at the base of the Andes (about 0° 23' N., 77° 15' W.), and
at higher altitudes farther up the valley toward Cerro Pax.
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SAN PEDRO,pARAMODE (E), above 3000 m., Norte de Santander. A sec-
tion of the Paramo de Cachira, northeast of the town of Cachira,
between Las Ventanas and Paramo de Guerrero.
SANTAIGNACIA(Ce), above 3000 m., Tolima. A farm visited by Carriker
on the northeastern side of Paramo del Ruiz.
"SANTANDER,CAUCA"= QUILICHAO.
SANTANDERCITO(Ew) , 1500-1600 m., Cundinamarca. A locality near
San Antonio de Tena, in the valley of the Rio Funza (also known
as Rio Bogota), below the Tequendama Falls.
SANTAROSA,ECUADOR.A village on the Ecuadorian side of the Rio San
Miguel, just west of the point where the Rio Churuyaco enters it.
The locality is also known as Santa Rosa de Sucumbios. Collec-
tions were made by the Mena brothers on the north bank of the
Rio San Miguel, opposite Santa Rosa, in Colombian territory.
SANTIAGO,2215 m., Putumayo. A village about 18 km. east of the north-
ern shore of Lake La Cocha, in the Sibundoy Valley, headwaters
of the Rio Putumayo. Erroneously placed in Ecuador in the "Ca-
talogue of Birds in the British Museum" (16, pp. 54, 140, 166,
407, 409).
SARDINATA(Ee ) , 320 m., Norte de Santander. A village near the east
bank of the Rio Sardinata in the foothills of the Eastern Andes,
40 krn. northwest of Cucuta.
SARDINATA,Rio (Ee), Norte de Santander. A river rising on Paramo de
Cachira and flowing northward into the Rio Tarra, an affluent
of the Catatumbo. Brother Niceroro-Marta has sent me a few
birds from the lower course of the Sardinata, collected at an
altitude of about 50 m. in the forested lowlands just west of Pe-
tr6lea.
SIBUNDOY VALLEY, about 2200 m., Putumayo. A valley in the head-
waters of the Rio Putumayo, on the eastern slope of the Andes
of Pasto, not far to the east of Lake La Cocha. The main part
of the valley has many marshes and extends southward along
the Putumayo; on the east it projects over a low divide to the
extreme upper reaches of the Rio Mocoa which flows to the Rio
Caqueta. The village of Sibundoy (2225 m.) lies very near the
source of the Rio Putumayo.
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SILVANIA (Ew), 1500-1600 m., Cundinamarca. A village 5 km. north-
west of Fusagasuga, just below the Subia range.
SISCUNSI, LAGUNA DE (Ee ) , 3600-3'700 m., Boyaca. A small lagoon on
Paramo de Toquilla, about 10 km, east of Lake Tota. The Rio
Cusiana, an affluent of the Meta, rises from it.
SOCARRE, 110 m., Bolivar. A collecting station of Carriker on the upper
Rio Sillll, about 2 Y2 km. below the mouth of the Rio Verde (70
53' N.).
sor-o, VALLE DE (Ew) , 2600-2700 m., Cundinamarca. A small valley in
the vicinity of the village of Sopo, on the Bogota plateau north
of La Calera.
SUCUMBIOS. The original name of the Rio San Migu 1, which forms the
border between Colombia and Ecuador.
TABANO, pARAMO DEL, 3000-3300 m., Nariflo. A ridge rising just north-
west of Lake La Cocha, 15 km. east of Pasto. It forms the divide
between the Pacific and Atlantic drainages. Birds recorded from
there were collected by G. Gonzalez on the eastern slope, above
El Encano.
TACARCUNA, lVIT., Choco (80 10' N., 77° 17' W.). A mountain in the Darien
range on the Panama-Colombia border. The boundary line bet-
ween the two countries runs north and south over the summit
of Tacarcuna, the eastern slope lying within Colombian territory.
Birds secured on the eastern slope by the American Museum
expedition of Anthony, Ball and Richardson (March-April, 1915)
are actually Colombian, not Panamanian as recorded.
The height of Mt. Tacarcuna is shown as 2280 m. on the Mil-
lionth Map of Hispanic America (Barranquilla sheet, published
1934). It is only 1902 m. high according to the map (published
1941) of the joint Colombian-Panamanian Boundary Commission.
TALANQUERA, 300 m., Meta. A savanna used as a landing field on the
Eastern Llanos near the Rio Gilejar, just east of the Macarena
Mts.
TEJADA. See PUERTO TEJADA.
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TESCUAL, RIO. Nariiio. A stream flowing down a deep gorge in the
mountains of southern Nariiio. It joins the Rio Guaitara south-
west of Puerres.
TIED, RIO, 50 m., Norte de Santander (80 37' N., 72° 42' W.). A small
river in the heavily forested lowlands of the Catatumbo region
at the eastern base of the Eastern Andes, near the Venezuelan
border. It flows into the Rio Tarra, an affluent of the Cata-
tumbo.
TIERRA ALTA, 120 m., Bolivar. A village on the east bank of the Rio SimI
at about 8° 12' N.
TOLEDO (Ee) , 1600-1700 m., Norte de Santander. A town at the head-
waters of the Rio Margua, an affluent of the Rio Arauca, about
20 krn. southeast of Pamplona and not far to the south of Paramo
de Tama.
TOQUILLA, PARAMO DE (E), 3200-3700 m., Boyaca. A paramo lying just
east of Lake Tota, near Paramo del Pedrisco. The road from So-
gamoso to the Llanos of Casanare passes over this pararno just
before entering the upper Cusiana Valley'.
TORCA (Ew) , 2600 m., Cundinamarca. A locality with only a few houses
on the Sabana de Bogota, 26 km. north of Bogota.
TOTARE, RIO (Ce) , about 350 m., Tolima. A small river flowing from the
west into the Magdalena at 40 46' N. It traverses the "Plains of
Tolima" mentioned in Stone's report on the Detwiler collection.
The road from Ibague to Ambalema bridges the Totare a few
kilometers south of the village of Venadillo. This is most probably
the place where Detwiler collected his birds.
TOT ORO (Cw), 25'70 m., Cauca. A village 24 km. northeast of and above
Popayan.
"UMANGI". Probably a misspelled name referring to the Rio Yuruman-
gUi which flows into the Pacific about 65 km. south of Buena-
ventura.
UNGUlA, 15 m., Choco (80 01' N., 770 09' W.) A small village visited by
Carriker on the Rio Unguia, west of the Atrato River and close
to the base of the Darien Mts., southeast of Mt. Tacarcuna.
Misspelled "Ungia" on Millionth Map.
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UNINANA, 250 m., Vaupes, A lagoon in the forest on the north bank of
the Apaporis River, at abcut 71° W. Longitude and a short dis-
tance north of the Equator. Also known as "Iriana".
USME, PARAMO DE (E), 3000-3200 m., Cundinamarca. A ridge rising just
southeast of the village of Usme (2700 m.) at the southeastern
end of the Bogota plateau, about 18 km. south of the city of
Bogota. The eastern side of the ridge overlooks the town of Chi-
paque.
VADOHONDO (Ee), 2800 m., Boyaca. A locality in the extreme upper
Cusiana Valley, below Paramo de Toquilla. Visited by Lumsden
and Borrero.
VIJES, 985 m., Valle. A village in the Cauca Valley, 30 krn. north of
Cali, at the eastern base of the western Andes and near the west
bank of the Cauca River. Visited by Lumsden a d Borrero.
VILLADUPAR. A misprint for Valledupar (p. 339).
YANANCHA, about 1500 m., Nartfio. A settlement in the Guaitara Valley
west of Pasta, about 5 km. south of Ancuya.
YERLI or YERLY, CANO, 450 m., Meta. A small stream in the dense forest
at the eastern base of the Macarena Mts. near their northern
end, 6Y2 km. south of Plaza Bonita. It flows into the Rio Gtiejar.
YOLOMBO (Ce) , 1480 m., Antioquia. A village about 75 krn. north-
east of Medellin.
ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA TO THE LIST OF BIRDS OF COLOMBIA
TINAMIDAE
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344 For Tinamus tao septentrionatis Brabourne and Chubb read :
Tinamus tao larensis Phelps and Phelps LARA TIN AMOU
Proc. aioi. Soc. Wash., 62. p. 109, June 1949 (Cerro El Co-
gollal, Quebrada Arriba, Lara, Venezuela).
Recently recorded by Dugand from the base of the Macarena
Mts. (Entrada Camp. rio Guapaya, Cafio Cierva).




346 crutitureuus soui mustelinus (Bangs). Occurs on the west slope
of the Perija Mts, at the northern end of the Eastern Andes
in the Department of Magdalena (Hiroca) where it was found
by Carriker (Dugand, in litt.).
347 Crypturellus soui caucae (Chapman). Taken by Carriker in the
forested lowlands at the northern edge of the middle Mag-
dalena Valley (Norosi, west bank of Magdalena River [Du-
garid, in litt.]).
348 Add before Crypturellus idoneus (To,jd):
CryptureHus casiqulare (Chapman) CASIQU!ARE TIN AM au
C;·ypturornis casiquiare, Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 380, p. 3, 1929
("Right bank of the Rio Casiquiare at its junction with the Rio
Guainia, Venezuela"; the type is labeled "Solano, Venezuela"
according to Zimmer [in litt. to Dugarid ] ) .
Range oj the species.~Known only from the Guainia-Casi-
qui are region (Colombia-Venezuela border) southwestward to
the Rio vaupes (Colombia-Brazil border).
COLOMBIA.-The Rio Guainia (opposite the mouth of the
Casiquiar e) and the Rio Vaupes (opposite Tauapunto [Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist .. No. 434024, ex Dugand]).
See no. 10 of key (p. 344). Distinguishable from C. variegatus
by having the front arid sides of neck and sides of breast light
neutral grey instead of cinnamon.
348 Crypturellus itioneus (Todd) and Crypturellus columbianus
(Salvadori) are now considered races of C. noctivagus (see
de Schauensee, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 102, pp.
113-144. October 1950). A small series of C. colombianus has
been recently secured in the upper Simi Valley (Quimari).
348 Add before Crirpt urellus kerriae (Chapman):
Crypturellus saltuarius wetmore MAGDALENA TINAMOU
Proc Biol. Soc. Wash., 63, p. 171. Dec. 1950 (Ayacucho,
25 km. east of La Gloria, 150 m., Magdalena, Colombia).
Range ot the species.~Colombia.
COLOMBIA.~Known only from the type locality in the Mag-
dalena Valley.
See no. 10 of key (p. 344) and under C. casiquiare above.
Distinguishable from C. variegatus by having the foreneck and
band across breast greyish instead of orange rufous. Differs from
C. casiquiare by having the anterior half of crown deep neutral
grey instead of chestnut.
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348 Crypturellus breuirostris brevirostris (Pelzeln) probably occurs
in southeastern Colombia, for it has been taken at Jauarete.
Brazil, at the mouth of the Rio Papuri on the frontier of
the Vaupes territory of Colombia. It superficially resembles
C. variegatus (no. 10 of key, p. 344) but is much smaller
(wing 137-145 mm.j , the bill from the forehead measuring
21-23 mm. as against 28-34 mm. It is further distinguished
by having the sides of the head chestnut instead of sooty
brown.
COLYMBIDAE
349 Poliocep'halus dominicus speciosus (Lynch-Arribalzaga). Recently
found by Lumsden and Borrero as high as 2800 m. in the
upper Rio Cusiaria valley, Eastern Andes (Vadohondo, below
Paramo de Toquilla). (Dugand, in litt.).
Also taken recently by Borrero on the lake behind Muna
Dam (2555 m.) at the southwestern edge of the Saban a de
Bogota.
349 Coiumbus occipitalis [uninensis (Berlepsch and Stolzmann).
Specimens from Lake La Cacha in the collection of the Ins-
tituto de Ciencias Naturales of Bogota extend the known
range of this grebe to the eastern slope of the Andes in
eastern Narifio. Females with well-developed eggs, and young
birds were found in that locality by Lumsden and Borrero
in February (Dugand, in litt.).
350 Add before Procellariidae:
Family DIOMEDEIDAE - The ALBATROSSES
Diorriedea irrorata Salvin GALApAGOS ALBATROSS
Proc. Zeal. Soc. London, 1883, p. 430 (Callao Bay, Peru).
Range at the species.-Breeds on Hood Island in the Gala-
pagos Archipelago. Ranges northward to the Gulf of Panama
and the west coast of Colombia, and eastward and southward
to the coasts of Ecuador and Peru.
COLOMBIA.-The Pacific coast (between the O::tavia Rocks.
6° 45' N., and Bahia de Aguacate, 6° 50' N. [R. C. Murphy]).
A large sea bird with head and neck white tinged yellow.
upper parts generaUy smoky brown with wavy white lines, more
conspicuous on lower back arid rump. Below finely vermiculated
brown and white. Wing 490-593 mrn., wing-spread 2 to 2.35 m.;
exposed culmen 136-160 mrn.: depth of closed bill at base, 44-52
mm.
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PROCELLARIIDAE and HYDROBATIDAE
350 Add to paragraph "a" of key:
Above chocolate-brown, below greyish brown or
white; tail wedge-shaped; wing 272-314 mm. Puf jinus pacijicus
Above brown to dusky brown, feathers narrowly
margined with greyish white (which largely
disappears with wear); below white; legs
yellow, toes distally black; wing 294-304 mm. Pterodroma phaeopygia
Add to paragraph "b" of same key:
Above sooty black; rump, lower breast and
middle of abdomen white '" . . . . . . . . . Oceanites gracilis
PROCELLARIIDAE
351 Add before Puffin us griseus (Gmelin):
.fuffinus pacific us ch!ororhynchus Lesson
WEDGE-TAILED SHEAR WATER
Traite d'Orn., livr. 8, p. 613, 1831 (Sharks' Bay, west Aus-
tralia) .
Range of the species.-Breeds on islands in the Pacific Ocean
from the Australian region north to the Hawaiian Islands and
westward in the Indian Ocean.
COLOMBIA.-The extreme northern end of the Pacific coast
(7 krn. off the coast of southern Darien [Chaco], 17 km. south of
the Colombian border [R. C. Murphy, in litt.]). [Breeds on Tanna,
Lord Howe and Christmas Islands in the Central Pacific.]
351 Add before Family Hydrobatidae:
Ptetudrerna phaeopyg ia phaeopyg ia (SalvIn) GALApAGOS PETREL
Oestreleta phaeopygia, Trans. Zool. Soc. London, 9, p. 507,
pI. 88, fig. 1, 1876 (Chatham Islands, Galapagos Archipelago).
Range of the species.-Breeds on the Galapagos and Hawaiian
Islands.
COLOMBIA.-"A regular inhabitant of the waters around
Malpelo Island" (R C. Murphy, in litt.). [Breeds in the Galapagos
Islands. Ranges southward and eastward to the coasts of Peru
and Ecuador, northward to the Gulf of Panama.]
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HYDROBATIDAE
351 Add before Oceanodroma tethys ketsalli (Lowe):
Oceanites gracilis gracilis (Ell iot ) ELLIOT'S S1fORM PETREL
Thalassidroma gracilis, Ibis, p. 391, 1859 (Coast of Chile).
Range of the species.-Known from the Pacific coast of South
America from Valparaiso, Chile, to southwestern Colombia; the
Galapagos Islands. Breeding grounds unknown.
COLOMBIA.-Between Sept. 20 and 24 abundant along the
coast between Tumaco and Ecuadorian ports (R. C. Murphy, in
litt.). [Range of the species except ihe Galapagos Islands.]
SULIDAE
354 Sula leucogaster leucogaster (Boddaert). Taken by Carriker on
Terr6n de Azucar Island, just off the Colombian coast of
Darien northwest of Acandi, oneco (Dugand, in litt.).
PHALACROCORACIDAE
355 For Phalacrocorax olivaceus olivaceus (Humboldt) read:
Phalacrocorax brasilianus brasilianus (Gmelin)
BRAZILIAN CORMORANT
Procellaria brasiliana, Syst. Nat., 1, (2), p. 564,1789 (North-
eastern Brazil).
Hellmayr and Conover show that this is an earlier name
(See Cat. Bds. Amer., 13, pt. 1, no. 2, p. 141, footnote 1, 1948).
J. 1. Borrero reports a specimen from Lake La Cocha, 2800 m.,
in the headwaters of the Rio Putumayo, eastern slope of the
Andes of Nariflo (Dugand, in litt.).
FREGATIDAE
356 For Fregata maqnificens rothschildi Mathews read:
Fregata magnificens Mathews AMERICAN MAN-O'-WAR BIRD
Austr. Avian Rec., 2, p. 120, 1914 (Barrington Island, Ga-
lapagos Islands).
It is now regarded as extremely doubtful whether birds from
the Caribbean can be separated from those of the Pacific.
ARDEIDAE
360 Florida caerulea caerulescens (Latham). One specimen from the
Rio Apaporis (Laguna Urrinaria) , under the Equatorial line,
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is the first Colombian record east of the Andes (Dugand,
in litt.).
360 Add before Casmerodius albus egretta (Gmelin):
Euhutcus ibis ibis (Linnaeus) CATTLE EGRET
A1dea ibis, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, 1, p. 144, 1758 (Egypt).
Range of the spedes.-The Iberian Peninsula. Africa; Mada-
gascar and adjacent islands. Asia rrornthe Caspian Sea to Japan.
Formosa, Hainan, the Philippines and'the East In dies to Ceram
and Buru. Northern South America': .
COLOMBIA.-Known from the :lower Rio San Juan on the
Pacific coast (Punta Muchirnbo ) , and the Bogota plateau on the
Eastern Andes (Chia, 2562 m.). A sight record from the Carib-
bean coast in the lower Rio Magdalena region (Palmar de Va-
rela). [Dutch and British Guiana: Venezuela. The Iberian Pe-
ninsula. Africa, Madagascar and adjacent islands. Western
Asia.]
See no. 3 of key (p. 357). Rather similar to the white phase
of Florida caerulea but crown tinged butfy (non-breeding) or
crown, neck, breast and f'tankplumes buff or vinous pink (breed-
ing). Bill yellow, shorter, 50-60 mm. as against '70-80 mm.
Professor Dugand informs me that a young female has been
taken recently (November 25, 1951) near Chiao 2562 m., on the
Satana de Bogota. This constitutes the first record of the species
at a high altitude in the Andes. He also observed a flock of
eight on a savanna near Palmar de Varela, Atlantica, on the
Caribbean coast, December 30, 1951. The birds, as usual with
this species, were in the company of cattle and were busily
"engaged in chasing insects in the grass.
First recorded in the New World in British Guiana in 1937,
then in Venezuela in 1943, 1947 and 1948: also found in Surinam
in 1947. this Old World species has spread across northern South
America. How it crossed the Atlantic Ocean is not known.
361 For Syrigma sibilatrix (Temminck) read:
"" Syrigma sibiJatrix fostersmithi Friedmann
NORTHERN WHISTLING HERON
Smiths. Misc. Coll., 111, (9), PP. 1-2, 1949 (Caicara, Mona-
gas, Venezuela).
The known range of this form extends from the Llanos of
Casanare in Colombia eastward through the valleys of the Apure
and Orinoco Rivers to northeastern Venezuela in Monagas.
36-3 Tigrisoma salmoni salmoni Sciater and Salvin. Recently recorded
by Dugand from the base of the Macarena Mts. east of the
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Eastern Andes (rio Entrada, rio Guapayita). This species
was known previously in Colombia only from the region west
of the Eastern Andes.
364 lxobrychus exilis bogotensis Chapman. Two specimens taken by
J. 1. Borrero on Lake Tota, 3015 m., Boyaca are the nrst
ones recorded from the easternslope of the Eastern Andes.
Hitherto this form was known only from the Sabana de
Bogota.
COCHLEARIIDAE
364 Add before Cochlea/ius cochlearius coctiiearius (Linnaeus):
Cochlearius cochlearius panarnensls Griscom
PANAMA. BOAT-BILLE;) HERON
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 235, p. 11, 1926 (Oorozal, Panama
Canal Zone).
COLOMBIA.-Recorded from the western shore of the Gulf
of Ur aba (Acandi). [Southwestern Costa Rica, Pananui; ? west-
ern Ecuador.]
The west Ecuador record is uncertain as it is based on imma-
ture birds. It should be noted. however, that an adult bird from
the west coast of Colombia (Nuqui) belongs unquestionably to
the nominate form. wetmore has recently recorded C. c. co-
chlearius from eastern Panama (Smiths. Misc. con., 117 (2),
p. 1, 1951). Further collecting may show that Ccctiiearius zele-
doni of northern Central America and C. cochlearius are speci-
fically distinct, in which case panarnensis would become a sub-
species of C. zeledoni as treated by Sturgis (Field Book Bds.
Panama Canal Zone, p. 91, 1928).
A key for the adults of the two forms found in Colombia would
be as follows:
Bill very broad (40-45 mm.) : sides of neck
pale grey to white; throat, foreneck and
chest white to cream-color. . . . . ... . . . . . . coctitearius c. coclilearius
Bill similar, but sides of neck light greyish
olive, passing to fawn-color on throat and
breast.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cochl.earius c. pan amen sis
Adult females of panarnensis are much darker than the males,
slaty grey above and grey on foreneck. The immature birds are
cinnamon rufous above.
Family rank accorded to this species is most probably un-
justified. It is generally conceded that coctilearius is merely an
aberrant Night Heron (Nucticor ax ) , which it rather resembles
in color pattern and in habits.
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THRESKIORNITHIDAE
367 Mesembrinibis cayennensis (Gmelin). Occurs in the lower Mag-
dalena Valley (Norosi, Magangue [Dugand, in litt.]).
367 Guara alba (Linnaeus). A flock was noted by Prof. Dugarid on
the Caribbean shore at Galerazamba, JUly 29, 1951.
PHOENICOPTERIDAE
368 line 25. add extralimital range for Ptioenico pterus r, ruber as
follows: [Range of the species except Peru and southern
Brazil southward to Tierra del Fuego.]
ANATIDAE
369 in key to Anatidae, under "b", second paragraph, for "Bill broad,
about 25 mm. wide at tip" read: Bill broad, over 15 mm.
wide at tip.
374 For Anas cyanoptera cyanoptera Vieillot read:
'.' Anas cyanoptera septentrionalium Snyder and Lumsden
NORTH AMERICAN CINNAMON TEAL
Occ, Pap. Roy. Ontario MUS., no. 10, p. 16, 1951 (Jensen,
utah, U.S.A.).
COLOMBIA.-Sporadic winter visitor. Known from a banded
specimen taken at Sitionuevo (lower Magdalena Valley) on
April 8 and a male from Jurado (Pacific coast) on October 2.
[Breeds in western North America. Winters southward occasio-
nally to northern Colombia and possibly Venezuela.]
A bird recorded from Sipi may belong to this race.
Snyder and Lumsden.have reviewed the Cinnamon Teal (Occ.
Pap. Roy. Ontario Museum, no. 10, pp. 1-18, Aug. 10, 1951) and
described the rotlowing two resident races from Colombia which
should be added after A. c. septenirionaliurn,
Anas cyanoptera borreroi Snyder and Lumsden
BORRERO'S CINNAMON TEAL
Occ. Pap. Roy. Ontario Mus .. no. 10, p. 15, 1951 (Sibundoy,
"9000 ft." [error, 2200 meters], Putumayo, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Temperate Zone of the Eastern Andes from
Boyaca south to the highlands of Putumayo and Narifio. 2200 m.
to 3500 m. (Tibabuyes, Mosquera; Sibundoy). [Highlands of
Ecuador.]
Additional records from Boyaca and Cundinamarca (Lake
Tota, Lake Fuquene, Cucunuba, Gachancipa, La Herrera) and
Narifio (Lake La Cocha).
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Anas cyanoptera tropicus Snyder and Lumsden
CAUCA VALLEY CINNAMON TEAL
Occ. Papers Roy. Ontario MUS., no. 10, p. 16, 1951 ("Valle
Vijes" [= Department of Valle, Vijes], Cauca Valley, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the upper Cauca Valley below
1200 m (La Paila, Vijes, Cali, Palmira, Puerto Tejada).
Additional Records.-Quiliehao 1115 m.
Records from the lower Cauca and the Magdalena Valley may
belong here.
The North American migrant can be told from the South
American races by lacking dark spots on the terminal portion of
the feathers of the flanks. The wing of the males'" measures
176-195 (184.9) mm., females 167-185 (174.9) mm. The Cauca
Valley race (tropicus) can be distinguished from that of the
highlands of Colombia (borreroi) by smaller size: wing J c;>
168-181 (175.8) mm. vs. J 189-209 (195.5) mrn., \? 175-195
(184-1) mm. Wing measurements are those given by Snyder and
Lumsden.
374 Add before A nas clypeata Linnaeus:
Anas crecca carofin ansls Gmelin G:cEEN-WINGED TEAL
Syst. Nat., 1, pt. 2, p. 533, 1789 (Carolina).
Range of the species.-Breeds in the Northern Hemisphere.
Winters from western Europe, Asia and the United States south-
ward to northern Africa, Ceylon, the Philippines and northern
Central America.
COLOMBIA.-Casual. Recently recorded by Dugand from La-
guna de Fuquene. Jan. 24. [Breeds in northern North America
except uiestern Alaska. Winters southward to northern Central
America and the West Indies. Casual in Europe.]
For J, see no. 18 of key (p. 370). Distinguishable from either
A. discors or bahamensis by having the head reddish brown with
a broad metallic-green band behind the eye.
For \?, see no. 22 of key (P. 371). Distinguishable from either
A. discors or cyanoptera by having the shoulder greyish brown.
The bill of crecca is also somewhat narrower than in any of the
above mentioned ducks (about 13 mm.).
374 Anas cl1Jpeata Linnaeus. Professor Dugand (in litt.) reports a
specimen from the Central Andes (Medellin, February 15)
in the collection of tb e trntverstdad de Antioquia.
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375 For Sarkidiornis metanotos caruncutaius (Litchtenstein) read:
Sarkidiornis melanotos sylvicola Ihering and Ihering
Cat. Faun. Braz., 1, p. 72, 1907 (new name for Anas caruii-
culata preoccupied).
Hellmayr and Conover use a binomial for this species. I prefer
to follow Delacour and Mayr in regarding it as a race of meta-
notos.
FALCONIFORMES
376 Since the appearance of the section on birds of prey in "The
Birds of the Republic of Colombia" two important works on the
subject have been published. They are the "Catalogue of Birds
of the Americas", pt. 1, no. 4. pp. 1-358, 1949 by Hellmayr and
Conover. and F'riedmann's "The Birds of North and Middle
America", pt XL pp. 1-793, 1950.
CATHARTIDAE
378 Add before catnartes aura jota (Molina):
Cathartes aura aura (L nnaeus) TURKEY VULTURE
v uitur aura, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, 1, p. 86, 17~S (Vera Cruz,
Mexico) .
COLOMBIA.-The Central Andean region in Anttoquia: the
Caribbean coast and the Magdalena Valley (Puerto Valdivia,
Medellin, Santa Elena; Barranquilla. Mamatoco. Santa Marta,
Riofrio; "Santander"; Honda, Guaduas). [Central Mexico to
northern and central Colombia. The Bahamas and Greater An-
tilles. ]
Measurements given by Dugand (Caldasia, 4, no. 20, p. 566,
1947) for fresh specimens examined by him in Atlantica (Tu-
bar a, Palmar de Varela. El Paraiso ) inueeu j.oint \0 their b·~jn8
referable to C. aura aura as suspected by him.
According to Hellmayr and Conover C. a. jota is found only
in the upper Cauca Valley (San Antonio, El Tarnbo ) . East of the
Andes it is probable that C. a. ruficoilis Spix occurs, for it has
been recorded from Encon trarlos. Zulia. Venezuela. Friedmann
(Bds. N. & Mid. Amer., 11, p. 45, '1950) believes that C. a. teter
Friedmann probably reaches Colombia as a migrant from west-
ern North America.
379 For Cathartes urubitinqti read Cathartes urubutinga,
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379 Add before Cathartes urubutinga Pelzeln :
Cathart.es burrovianus Cassin EURROUGH'S VULTURE
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1845, p. 212 (Vera Cruz,
Mexico) .
Range of the species.-Mexico, Panama, northern Colombia,
northern and central Venezuela. ? Rio Tapajoz, Brazil. Range
not fully worked out.
COLOMBIA-The Cauca and Magdalena valleys. the Carib-
bean coast, and ? east of the Andes in Meta (La Paila, Juan-
chito; El Paraiso; Gaira; Maicao; ? rio Ocoa).
Until more is known regarding the status of this vulture in
relation to urubutinga I prefer to regard it as a species, parti-
cularly as both may occur in Meta, uruoutinaa having been taken
near the Macarena Mts. and burropianus perhaps on the Rio
Ocoa. For a discussion of this species see wetmore (Journ. Wash.
Acad. Sci., 40, no. 12, p. 415, 1950) and Dugand (Rev. Acad.
Colomb. Cienc. Exact. etc., 8, no. 30, pp. 154-156, 1951).
See no. 2 of key (p. 377). Distinguishable from Cathartes
urubutiruia by its shorter tail (190-221 mm. vs. 223-280 mm.) and
shorter wing (450-485 mm. VS. 487-540 mm.).
ACCIPITRIDAE
382 in key to Accipitridae, under No.9, third part, for "15", read 16.
389 Elanus leucurus leucurus (Vieillot). Hellmayr and Conover
record E. l. majusculus Bangs and Penard from El Tambo
and Munchique. Colombiarr Blr'ds actually are intermediate
in size between the two races and might be just as well
referred to leucurus as to maiusculus. See Dugand in Rev.
Acad. Colomb. Cienc. Exact. etc., 8, no. 30, p. 158, 1951) .
389 For Odontriorchis paliiatus (Temminck) read:
Leptodon cayanensis (Latham) CAYENNE KITE
Falco cauanensis, Ind. Orn., 1, p. 28, 1790 (Cayenne).
For the use of this name see Hellmayr and Conover (Cat. Bds.
Amer., pt. 1, no. 4, p. 22 footnote 1, and p. 23 footnote 1, 1949).
The above authors record a specimen from Morelia, Caqueta, thus
extending the known Colombian range of this species to the
Amazonian region.
390 Add before Harpagus bidentatus bidentatus (Latham):
'.' Harpagus bidentatus fascia-tus Lawrence
NORTHE!lN DOUBLE-TOOTHED HAWK
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, "1868", 1869, p. 429
(Guatemala) .
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COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone west of the Eastern Andes (Cau-
tUito, Las Vegas, Mamatoco, La Tigrera, Riofrio, Caracolicito,
Pueblo Viejo; rio Jurad6, Dabeiba, Bagad6, Cisneros, rio Baudo,
Nuqui, Santa Cecilia; Ricaurte, La Guayacana). [Mexico to
western and northern Colombia.]
H. b. bidentatus is known in Colombia only from Caqueta
Vaupes, and Meta (Yurimena).
391 Helicolestes hamatus (Temminck). Recor,ded from Remedios,
Rio Ite, Antioquia (see Hellmayr and Conover, Cat. Bds,
Americas, pt. 1, no. 4, p. 47, 1949).
391 Add before Accipiter susierc-iiosus exitiosus Bangs and Penard:
Accipiter COOPl:ri~ (Bonaparte) COOPE;('S HAVV'K
Falco cooperii, Am. Orn., 2, p. 1, pl. 10, fig. 1, 1828 (Near
Bordentown, New Jersey).
Range of the species.-Breeds from southern Canada to
northern Mexico. Winters southward to Costa Rica and Colombia.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from a specimen banded at Char-
leswood, Manitoba, Canada, and recovered on the Eastern Andes
at the Colonia Agricola de Surnapaz, Cundinamarca, on Feb. 1.
See no. 48 of key (p. 386). Adult distinguishable from Buteo
aioicaudtitus and Accipiter collaris by size. Wing ~ 214-238,
'i' 247-2'78 mm. J-
See no. 59 of key (R; ~87). The immature is separable from
Asturina nitida by its ~Qljlg~r tail, 181-242 mm. VS. 159-176 mm.
for nitida.
391 For Accipiter superciliosus exiiiosus Bangs and Penard read:
Accipiter supereiliosus fonianieri Bonaparte
FONTANIER's HAWK
Accipiter jontainieri [sic], Compt. Rend. Acad. Sci. Paris,
37, (22), p. 810, 1853 (Santa Cruz, region of Santa Marta, Mag-
dalena, Colombia).
A. s. exitiosus is a synonym of the above.
392 Delete Accipiter erythronemius salvini (Ridgway) from the Co-
lombian list. Hellmayr and Conover find that there are no
stable color differences between birds from Venezuela Coo.
Jcmbia and Ecuador and place saluini in the synonymy of
ventralis (Cat. Bds. Arner. pt. 1, no. 4, p. 75, footnote 4, 1949).
Therefore, birds from the Santa Marta region should be
called. ventralis rather than salvini.
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393 For Buteo melanoleucus met uiensis (Swann) read:
Buteo f uscescens australis (Swann) VVESTE~N BUZZARD EAGLE
Geranoaetus melanoleucus australis, Syn. Accip., p. 67,
1922 (Valle del Lago Blanco. Chubut, Argentina).
The name juscescens Vieillot (based on an immature bird)
has page priority over melanoleucus Vieillot (based on an adult
bird). Hellmayr and Conover regard meridensis as not separable
from australis.
394 Buteo albicaudatus colonus Berlepsch. A sight record by Dugand
from Fuerto Colombia, Atlantico, extends the range of this
form to the west of the extreme lower Magdalena River.
396 Buteo magnirostris eciuuioriensis (Swan). Profess or Dugand
informs me that a single specimen from the headwaters of
the Putumayo (Sibundoy Valley, 2200 m.) collected by J. I.
Borrero agrees with examples of ecuadoriensis from the
Cauca highlands and the Cauca Valley in the collection of
the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales of Bogota.
Therefore delete the sentence" (except headwaters of the
Putumayo)" in the Colombian range of this form.
397 For Asturina nitida nitida (Latham) read:
Buteo nitidus rrit.idus (Latham) GUIANAN SHINING GOSHAVVK
This species is best included in the genus Buteo. I cannot
follow Hellmayr and Conover in including northern Colombia
west of the Andes in the range of Buteo n. blakei Conover des-
cribed from Costa Rica. A small series from southwestern Boli-
var is inseparable from birds east of the Andes.
398 Add before Leucopternis albicollis albicollis (Latham):
.. Leucoptz rrns alhicollis wiHiaminae de Schauensee
WILLIAl\UNA'S WHITE-COLLARED HAWK
Not. Naturae, no. 221, p. 3, fig. 1 (p. 5), 1950 (Quimari,
southwestern Bolivar, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Known definitely only from Quimari, 400-700 m.
A specimen shot, but not recovered, by Prof. Dugand and J. I.
Borrero at Los Pend ales, Atlantica, probably belongs to this form.
A specimen from "Bogota" closely resembles williaminae which
may indicate that it is found in the middle Magdalena Valley.
WiWaminae differs from costaricensis of the Pacific coast by
having the crown spangled with black and by having much black
on the wing coverts and tertials.
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398 Leuccpternis schistacea plurnbea Salvin. Previously known in
Colombia on ly from the Pacific coast, this bird occurs in
the Caribbean coast region in the upper Sinil. Valley (Qui-
mari) .
400 Urubitornis solitarius soliiarius (Tschudi). We unfortunately
have no material of either this species or of Harpyhaliaetus
coronatus (Vieillot); therefore, I can say nothing as to
their relationship. A brief history of the nomenclature of
the two is as follows:
1874 Sharpe makes U. soliiarius a synonym of H. coronatus (Cat.
Bds. Brit. Mus., T, p. 221).
1884 Taczanowski does the same (Orn. Percu, I, p. 129).
1912 Kothe writes paper on the distinctness of the two genera
(Om. Monatsb., 20, p. 1).
1922 Swann keeps the two as distinct genera (Monogr. Bds.
Prey, I).
1931 Peters does the same (Bds. WId., I, p. 246) .
1948 Hellmayr and Conover regard U. solitarius as a subspecies
of H. coronatus (Bds. Arrier., pt. 1, no. 4, p. 199).
1950 Friedmann, Griscom ani Moore place soliiaria in the genus
Urubitornis (Distrib. Ch.-List Bds. Mexico, pt. 1, p. 59).
1950 Friedmann does the same (Bds. N. & Mid. America, pt 11,
p. 417).
401 Add before Spizaeius ornatus (Daudin):
'.' Sptzaetus ornatus vicarrus Friedmann
CENTRAL AM ERr CAN HAWK-EAGLE
Journ. Wash. Acad. Sci. 25, l10. 10, P 451, 1935 (Near ]VI"}-
natee Lagoon, British Honduras).
COLOMBIA.-The Atrato Valley and the Pacific coast (rio
Jurado, rio Salaqui, Alto del Buey 900 m .. rio Atrato, rio Baudo,
rio Anchicaya) . [Southern Mexico to western Peru.]
Spi",aetus ornatus ornatus (Daudin) is found in suitable
localities throughout Colombia, excepting the Pacific coast and
the Atrato region.
401 Fcr sinzaetus turan.nu« (Wied) read:
Spizaetus tyrannus serus Friedmann
NORTHERN TYRANT HAiNK-EAGLE
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Smiths. Misc. con., 111, no. 16, p. 1, 1950 (Rio In:iio, near
Gatlin, Panama, Canal Zone).
The typical form occurs only in southeastern Brazil.
402 Circus cinereus Vieillot. Specimens from the vicinity of Lake La
Cocha Narifio and the Sibundoy Valley, Putumayo, in the
collection of the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales of Bogota
extend the range of this bird to the eastern slope of the
Colombian Andes. The species has also been recorded
recently from the western side of the Andes of Nar ino
(Cumbal) .
402 For Circus oufton: (Gmelin) read:
Circus brasiliensis (Gmel: n) LONG- W~N JED HARRIER
Falco brasiliensis, Syst. Nat., 1, (1), p. 262, 1788 (Pernam-
buco, Brazil).
Hellmayr and Conover (Cat. Bds, Amer., pt. 1, no. 4, p. 224,
footnote 3) show this name should replace buf joni,
402 Geranospiza caerulescens caerulescens (Vieillot). The range of
this race extends westward in Colombia as far as the upper
Siriu Valley (Quimari).
FALCONIDAE
406 Hellmayr and Conover recognize Herpetotheres cachinnans jul-
vescens Chapman (Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Rist., 34, p. 638,
1915, Alto Bonito, Antioquia, Colombia) as a more deeply
colored race occupying the Atrato Valley and the Pacific
coast of Colombia, Darien and western Ecuador. I fail to see
the distinction.
407 Add before Micrastur rniratuiollei extimus Griscom:
Micrastur semitorquatus scmitorquatus (Vieillot)
COLLARED HARRIER HAWK
Sparvius semi-torquatus, Nouv. Diet. d' Hist. Nat., nouv.
M., 10, p. 322, 1817 (Paraguay).
COLOMBIA.-The Santa Marta region and Atlantico (Dibu-
lla, Nahuange, Benda, Mamatoco, Cincinnati, Riofrio, Fundacion ;
Tubara sight, Los Pendales) . [Venezuela southward to Argen-
tina and Bolivia.]
IItI. s. nasa occurs only on the Pacific slope (rio Jurado, Santa
Cecilia) .
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407 Micrastur miraruiollei extimus Griscom. Previously known in
Colombia only from the Pacific coast region, this race is
found on the Caribbean slope in the upper Sinu Valley (Qui-
mari). Rellmayr and Conover do not recognize extimus. I
regard it as separable.
407 Add before Micrastur ptumbeus Sclater:
Micrastur gilvicollis gilvicollis (Vieillot)
. WHITE-THROATED HARRIER HAWK
Stiaruius gilvicollis, Nouv. Diet. d' Hist. Nat., nouv. ed., 10,
p. 323, 1817 (Cayenne).
Range at the species.-The Guianas, the Amazon Valley south-
ward to Argentina and Bolivia. Southeastern and southwestern
Colombia and western Ecuador.
COLOMBIA.-Known definitely only from Meta ("Bogota:';
Cafio Yerli [base of Macarena Mts.], 450 m.) [Range at the
species east at the Andes.]
Micrastur plumbeus is now considered the western represen-
tative of gilvicollis.
409 For Poluborus cheriway cheriway (Jacquin) read:
Caracara plancus cheriway (Jacqu.n) JACQUIN'S CARACARA
The generic name Poiuborus was originally applied to Circus
button: and cannot therefore be used for this species. (See Hell-
mayr and Conover, Cat. Bds. Amer., pt. 1, no. 4, footnote 2, p. 281,
1949). The above authors regard cheriway as a race of plancus
which occurs from Brazil south of the Amazon to Tierra del
Fuego and the Falkland islands.
410 Add before Falco deiroleucus Temminck:
':' Falco peregr inus cassini Sharpe CASSIN'S FALCON
Ann. Mag. Nat. Rist., 11 (4), p. 221, 1873 (Chile and the
Straits of Magellan).
COLOMBIA.-Migrant. Known from the Subtropical Zone on
the eastern slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax, July 21) and from sight records from Puracs (June) and
the rio Patia. [Breeds in the Falkland Islands, Tierra del Fuego
and southern Patagonia.]
Most easily distinguishable from the northern anatum by
lacking the white auricular marks, the sides of the head being
solid black.
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410 Add before Falco albigularis albigularis Daudin:
'.' Falco rufigularts petoerrs.s Chubb NORTHERN BAT-FALCON
Bull. Brit. Om. Cl., 39, p. 22, 1918 (Peto, Yucatan, Mexico).
COLOMBIA.-Tropical and subtropical Zones of Colombia
west of the Eastern Andes and the Pacific coast south to the rio
Anchicaya and undoubtedly Narifio (Bonda, Minca, Mamatoco,
La Concepcion, Cincinnati, Riofrio, Caracolicito; "Bogota"; ~os
Pendales; Nechi, Honda, La Palma, La Candela; La Manuehta.
La Pail a, Jamundi, Cauca Seca, Munchique) . [Mexico southward
to western Ecuador.]
410 For Falco albigularis albigularis Daudin read:
Falco rufigularis rufigularts Daudin GUIANAN EAT-FALCON
Traite Elem. Compo d'Orn., 2, p. 131, 1800 (Cayenne).
Falco atoiquiaris is considered as of uncertain application
(Hellrnayr and Conover, Cat, Bds. Arner., pt. 1, no. 4, p. 306, foot-
note 2, 1949).
411 Add before Falco coiurnbarius colurnburius Linnaeus:
Falco fem.oralis pichinchae Chapman
ANDEAN APLOMADO FALCON
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 205, p. 1, 1925 (Crater of Mt. Pi-
chiricha, Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-Subtropical and Temperate Zones of south-
western Colombia (Munchique, Corrales [rio Patia]). [Ecuador
southward to Bolivia and northwest Argentina.]
CRACIDAE
413 In key to Cracldae, under no. 16, add the following as third para-
graph after Ortalis qarrula :
Similar, but under parts olive-brown or rurescent,
crissum rufous to chestnut , . Orta!is ruticrissa
414 In key to Cracidae, under no. 19, first part, for "Tail feathers with
dull rufous tips", read: Tail feathers tipped with white, burry,
rufous or chestnut.
414 Nothocrax: urumutum (Spix). Professor Dugand informs me that
he has received a specimen from the Rio Apaporis reaion
(Jirijirimo, 0° 06' N., 70° 37' ViT.), near the border of Brazil.
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414 Mitu. saiuini (Reinhardt). A specimen has recently been recorded
by Dugand from the base of the Macar eria Mountains (En-
trada Camp), extendrng the Colombian range of this species
nearly 400 kilometers northward from Umbria. Putumayo .
<t14 .Mitu tomentosa (Spix). Two specimens from the Rio Apapor is
region (Laguna Uriinaria, near Jirijirimo) reported by Pro-
fessor Dugand (in litt.).
,115 Crax alberti Fra,ser. An a ault male was taken at Quimari in the
upper Simi Valley.
117 Add before Penelope orioni Salvin:
Penelope grarrti orienticola Todd RIO NEGRO GUAN
:('::::oc Bio1. Soc. Wash., 45, p. 211, 1932 (Manacapuru, Rio
scnmces, Brazil).
Icancc ot the Jpeci£s.--British Guiana, southern Venezuela,
northern Brazil from the north bank of the Amazon to the upper
Rio Negro; extreme eastern Colombia.
COLOMBIA.-The Rio Guainia region (opposite the mouth of
the Casiquiare). [Southwestern Venezuela, the Rio Negro region
oj northwestern Brazil to the north bank oj the Amazon.]
Conover and Phelps regard orienticola :as a race of granti
rather than of [acquacu. (Bol. Soc. Venez. Cienc. Nat., 10, no. 68,
pp. 321-325, 1947).
See no. 21 of key (P. 414). Differs from P. ortoni by having
the mantle and lower back uniform dark glossy olive-green
instead of bronzy. The outer primaries are pale greyish-brown
rather than bronze-green. The breast and rest of under parts
are dark brown finely vermiculated with rufous.
Two birds from the Rio Apaporis region (Laguna Uniriana) ,
in the collection of the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales, Bogota,
are tentatively referred to this form by Prof. Dugand.
118 Add before Penelope argyrotis colombiana Todd:
Pen zlope argyrotts albicauda Phelps and Gilliard
PERIJ A GUAN
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1100, p. 3, 1940 (La Sabana, Perij a
Distrtct, 1400 m. Zulia, Venezuela).
COLOMBIA.-Subtropical Zone of the Sierra Negra in the
Perij a Mts. (Tierra Nueva, Las Marimondas). [Adjacent slopes
oj the Perija range, Venezuela.]
This form is recognizable by having the tail-feathers (excep-
ting central pair) broadly edged with pale huffy white or greyish
white instead of rufous or chestnut or light cinnamon.
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418 Add before Penelope argyrotis mesaeus Conover:
':' Penelope montagnli brooki Chubb BROOK'S GVAN
Bull. Brit. Orn. ci., 38, p. 5, 1917 (Above Baeza, eastern
Ecuador) .
COLOMBIA.-Recorded only from the mountains of south-
eastern Narifio (Cerro Pax) and the headwaters of the Putu-
mayo (Santiago 2215 m. in the Sibundoy Valley [Lumsden and
Borrero]. [Temperate Zone oj eastern Ecuador.]
419 For ortatis garrula subsp. read:
Or'tafis garru2a chocoe nsis de SchaHei,ss c cnoco e::-IACEALACA
Not. Naturae, no. 221, p. 2, 1950 (Jurado, oneco. Colombia).
419 Add before ortaus qarrula garrula (Humboldt):
Or-ta.l.s ruficr issa baliola Osgood and Conover
ZULIA CHACHALACA
Field IVIus.Nat. mst. FUbl., Zool. ser., 12, no. 3, p. 31, 1922
(Orope, "Zulia" [Tachira}, Venezuela)
COLOIVIBIA.-Taken by Brother Niceforo-Marfa in the for-
ested lowlands of the Zulia Valley (30 Km. north of Cucuta.) .
[Northwestern Venezuela south and west 01 Lake Maracaibo.]
419 Orialis garrula qarrula (Humboldt). Professor Duganri (in litt.)
informs me that birds from the rio Nechi (IVIus. Univ. An-
tioquia Collection) belong to this form.
420 Add before Pipile cumanensis cumanensis (Jacquin):
'.' Chamaepetes goudotii tschudii Taczanowski
TSCHUDI's SICKLE-WINGED GVAN
Om. Per., 3, p. 275, 1886 (Tamiapampa, Peru).
COLOMBIA.-Subtropical Zone on the east slope of the An-
des of Narifio and the headwaters of the Putumayo (Cerro Pax;
Sibundoy Valley 220 m. [J. 1. Borrero]). [Eastern Ecuador, north-
ern Peru.]
420 Aburria aburri (Lesson). Not recorded previously from east of
the Eastern Andes in Colombia. Dugarid records a specimen
from the east slope of the Macarena Mts. (Ridge S. W. of
Entrada Camp 1350 m.). This bird was found in abun-
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dance there between eOOand 1600 m. altitude according to
the collector
The species has also been taken in the Perij a Mts. at the
northern end of the Eastern Andes (Tierra Nueva, Las Ma-
rimoridas) .
PHASIANIDAE
424 Add before Rhynchortyx cinctus australis Chapman:
Rhvnchortyx cinctus hypopius Griscom
CARIBBEAN LONG-LEGGED COLIN
Bull. Mus. Compo Zool., 72, p. 320, 1932 (Obaldia, Caribbean
slope, Darien. eastern Panama).
COLOMBIA.-The upper Sinu Valley (Murucucu) , and un-
doubtedly the region about the Gulf of Uraba, [Caribbean slope
oj eastern Panama.]
RALLIDAE
427 For Rallus niqricans Viei llot read:
Rallus nigr icans caucae Coriover; CAUCA BLACKISH RAIL
Proc. BioI. Soc. Washington, 62, p. 173, 1949 (Munchique,
Cauca, Colombia).
A bird from El Poblado, near Medellin (Mus. Univ. Antioquia
Collection) confirms the occurrence of this form in Antioquia
(Dugand, in litt.).
Ajd before Rallus semiplumbeus Sclater:427
Ral'ius limicona aequatortalis sharpe EQUATOT;tIAL RAIL
Cat. Bd3. Brit. Mus., 23, p. 18, pi 2, fig. 1, 1894 ("Bogota"
errore = San Lucas, Ecuador) .
Range ct the species .:---From southern Canada southward to
Mexico awl Guatemala. SUbtropical and Temperate Zones of
southwestern Colombia, and Ecuador. ? Lima, Peru.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the mountains of Narifio and
the headwaters of the Puturnayo (La Chorrera, near T0.querres;
Sibundoy 2200 m.). [Ecuador and? Peru.]
A specimen in the Academy's collection from Pisco, Peru
(just south of Lima), does not bp10ng to this ra:
See no. 3 of key (p. 426). Differs from R. longirostris by
smaller size, wing 95-107 mm .. instead of 119-135 mm., and by
its vinaceous brown under parts.
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427 Rallus semiplurnbeus Sclater. Specimens taken by J. 1. Borrero
on Lake Tota, 3015 m., Boyaca, extend the range of this
species to the eastern slope of the Eastern Andes. It was
previously known only from the Sabana de Bogota at 2550-
2670 m. altitude.
429 Pcrzana aloicollis typhoeca Peters. Recently recorded by Dugand
from the eastern base of the Eastern Andes in Meta (Aca-
cias). Previously known in Colombia only from the type
locality on the Caribbean coast.
429 Porzana [lauioenier banosi Darrington. Three specimens were
taken in the SiMI Valley (Tierra Alta), thus sxtending the
range of this race westward from Atlantica.
433 Fulica ardesiaca Tschudi. Occurs in abundance on Lake La Cacha,
2800 m., Narifio, where Lumsden and Borrero collected spe-
cimens in every stage of development. They also noted this
coot in the marshes of the Sibundoy Valley, 2200 m., Putu-
mayo. (Dugand, in litt.)
EURYPYGIDAE
434 EurYPYfJCl heiias major Hartlaub. This form occurs in Colombia
only west of the Andes. The record from Morelia, and another
from the base of the Macarena Mts. (Rio Guapaya) should
be placed under E. h. tieiias (Pallas). See Dugand in Rev.
Acad, Colomb. Cienc., 8, no. 30, p. 159, April 1951.
CHARADRIIDAE
437 Belonopterus cayennensis cayennensis (Gmelin). Occurs in the
headwaters of the Putumayo (Sibundoy Valley 2200 m.).
437 Line 19, under Hoploxypterus cayanus (Latham), for "ANDEAN
LAPWING", substitute CAYENNEPLaYER.
437 Line 25, under ?Woscelys respl endens (Tschudi), for "CAYENNE
PLOVER", substitute ANDEANLAPWING.
SCOLOP!~CIDAE
44u In key to Scolopacidae. under No. 10, first part, for "Wing 121-
142 mrn.", read: Wing 121-148 mm.
441 Tringa tlainpes (Gmelin). Large flocks were observed by Prof.
Dugand on the Caribbean shore at Galerazamba on JUly 29,
1951. The earliest previous record for Colombia was August 22.
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441 Tringa melanoieuca (Gmelin). Observed in large numbers on
the Caribbean shore at Galerazamba by Prof. Dugarid on
JUly 29, 1951, a new early date record. The previous earliest
record was "August".
443 Lirnnodromus griseus griseus (Gmelin). For a review of the genus
Lim.notir om.us see Pitelka (Uritv. Calif. Publ. Zool., 50, no 1,
pp. 1-108, 1950).
4.44 Capella nobilis (Sclater). Taken by Lumsden and Borrero at Lake
Tota. Boyaca, and the Sibundoy Valley, Putumayo, and by
Gabriel Gonzalez on Paramo del Tabano, Narifio (Duga.n d,
in litt.) .
444 Add before Chubbia imperious (Sclater and Salvin) :
Capella. undulata undulata (Boddaert) CUIANAN GIANT SNIPE
Scclopax undulata, Tabl. PI. Enl., p. 54, 1783 (Cayenne).
Range ot the species.~French and British Guiana, the upper
Rio Branco in northern Brazil. Venezuela, the Llanos of eastern
Colombia. Southern Brazil, Paraguay and Argentina.
COLOMBIA.~Known only from the Llanos del Meta (rio
Manacacias about 100 km, east of Puerto Lopez), whence it has
been recently recorded by Dugand.
See no. 6 of key (p. 439). Differs from any other snipe by
having the primaries barred with buffy or sandy. Wing, 152-165;
bill. 99-115 mm.
444 Chubbia iniperialis (Sclater and Salvin). Mr. James Bond, of the
Academy of Natural Sciences, examined the type and only
known specimen of this species in the British Museum. He
informs me that C. imperialis "differs strikingly from [arne-
scni in color by its much more rufous coloration. The upper
parts are broadly barred with black; the anterior under
parts rufous barred and mottled with black; the posterior
under parts white boldly barred with black; the three outer
tail feathers (the rest missing) unbarred".
C. irnperialis appears to be a perfectly valid species and its
rediscovery would be a matter of the greatest interest.
447 Add before Recurvirostridae:
Phrlomachus pugriax (Linnaeus) RUFF
Trituia pugnax, syst. Nat., ed. 10, 1, p. 148, 1758 (Sweden).
Range at the species.~Breeds in northern Europe and Asia.
Winters in northern Africa and India. Casual in winter in Bar-
bados and Grenada and ? Colombia.
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COLOMBIA.-Casual. Known only from a single "Bogota" skin.
The adult male in breeding plumage can be told from any
other species of sandpiper by the elongated feathers sprln:sll!?:
from the sides of the neck torming a ruff. These reath ars can
be black, white, buff, etc.; plain, barred, 0: scottr J.
See no. 13 of key (p. 440). Male in non-breeding plumage
(wing 185-195 mm.), distinguishable from Heteroscelus incanus
in any plumage by the brown pale-edged feathers of the upper
parts instead of uniform greyish; and much longer tarsus, 45-50
vs. 30-35 mrn.
Eee no. 17 of key (p, 440) for female. Middle toe 26-29. cul-
men 29-34 mm., neck and breast greyish or buf fy instead of
brown spotted white or streaked darker as in Calidris melanotos.
LARIDAE
451 Phaetusa simplex simplex (Gmelin). One specimen secured by
J. 1. Borrero on Lake Tota, 3015 m .. in the mcuntat: ....s of
Boyaca (Dugand, in titt.i , This is the highest locality in
Colombia at which the species 1".:15been taken.
COLUMBIDAE
455 In key to Columbidae, under No. 19. third part, for "Geotriqon
[renaia", read: Geotrygon trenata.
458 Add before Columba subuinacea berlepschi Hartert:
Columba subvinacea ruberrima de cchauense8
<1UrMARi RUDDY PIGEON
Not. Naturae, no. 221, p. 4. 1950 (Quimari, 600 m., Bolivar,
Colombia) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the upper Sin u Valley (Qui-
mart) .
459 Add before Columba plumbea bogotensis (Berlepsch and Lever-
kuhn) :
Columba subvinacea zuliae Cory ZULIA RUDDY PIGEON
Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Om. Ser., 1, p. 295, 1915 (Grope,
"Zulia" [Tachira], Venezuela).
COLOMBIA.-Brother Niceforo-Maria reports to Professor
Dugarid that he has secured several examples in the Ior ested
lowlands of the Catatumbo region (vicinity of Petr6Iea). [North-
western Venezuela eastward to the Caracas region.]
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460 Zenaida auriculat a uuicania de Schauensee. Previously known
only from the western flank of the Andes of Narifio, this
form occurs also on the eastern slope (Lake La Cacha) where
it was secured by Lumsden and Borrero. (Dugand, in litt.).
461 Add before CoZumbifjallina passerina ulbiuitta (Bonapar te ) :
Metriopelia melanoptera saturatior Chubb
ECUADORIAN BLACK-WIN3ED DOVE
Bull. Brit. Om. Cl., 38, p. 32, 1917 (Cafiar , Ecuador).
Range oj the species.-Colombia to Bolivia, Chile and western
Argentina.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the mountains of Narifio
(near Pasta). [Paramo Zone oj Ecuador.]
See no. 26 of key (p. 456) . Throat white, wings and tail black-
ish, shoulder white. Wing about 132-135 mm.; tail about 95 mm.
461 Columbigallina minuta elaeodes (Todtl) . Recently recorded by
Dugand from the extreme lower Magdalena Valley on the
Caribbean coast in Atlantica (EI Paraiso ) .
464 Leptotila »erreauxi tiecolor (Balvin ) . Two specimens, inseparable
in color from tiecolor , were taken on Cerro Pax and the Rio
San Miguel, showing that this form crosses to the east slope
of the Eastern Andes in southern Narlfio.
466 For Geotrygon qouimani Nelson read:
Geotrygon goldmani goldrnarri Nelson. A race of this dove has
recently been described from Panama.
467 Geotrygon jrenata bourcieri Bonaparte. This species occurs on the
east slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax).
PSITT ACIDAE
473 Ara severa castaneifrons Lafresnaye. The Mena brothers secured
an example of this species in southeastern Narifio (rio San
Miguel). As yet no Ara has been taken in Narifio west of the
Andes.
475 Add before Aratinga pertinax aeruqinosus (Linnaeus) :
. Aratrnga pertfnax gr iselpecta de Schauensee
GREY-THROATED PAROQUET
Not. Naturae, no. 221, p. 6, 1950 (Tierra Alta, Sinu Valley,
Bolivar, Colombia).
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COLOMBIA.-Known only from the upper SimI Valley (Tierra
Alta, Mur ucucu) .
475 Add before Leptosittaca branickii Berlepsch and Stolzmann:
Aratinga pertinax venezuelae Zimmer and Phelps
VENEZUELAN BROWN-THROATED PAROQUET
Amer, Mus. Novlt., no. 1511, p. 6, May 8, 1951 (Altagracia,
Rio Orinoco, Bolivar, Venezuela).
COLOMBIA.-E,xtreme eastern Colombia on the upper Orinoco
(Maipures). [Venezuela, except western Zulia, the Orinoco Delta
and the region about Roraima.]
Delete Maipures from the range of A. p. leh.maruii Dugand.
476 ".' Pyrrhura picta subandina Todd. A series of this bird was
collected at Quimari and Murucucu, It was previously known
only from Jaraquiel, the type locality.
481 Add before Touit dilectissima dilectissima (Sclater and Salvin) :
Touit huetii (Temmrnck) HUET'S PARROT LET
Psittacus tiuetii, PI. Col., livr. 83, pl. 491, 1830 (Upper Ama-
zonia) .
Range Of the species.-Trinidad, Venezuela, British Guiana.
Eastern Colombia, eastern Ecuador and northeastern Peru.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Rio Gtiejar at the foot of
the Macarena Mountains (Plaza Bonita).
See no. 47 of key (P. 471) for male. Central tail-feathers
green, rest red with a terminal black bar. Forehead blackish;
space below eye blue.
See no. 48 of key (p. 471) for female. Distinguishable from
Touit dilectissima by ha ving the forehead blackisb, and the
space below and in front of eye blue instead o("red.Under"w"ing-
coverts entirely red instead of red and yellow.
I have recently received specimens of Touit d. dilectissima
from western Ecuador, so that species should be looked for in
Narino.
482 Pionopsitta haematotis ccccinicotiaris (Lawrence). A series from
Quimari and Murucucu extends the range of this form east-
ward from Jurado On the Pacific coast, the only locality in
Colombia from which it was known.
485 For Pionus sordidus sordid us (Linnaeus) read:
Pion us sordid us ponsi Aveledo and Gines
PERIJ A SORDID PARROT
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Mem. Soc. Cienc. Nat. La Salle, Caracas, 10, no. 26, p. 60,
1950 (Monastara, Rio Negro, Perija, Zulia, Venezuela).
This form is apparently restricted to the Perij a Mts. forming
the border between Colombia and Venezuela.
485 Pion us seniloides (Massena and Souance). Occurs on the eastern
slope of the Andes in the headwaters of the Putumayo (Si-
bundoy Valley 2200 m.), where it was taken by J. 1. Borrero.
CUCULIDAE
491 Coccyzus iansberqi Bonaparte. Professor Dugand reports (in litt.)
a specimen from Los Pen::lales, Atlantico, in the collection
of the Universidad de Antioquia.
495 Neomorphus geojfroyi satvin: Sclater. A single specimen, close
to, but not typical of this form was taken at Quimari. Pre-
viously it was known in Colombia only from the Atrato Valley
and the Pacific coast south to the Baudo Mts,
STRIGIDAE
497 Add the following paragraph to no. 12 of key:
In color not unlike choliba. Larger than either of the above.
"\JVingover 180 mm. instead of under. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Otus ingens
498 Add 'before otus watsonii watsonii (Cassin) :
Otus ingens colombianus 'I'rayor CAUCA SCREECH OWL
Nat. Hist. Misc., Chicago Acad. Sci., no. 99, p. 3, Feb. 8, 1952
(El Tambo, 1700 m., Cauca, Colombia).
Range of the species.-Southwestern Colombia, southward to
northern Bolivia.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the upper Cauca Valley on the
east slope of the western Andes between 1700 and 2350 m. (El
Tambo) .
498 otus watsonii uiaisonii (Cassin). Professor Dugand informs me
that he has two specimens from the base of the Macarena Mts.
(Entrada Camp forest, 450 m.) .
500 Bubo virginian us nigrescens Berlepsch.· A specimen from the
mountains of southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax) agrees with
one from Chiles in western Narifio.
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503 Asio stygius robustus Kelso. A specimen was taken in the moun-
tains of southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax) .
CAPRIMULG IDAE
506 In key to Caprimulgidae, under No.1, first part, for Luroculis
rufiuentris, read Lurocalis semitorquatus,
506 In key to Caprimulgidae, under No.3, first and second parts, for
"marks", read markings.
506 Same key, under No.6, second part, for "Wing over 150 mm.",
read: Wing over 140 mm.
506 Same key, under NO.9, first part, for "S 147-169 mm.", read:
S 140-169 mm.
508 Add before Chordeiles acutipennis texensis Lawrence:
Chordeites acutipennis microme ris Oberhol.ser
YUCATAN NIGHTHAWK
Bull. U. S. Nat. MUS., 86, pp. 24 (in key), 100, 1914 (Xbac,
Yucatan, Mexico) .
COLOMBIA.-Recorded from northern Magdalena and Bolivar
(El Dificil, Camp Costa Rica; Norosi, La Raya). [Breeds in south-
ern Mexico and in northern Central America. Winters from Costa
Rica to northern Colombia.]
See no. 9 of key (p. 506). Wing 6' 161-179, S 158-169 mm. Paler
in color than C. a. acutipennis. Smaller than C. a. texensis.
Dugand has noted (Caldasia, 4, no. 20, pp. 550, 598, 1947)
that probably more than one form of Chordeiles acutipenriis is
to be found in Atlaritico, on the Caribbean coast; one of them
(typical acutipenrusv is apparently the resident form, while the
other is present only during the dry season. The finding of
rnicromeris at El Dificil, a short distance southeast of the Atlan-
tico territory, bears out Dugand's surmise. This form is supposed
by Wetmore to be a migrant in northern Colombia (Smiths.
Mi,cel. con., 117, nco 2, p. 2, 1951).
1:09 Chordeiles minor minor (Forster). Mr. J. 1. Borrero has taken two
specimens on Paramo de Usme, 3200 m. on August 30, thus
establishing a new early date record for the Nighthawk in
Colombia.
509 Add before Chordeiles minor h.enrui Cassin:
Chordeiles minor howelH Ober holser HOWELL'S NIGHTHAWK
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Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., 86, pp. 25 (in key), 57,1914 (Lipscomb,
Texas) .
COLOMBIA.-? Transient. Recorded by Dugand from the Bo-
gota plateau (Ciudad Universitaria, Oct. 9). [Breeds in Wyoming,
Colorado, and Neoraska southward to northern Texas.]
514 Uropsalis lyra lyra (Bonaparte). Professor Dugand (in litt.) re-
ports a specimen from the Rio Carare val ley, 800 m., near
Laridazuri.
APODIDAE
514 In key to Apodidae, under "a", for "Collar rufous", substitute:
Collar rufous-chestnut: wing 120-130 mm.
514 Same key, under No.1, first part, for "wing over 190 mm.", read:
wing over 180 mm.
515 Line 9, for "Cisnero", read Cisneros.
516 For Chaetura spinicauda jumosa Salvin read:
':' Chaetura spinicauda aetherodroma wetmore
PANAMANIAN SPINE-TAILED SWIFT
Smithsonian Misc. cou., 117, no. 2, p. 2, 1951 (Chepo, 500 ft.,
on Cerro Carbunco, eastern Panama).
TROCHILIDAE
521 In key to Trochilidae, under No. 32, first part, for "Wing about
50 mm.", substitute: Wing about 45-50 mm.
521 Same key, under No. 4~~.first part, for "'Ning about '11-45 mrn."
read: Wing about 41-49 mm.
531 Same key, under No. 165, first part, for "wing about 42 mm." read:
Wing 41-48 mm.
537 Add before Phaethornis guy apicalis (Tschudi):
':' Phaethornis guyremiliae (Bourcier and Mulsant.)
EMILIA'S HERMIT
Trochilus emiliae, Ann. Sci. Phys. et Nat. d'Agric. et d'Ind.,
Soc. Roy. etc., Lyon, 9, p. 317,1846 ("Bogota").
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COLOMBIA.-Tropical and SUbtropical Zones of the western
Andes, the Central Andes and west slope of the Eastern Andes
(Lomitas, Pavas, Las Cruces, La Tigra, San Antonio; Salento, Mi-
raflores, Angelopolis, within 20 miles west of Honda; El Cauca,
Bucaramanga, Cunday, "Bogota").
Additional records.-Pichinde above Cali.
P. g. coruscus is known in Colombia only from the northwest
(? "Antioquia", Peque; rio Jurad6, east slope of Mt, Tacarcuna).
P. g. apicalis occurs in Colombia only east of the Andes (rio
Negro [Boyaca}, Villavicencio, Buenavista, Macarena Mts., "Bo-
gota,") .
Emiliae is distinguishable from apicatis by its somewhat longer
bill, 40-49 vs. 30-39 mrn. for apicalis, Coruscus has a bill inter-
mediate in length between two (38-43 mm.) and is somewhat
darker grey below.
538 Add before Phaethornis siiperciliosus susurrus Bangs:
Phaethornis malaris insolttus Zimmer r.ro GUAINIA HERMIT
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1449, p. 18, 1950 (Rio Guainia, junc-
tion with the Rio Casiqular e west bank, "Venezuela" = Co-
lombia) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the type locality (west bank
of the Rio Guainia opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare) . [Ad-
jacent portions ot Venezuela and Brazil.]
Zimmer (Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1449, 1950) places cassinii,
moorei, baroni and susurrus as subspecies of malaris.
539 Phaethornis hispidus (Gould). A specimen from the rio Churu-
yaco extends the range of this species in Colombia from Villa-
vicencio southward into southeastern Narifio.
544 Colibri tiuilassinus cyanotus (Bourcier). Two specimens were
taken by Lumsden and Borrero in the Sibundoy Valley, head-
waters of the Putumayo, and a few were observed by them
on the trail leading from the village of Cumbal to Lake Cum-
bal, Narifio. (Dugand, in litt.).
544 Colibri coruscans cor uscans (Gould). Professor Dugand writes me
that this bird occurs on the eastern slope of the Andes in the
headwaters of the Putumayo (Sibundoy Valley 2200 m.,
[Lumsden and Borrero Coll.]).
546 Apparently through a slip of the pen, the English name for the
genus Popelairia was written "Thorn-bill" rather than Thorn-
tail, which is correct (E. Eisenmann, in litt.). Therefore, the





The name "Thorn-bill" properly applies to the genus
Ranrptiomicron (see p. 572).
550 Add before Thalurania iurcata verticeps (Gould) :
---Thalurania furcata subtropicalis Griscom
CALIWOOD-NYMPH
Bull. Mus. Compo Zool., 72, p. 337, 1932 (Above Cali, 1500 m.,
Cauca Valley, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Subtropical Zone of the western Andes on both
slopes from the upper Dagua Valley and the mountains above Cali
southward to Cerro Munchique (Cali, San Antonio, La Castilla,
Lomitas, rio Dagua; La Costa, Munchique) .
Thalurania turcata verticeps is known in Colombia definitely
only from Ricaurte, Narifio.
550 Add before Thalurania turcata niqrojasciata (Gould) :
" 'I'halura.nia furcata viridipectus Gould
GREEN-BREASTEDWOOD-NYMPH
Proc. Zocl. Soc. London, 1848, pt. 16, p. 13 (Buenavista
above Villavicencio, Colombia, ex Zimmer).
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone on the eastern slope of the East-
ern Andes ("Bogota", Villavicencio, Buenavista, Susumuco, base
of the Macarena Mts.; Morelia, Florencia). [From Colombia
southward to the Marmion in northern Peru.]
Tliaturania turcata niqrof ascuita is known in Colombia only
from the Rio Guainia, Rio Negro and Vaupes regions.
550 Add before Damophila julie julie (Bourcier) :
---Darnophtla julie pan amen sis Berlepsch
PANAMAHUMMINGBIRD
Journ. f. Orn., 32, p. 312, 1884 (Panama and veraguas).
COLOMBIA.-The upper Stnu Valley (Tierra AHa, Quimari).
[Panama.]
See no. 42 of key (p. 521). Similar to Damophila i . julie but
crown like the back, not glittering.
Records from sautata and Turbo must belong to this form.
552 Hplocharis sapph<,rina (Gmelin). Previc uslv known in Colombia
only from "BCgOL3" arid the lower rio Igar a-parana, Zimmer
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records the species from the Colombian side of the Rio Vau-
pes (opposite Tauapunto).
552 Huloctuiris cyanus viridiventris Berlepsch. Previously known in
Colombia only from the Santa Marta region and the rio Zulia,
Zimmer records this form from extreme eastern Colombia on
the Rio Guainia (opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare) and
the Rio vaupes (opposite Tauapunto).
554 Add before Leucippus jallax jallax (Bourcier) :
Leucippus theresiae leucorhous (Sclater and Salvin)
VVHITE-VENTED GOLDEN-THROAT
Polytmus leucorrtious, Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1367, p. 584
(Rio Cobati, an affluent of the tcana, northwestern Brazil).
Range ot the species.-The Guianas and northern Brazil south
to the lower Rio Madeira and. westward to eastern Colombia and
northern Peru.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Rio Guafn ia region (op-
posite the mouth of the Casiquiare). [Upper Rio Negro region and
northern Peru.]
See no. 105 of key (P. 527), 6 Wing 55-60, culmen 17-19 mm.
Entire under surface glittering golden green. Under surface of
tail shining blue-green, under tail coverts white. The female
resembles the male but the under parts, especially the throat and
lower abdomen, are mixed with white, a nd the outer tail feathers
are slightly tipped with white.
554 For Leucippus jallax iailax (Bourcier) read:
Leucippus faHax occidentalis Phelps and Phelps
VVESTERN VVHITE-THROAT
Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, 62, p. 111, 1949 (Sabaneta,
60 m., Falcon, Venezuela).
554 Add before Amazilia jimbriata apicalis (Gould) :
Amazilia flmbriata obscuricauda Zimmer and Phelps
DARK-TAILED EMERALD
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1511, p. 9, 1951 (Guasdualito, Apure,
Venezuela) .
COLOMBIA.-Apparently restricted to the extreme northern
section of the Eastern Llanos along the Rio Arauca, on the border
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of Venezuela. Zimmer and Phelps give no precise Colombi:E1 loca-
lities. See notes under A. 1. jimbriata below.
'.' Amazilia fimbriata fimbriata (Grnel in ) LESSON'S EMERALD
Trochilus jimbriatus, Syst. Nat., 1, pt. 1, p. 493, 1788 (Ca-
yenne) .
COLOMBIA.-The llanos of eastern Colombia from the base of
the Andes in Meta eastward to the Orinoco, south of the range of
obscuricauda. According to Zimmer birds found in the localities
listed under apicalis except for "Bogota" belong here. He lists
apicalis, of which we have no specimens, only from "Bogota". The
single specimen of this species, other than jluviatilis, in our col-
lection from Palmar, "Boyaca" (= Casanare) agrees well enough
with a series from French Guiana, but differs from them by
slightly longer bill.
557 Add before Amazilia Viridigaster viridigaster (Bourcier) :
,;, Amazilia saucerrottei australis de Schauensee
GUAITARA HUMMINGBIRD
Not. Naturae, no. 232, p. 2, 1951 (Yariancha, Guaitara Val-
ley, Narifio, colombia) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Subtropical Zone of the
Gua.it.ara Valley in Narifio (Yanancha).
559 Add before Adelomyia melanogenys melanogenys (Fraser):
Chafybura urochrysia incognita G1''scorn
TACARCUNA PLUMETEER
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 293, p. 3, 1928 (Tacarcuna, eastern
Panama) .
COLOMBIA.-Confined to the east slope of Mt. Tacarcuna, and
probably the region to the west of the GUlf of Uraba.
Peters records this bird from both slopes of Mt. Tacarcuna.
The Academy has a specimen from Perme on the Caribbean coast
of Panama just over the Colombian border. Specimens from
Quimari are variable, one quite close to the Perrne bird in the
blueness of the under parts, whilst others are indistinguishable
from examples from the Pacific coast of Colombia.
559 Adelomyia melanoqenus melanogenys (Fraser). Specimens from
Cerro Pax, in the mountains of southeastern Narifio, extend
the range of this form southward from Cundinamarca.
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561 Add before Heliodoxa rubinouies rubinoides (Bourcier and Mul-
sant) :
Polyplancta aurescens (Gould) GOULD'S RUBY
Trochiius (Lampornis) aurescens, Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
pt. 14, 1846, p. 88 (Tauapunto, Rio Uaupes, Brazil, ex Zimmer).
Range at the species.-Southern Venezuela, southeastern Co-
lombia, eastern Ecuador, western Brazil and northeastern Peru.
COLOMBIA.-Recorded only from the Rio Vaupes region
(opposite Tauapunto).
See no. 24 of key (p. 520). s . Upper throat velvety black,
lower throat glittering green; broad band across breast rufous-
chestnut; band from bill to center of crown glittering violet.
See no. 24 of key (p. 520), '(. Similar to male but duller, with-
out violet crown stripe.
561 For Heliodoxa leadbeateri teadbeateri (Bourcier) read:
',' Heltcdoxa Ieadbeateri sagitta (Reichenbach)
ARROW HUMMINGBIRD
Coeligena sagitta, Journ. f. Or n., 1, Beilage zu Extraheft,
p. 23, 1853 (Lomo Santo, Rio Marafion, northern Peru, ex Zimmer).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Subtropical Zone at the
heal of the Magdalena Valley where intermediate with parvula.
The upper Cauca Valley? (La Plata, La Candela, San Agustin.
Popayan v) . [Eastern Ecuador, northern Peru.]
562 ':' Heliodoxa letuibeateri paruula Berlepsch. Change the Colom-
bian range to read as follows:
COLOMBIA.-From the Macarena Mts. northward on the east
slope of the Eastern Andes (Macarena Mts., "Bogota", Villavicen-
cio, Buenavista, Susumuco. Quetame, Mambita Melina. rio Negro
[Boyaca ], "Bucaramanga"). [Western Venezuela eastward to Me-
rida.]
Zimmer (Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1513, 1951) with ample material
finds that parvula is the bird which inhabits the range given
above and can be distinguished from Caracas specimens which
belong to the typical form. He regards birds from the upper Mag-
dalena Valley closer to sagitta of Peru than to parvula. although
intermediate between them. Further. he finds that Chapman's
record of the species from La F'rijolera is actually based on a
female of Heliodoxa [acuia.
I have not seen the Gould specimens recorded in the "Cata-
logue of Birds in the British Museum" (XVI, p. 319) from Po-
payan.
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562 Add before Urochroa bougueri bougueri (Bourcier) :
Topaza pyra (Gould) FAIRY TOPAZ
Trochilus (Topaza) pyra, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, pt. 14,
p. 85, 1846 (Rio Negro, Brazil) .
Range ot the species.-Southwestern Venezuela, northwestern
Brazil, southeastern Colombia, northeastern Peru, eastern Ecua-
dor.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Rio Vaupes region (oppo-
site Tauapunto).
See no. 31 of key (p. 521) for male. Tail abnormal; submedian
rectrices much lengthened, curved inward and crossing, purple
black; throat and under tail-coverts glittering green, the former
separated from the golden red under parts by a black band.
See r.o. 24 of key (P. ;;20) for female, Middle of throat shining
crimson; rest of body plumage shining green, more golden below.
Outer web of outer tail-feather 'dull cinnamon.
This species closely resembles Topaza pella pamprepta Ober-
holser, which is known from Rio Suno, eastern Ecuador, and may
well be found in southern Colombia. T. pella pamprepta may be
distinguished from T. pyra by the cinnamon outer tail-feathers
in both sexes. The tibia! tufts are black in T. pyra, white in
T, pella pamprepta.
562 Add before Aglaeactis cupripennis cupripennis (Bourcier) :
',' Urochroa bougueri leucura Lawrence
VVHITE-TAILED HILL STAR
Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. New York, 8, p. 43, 1864 (Eastern Ecua-
dol') .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Subtropical Zone on the
eastern slope of the mountains of southeastern Narifi.o (Cerro
Pax). [Eastern Ecuador.]
564 Add before Coeligena coeligena [erruqinea (Chapman) :
Ptercpharies cyanopterus caeruleus Zimmer
NARINO SAPPHIRE-VVING
Amer. Mus. Novlt., no. 1540, p. 19, 1951 (Paramo de Gua-
mues, Narifi.o, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Temperate Zone of the Central Andes and the
mountains of Narifi.o (La Leonera, Santa Ignacia, Santa Isabel;
Cumbal, Paramo de Guamues).
The nominate form is confined to the Eastern Andes of Co-
lombia. In eastern Ecuador P. c. peruoic.nus Boucard is found.
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565 Coeligena torquata torquata (Boissoneau) . A series from the
mountains of southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax) extends the
range of this bird southward from the Bogota region.
567 Add before Boissoneaua jmdini (Bourcier) :
',' Boissonneaua matthewsii (Bourcier) MATTHEWS' CORONET
Trochilus matthewsi, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1847, pt. 15,
p. 43 (Peru).
Range oj the species.-Colombia to Peru.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the eastern slope of the An-
des in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax).
See no. 25 of key (p. 520). Throat spangled with gljtte~'ing
green, rest of under parts, except flanks, solid rufous-chestnut.
568 Add before Heliangelus exortis (Fraser) :
Heliangelus strophianus (Gould) GORGETED SUN-ANGEL
Trochilus strophianus, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, pt. 14, p. 45,
1846 (Western Ecuador) .
Range oi the species.-Southwestern Colombia? and western
Ecuador.
COLOMBIA.-The mountains of southwestern Colombia (Two
"Bogota" skins in the collection of the American Museum of Na-
tural History) .
This species very probably occurs in the mountains of Narifio.
for it has been taken at San Gabriel, Ecuador, about 20 km, south
of the Colombian border.
It resembles H. a. ciarisse very closely but has a shorter bill
(17-18 mm vs. 22-23 mm.) and the tail is steel-blue instead of
green.
568 For H eliangelus exortis (Fraser) read:
Heliangelus exor tis exortts (Fraser)
569 Add before Eriocnemis oestitus paramillo (Chapman) :
'.' Erlocnemis vestitus smarag dinipectus Gould
ECUADORIAN PUFF-LEG
Ann Mag. Nat. Rist., 1 (4), p. 322, 1868 (Quito. Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-The Central Andes at their southern end and
the mountains of southeastern Narifio (Purace, Palet ara, Alma·
guer; Cerro Pax). [Eastern Ecuador.]
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Delete the Central Andean localities from those recorded
under E. v. vestitus (p. 568) and change the range in Colombia
to read:
COLOMBIA.-Temperate and lower Paramo Zones of the East-
ern Andes from Cundinamarca northward.
The southern form (smaragdinipectus) may be distinguished
from typical vestitus by its brighter, almost glittering chest.
569 Add before Eriocnemis mosquera (Delattre and Bourcier) :
':' Eriocnemis Iuciarri lucian! (Bourcier) BOQUET'S PUFF-LEG
Trochilus Luciani, Ann. Sci. Phys. et Nat. d'Agric. et d'Ind.,
Soc. Roy. etc., Lyon, 10, p. 624, 1847 (Guaca = Huaca, northern
Ecuador) .
Range ot the species.-Southwestern Colombia southward to
Juriin and Cuzco, Peru.
COLOMBIA.-Subtropical Zone on the western slope of the
Andes in the upper Guaitara Valley, southern Narifio (Puerres).
[Ecuador.]
See no. 87 of key (P. 525). Downy tibial plumes white. under
tail-coverts glittering purple, throat tinged bluish, rest of under
parts shining green; fore crown blue.
Eriocnemis cupreo-ventris has the crown green like the back.
Its wing measures about 60 mm., while that of iuciani measures
about 70 mm.
569 Eriocnemis mosquera (Delattre and Bourcier). Occurs on the
eastern slope of the Andes in eastern Narifio (Paramo del
T'abano ) where one adult male was collected by G. Gonzalez
for the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales of Bogota. (Duga.nd,
in litt.) .
570 Haplophaedia lug ens (Gould). Zimmer would unite this species
with H. aureliae (Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1540, p. 35. 1951).
I prefer to keep it distinct, certainly until the east Ecuador
records of Buckley and Goodfellow and Hamilton are proved
wrong.
571 Add before ocreatus underwoodii melanantherus (Jardine):
':' Ocreatus underwoodii ambiguus Zimmer
QUINDIO RACKET-TAIL
Amer. Mus, Novit., no. 1540, p. 41. 1951 (Salento, west slope
of the Central Andes, Quindio region, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Upper Tropical to Temperate Zones of the Cen-
tral and western Andes and the southern end of the Eastern
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Andes at the head of the Magdalena Valley (Santa Elena, Mede-
llin, Tache, San Agustin, Buenavista [HuBa], La Candela, Mira-
flores, Salento, Laguneta 2700 m.; Heights of Caldas [= above
Dagua.], Lomitas, Bitaco Valley, La Cumbre, La Tigra. Las Cru-
ces, San Antonio, Andes west of Popayan 3100 m., La Florida,
Cerro Munchique).
This is the population intermediate between melanantherus
of Narifio and typical underwoodii of the Eastern Andes.
571 Lesbia nuna gouldii (Loddiges). Occurs on the eastern slope of
the Andes in the headwaters of the Putumayo (Sibundoy
Valley) where it was found by Lumsden and Borrero (Du-
gand, in litt.).
572 Ramphomicron microrhynchum micrortumch.urn (Boissonneau).
Not yet recorded from western Narrno, but secured on Cerro
Pax. Not recorded before from the east slope of the Andes
south of Choachi, Cundinamarca.
574 Chalcostigma tierrani herrani (Delattre and Bourcier). Three
males were secured by G. Gonzalez for the Instituto de Cien-
eras Naturales of Bogota on the eastern slope of Paramo del
'I'abano, above EI Encano, eastern Narifio. The locality lies
just southwest of EI Bordoncillo where F. K. Lehmann col-
Iccted this bird in 1876.
576 For "San Agustinh", read San Agustin.
573 ':' Heliothryx aurita aurita (Gmelin). A female was secured on the
Rio San Miguel. Collected previously in Colombia only at
Maipures, on the Orinoco, but found by Prof. Dugarid on In-
dian ornaments from the lower Rio Igara-pa.rana an affluent
of the Putumayo.
530 For Chaetocercus [ourtianii rosae (Bourcier and Mulsarit) read:
Chat tocercus jourdanii andinus Phelps and Phelps
ANDEAN WOOD STAR
Proc. aioi. Soc. Washington, 62, p. 185, 1949 (Cubiro, 1650 m.,
Lara, Venezuela).
The extra-limital range is Lara and Tachira .
.584 Delete Lesbia victoriae euctuiris (Bourcier and Mulsarit) , Zimmer
(Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1540, p. 47,1951) suggest that the type
of eucharis never came from Colombia at all, but from Peru.
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He fixes "the mountains southeast of Huanuco, Peru" as the
type locality. It therefore should be deleted from the Colom-
bian list.
TROGONIDAE
586 Line 4 of footnote, for "the inner web of the outer tail feathers
is largely or obsoletely barred with white", read: the inner
web of the outer tail feathers is largely black, or obsoletely
barred with white.
&87 Pharomachrus mocino antisianus (d'Orbigny). A specimen from
Cerro Pax fills the gap in the range of this species on the
eastern slope of the Andes south of Buenavista, Meta.
Professor Dugand writes me that a female was taken by
J. 1. Borrero on the grounds of the Ciudad Universitaria, Bo-
gcta. The male was seen but not secured.
588 Ptuiromachrus pavoninus auriceps (GOUld). Specimens from Cerro
Pax and the 8ibundoy Valley show that this form inhabits
the Subtropical Zone on the eastern slope of the Andes in
Nariiio and the headwaters of the Putumayo. In the Tropical
Zone P. p. pavoninus is found (Florencia, Caqueta).
590 Line 13, for "Swaison", read Swainson.
SSG 'Trogon meianurus eurnorph.u.s Zirl1mer. Specimens from Meta
(rio Ocoa) are exactly like birds from Caqueta (Tres Esqui-
nas) thus extending the known range of this form a con-
siderable distance northward. (Dugand, in litt.).
ALCEDINIDAE
595 In key to Alcedinidae, under no. 3, first paragraph, for "Culmen
eO-80 mrn.", read: Culmen 57-80 mm.
MOMOTIDAE
598 Add before Electron platyrhynchum ptaturtumctrum (Lead-
beater) :
.. Electron pIatyrhynchum coIombianum de Schauensee
COLOlVIBIAN BROAD-BILLED lVIOTlVIOT
Not. Naturae, no. 221, p. 6, 1950 (Tierra Alta, Bolivar. Co-
lombia) .
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone of the upper 8i11l1 and lower
Cauca Valleys eastward to the middle Magdalena region (Tierra
Alta, Murucucu; Puerto Valdivia; Remedios).
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599 Momotus momota conexus Thayer and Bangs. Previously un-
known in Colombia between the Magdalena Valley and Pa-
nama, two specimens from Quimari and Murucucu fill in the
hiatus in the range of trns race.
600 Momotus momota aeauatorialis Gould. Specimens from Rio San
Miguel and Rio Churuyaco are the first records for Colombia
On the eastern slope of the Andes.
Additional records.---Sibundoy Valley 2200 m.
GALBULIDAE
602 '.' Brachygalba saimoni Sclater and Salvin. This rare Jacamar,
described from the Rio Nechi in 1879, was known in Colombia
only from the original pair. Von Sneidern secured three
specimens at Quimari and Tierra Alta in the f>inu Valley.
603 Add before Galbula tiea brunneiceps (Todd) :
'.' Galbu'la leucogastra chalcothorax Sdater
BRONZE-BREASTED JACAMAR
Proc. zoot. Soc. London, pt. 22, 1854 (1855), n. 110 (Quijos,
Ecuador) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the extreme southeastern
corner of Narifio (rio San Miguel). [Amazonian Ecuador and
Peru eastward to the Rio Jurua, Brazil.]
A specimen from the above locality agrees with east Ecuador
specimens in its very purple coloration.
The specimen recorded from Umbria as G. l. leucoqastra agrees
with that form in coloration, but it is not fully adult. When
adults are secured in the Umbria region, farther to the north
than Rio San Miguel, it is possible that they will prove to belong
to chalcothorax rather than to the typical form.
604 Line 9', for Gabula, read Galbula.
BUCCONIDAE
606 In key to Bucconidae, under No.4, add as first paragraph:
Forehead white; chin black.......................... Monasa morphoeus
pallescens and sclateri
In second paragraph for Monasa morphoeus read Monasa mor-
phoeus peruana.
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608 Add before Bucco capensis Linnaeus:
Bucco capensis dugandi Gilliard DUGAND's COLLARED PUFF-BIRD
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1438, p. 1, 1949 ("Rio Duda" = Rio
Dudita. 330 m., eastern foot of the Macarena Mts, Meta, Co-
lombia) .
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone east of the Andes in Meta (base
of the Macarena Mts., Puerto Lopez, rio Ocoa) ranging eastward
to the Colombia-Venezuela border on the Orinoco (Mataben ) .
I cannot separate birds from the Caqueta region (Florencia,
MoreJia) from Brazilian specimens. An 'east Ecuador bird is even
darker than one from British Guiana. However, Prof. Dugand in-
forms me that he has examined specimens from further north
in Colombia and that they are consistently paler than birds from
Brazil or British Guiana. I have seen no specimens from Meta,
therefore, accept his judgment that the race is valid.
608 For Bucco capensis Linnaeus read:
Bucco capen sis capen sis Linnaeus
Delete the localities Puerto L6pez and rio ocoa,
Change the range in Colombia to read:
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone in the Caqueta region southward
to the Amazon (Florencia, Morelia; Loretoyacu).
610 For Malacoptila panamensis panamensis Lafresnaye read:
':' Malacoptila pan amen sis chocoana de Schauensee
CHOCO PUFF-BIRD
Not. Naturae, no. 221, p. 8, 1950 (Jurad6, Choc6, colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone of the Atrato Valley, and the Pa-
cific coast from the Panama border southward to the upper Rio
San Juan (Jurad6, rio Salaqui, rio Jampavad6, rio Jurubida, Mu-
rindo, Dabeiba, Alto Bonito, rio Baudo, Alto del Buey 900 m., Con-
doto, EI Tigre, Santa Cecilia, Novita, Sipi).
Replaced farther south on the Pacific coast by M. m. poliopis
Sclater.
610 For Malacoptila panamensis magdalenae Todd read:
Malacoptila panamensis pan amen sis Lafresnaye
COLOMBIA.-The upper Simi and the lower Cauca Valleys
eastward to the middle Magdalena Valley (Quimari; Murucucu,
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Puerto Valdivia; Remedios; EI Tarnbor ) , [Western Costa Rica,
Panama.]
611 Micromonacha lanceolata lanceolata (Deville). This rare species
occurs in extreme southeastern Narifio (rio San Miguel) . The
only previous record east of the Andes was of a bird taken at
the rio Dudita, base of the Macarena Mts., Meta.
611 ',' Nonnula brunnea Sclater. A male taken on the Rio San Miguel,
provides the first definite locality for this species in Colom-
bia. A specimen marked "Bogota" in the Academy's collection
is paler and browner above, but this difference is probably
due to fading as the specimen is old.
612 Monasa morphoeus peruana Sclater. A female recently recorded
by Dugand from the base of the Macarena Mts. (Plaza Bo-
nita) extends the range of this bird about 265 kilometers
northeastward from Florencia, Caqueta.
CAPITONIDAE
617 Add before Semriornis ramphastinus ramphastinus (Jardine) :
':' Capito bourciert ortentatis (Chapman)
EASTERN' EQUATORIAL BARBET
Eubucco bourcieri orientalis, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Rist.,
33, p. 609, 1914 (Zamora, 600 m., Loja, Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the eastern base of the Andes
in southeastern Narifio on the border of Putumayo (Rio Churu-
yaco). [Eastern Ecuador.]
RAMPRASTIDAE
618 In key to Ramphastidae, under No.5, second part, for "Andigena
h!J'poglaucus", read Aruiiaena hypoglauca.
621 Andigena nigrirostris spilorhynchus Gould. A series from Rio San
Miguel and Cerro Pax are the first specimens recorded on
the east slope of the Eastern Andes. Specimens from the head
of the Magdalena Valley are intermediate between this race
and occidentalis.
Additional records.-8ibundoy Valley 2200 m.
625 Aulacortumch.us prasinus albivitta (Boissonneau). A series from
the upper Rio San Miguel Valley and Cerro Pax. Not previous-
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lv taken on the east slope of the Andes south of Choachi,
Cundinamarca.
626 Aulacorhynchus tiaematopuqius haematopuoius (Gould). Skins
from as far north as the west slope of the Perij a Mts. above
Manaure belong to this form (Dugand, in litt.).
PICIDAE
628 In key, no. 16. For "Ch.loronerpes rubiqinosus" read Picuhis rubi-
ginosus.
631 Picuius riootti brevirostris (Taczanowski). Three specimens from
Cerro Pax and the upper Rio San Miguel extend the range of
this form to the eastern slope of the Andes of Narifio.
631 Add before Piculus chrysochloros xantnocniorus (Sclater and
Salvin) :
',' Piculus chrysochloros aurosus (Nelson)
GOLDMAN'S WOODPECKER
Chloronerpes chrusochlorus [sic] aurosus, Smiths. Misc.
Call., 60, no. 3, p. 3, 1912 (Marraganti, Darien, eastern Panama).
COLOMBIA,-Known from five specimens from the upperSinu
Valley (Quirnarf ) . [Marmganti, Panama, one specimen.]
632 Add before Piculus rubiqinosus buenavistae (Chapman):
',' Piculus rubiginosus palmitae de Schauensee
PALMITA GREEN WOODPECKER
Proc. Acad. Nat. ScL, 104, p. 11, 1952 (La Palmita, Magda-
lena, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.- The western slope of the Eastern Andes in Dept.
Magdalena (La Palmita).
Delete La Palmita from the range of P. r. buenavistae which
occurs only on the eastern slope of the Eastern Andes.
633 Add before Chrysoptilus punctigula ujhelyii Madarasz:
':' Piculus rubiginosus michaelrs de Schauensee
Rio SAN MIGUEL GREEN WOODPECKER
Proc. Acad. Nat. ScL, 104, p. 10, 1952 (Rio San Miguel, south-
eastern Narifio, Colombia) .
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COLOMBIA.-Known only from southeastern Narifio (rio San
Miguel). [Eastern Ecuador.]
638 Phloeoceastes pollens pollens (Bonaparte). A male from Cerro
Pax is the first Colombian specimen taken on the east slope
of the Andes.
639 Veniliornis niqriceps equiiasciatus Chapman. Specimens from
Cerro Pax and Rio Churuyaco show that this form occurs on
the eastern slope of the Andes in Narifio.
640 Veniliornis dig nus dig nus (Sclater and Salvin). A male and 3
females from Cerro Pax and Rio Churuyaco agree well with
a large series of this form from Colombia west of the Andes.
They show only a slight approach toward V. d. baezae Chap-
man of eastern Ecuador in having the outer tail feathers
somewhat less sharply barred than western birds.
DENDROCOLAPTIDAE
648 Add before Dendrocolaptes certhia radiolatus Sclater and Salvin:
Dendrocolaptes certhia puncti-pectus Phelps and Gilliard
PERIJ A WOODHEWER
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1100, p. 4, 1940 (La Sierra, Perij a
region, northwestern Venezuela).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the northeastern corner of
Norte de Santander near the Venezuela border in the Tropical
Zone (Petr6Iea). [Perija region, northwestern Venezuela.]
648 For Dendrocolaptes certhia sancti-thomae (Lafresnaye) read:
':' Deridrocolaptes certhia colombianus Todd
MURINDO WOODHEWER
Journ. Washington Acad. ScL, 40, p. 237, 1950 (Murrndo,
Antioquia, Colombia).
e,50 Add before Dendroplex picus picirostris Lafresnaye:
.. Xiphoco'[aptes promeropirhynchus orenocensis Ber lepseh and
Hartert ORINOCAN WOODHEWER
Nov. Zool., 9, p. 65, 1902 (Nericagua, Orinoco River, Vene-
zuela) .
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COLOMBIA.-The eastern slope of the Andes in southeastern
Narifio (Cerro Pax). [Upper Orinoco, Venezuela and northeastern
Ecuador.]
654 For xtimortumctius spixii ornatus Zimmer read:
',' Xiphor hynchus .elegans ornatus Zimmer
Todd shows that X. s. juruanus (Ihering) and X. e. ornatus
occur together at Sao Paulo de Olivenca, Brazil, and therefore
must be regarded as specifically distinct.
See no. 18 of key (p. 647). Change it to read:
18. Pale spots on back wide, rather rounded at the
ends; throat buffy, spots on breast very pro-
minent '" . Xiphorhynchus spixii
Pale spots on back less wide; throat buffy
white, spots on breast small and less pro-
minent; general color paler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Xiphorhynchus eleqans
Pale marks on back linear, not rounded at
ends, narrow............................... 19
,655 Xiphorhynchus obsoletus palliatus (Des Murs). A specimen re-
cently recorded by Dugand from the base of the Macarena
Mountains (rio Guapaya) extends the Colombian range of
this bird about 320 kilometers northward from Tres Esquinas,
Caqueta.
656 Add before Lepidocolaptes lacrymiger aequatorialis (Menegaux) :
,. Lepidocolaptes affinis frigidus de Schauensef'
PARAMO WOODHEWER
Not. Naturae, no. 232, p. 3, 1951 (Cordillera de Guarnues,
3400 m., Narlfio, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-The 'eastern slope of the Andes of Narifio. Tro-
pical and Subtropical Zones, occasionally Temperate Zone (Cor-
dillera de Guamues, Cerro Pax, Rio Churuyaco) .
Peters (Check-List Bds. World. 7, p. 51. 1951) places lacrymiger
as a subspecies of ajfinis, originally described from Mexico.
Thirteen specimens from Cerro Pax and Rio Churuyaco agree
perfectly with the type of jrigirlus in their dark bills, olivaceous
backs. and pale-streaked crowns. In addition 7 males are larger
than those of 6 aequaioriatis, having wings of 107-114 mm. (ave.
111 mm.) as against 101-107 mm. (ave. 104 mm.). Females do
not show as great difference in wing length, but the wings do
average longer. Six females of the latter have wings of 101-105
mm. (ave. 103 mm.) as against 97-104 mm. (ave. 100.8 mm.) for
five females of aequatoriaiis.
The type of jrigidus taken at 3400 m. must have wandered
up from lower altitudes on the eastern slope of the Andes.




661 Add before Dendrocincla juliginosa iatresnouei Ridgway:
Deconychura longicauda connectens Zimmer
EASTERN DECONYCHURA
Field Mus. Nat. Rist. Publ., Zool. Ser., 17, no. 1, p. 8, 1929
(Puerto Bermudez, Rio Pichis, Junin, Peru).
COLOMBIA.-The Rio Guainia region (opposite the mouth of
the Gasiquiare [Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. no. 432963 'i' ex Dugand]).
[Eastern Ecuador, Peru, northwestern Brazil .souihern Venezuela.]
FURN ARIIDAE
669 Schizoeaca juliginosa juliginosa (Lafresnaye). Occurs on the
eastern slope of the Andes in eastern Narrfio (Paramo del
Tabano ) where G. Gonzalez secured one male and two
females for the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales of Bogota
(Dugarid, in litt.) .
669 Synallaxis azarae media Chapman. A specimen from Cerro Pax
shows that this form occurs on the eastern side of the Andes
in southeastern Narifio.
670 Add before synallaxis suopiuiica Scla ter :
':' Synailaxis moesta hrunneicaudalis Sclater
RUFOUS-WINGED SPINETAIL
Proc. zooi. Soc. London, pt. 26, 1858, p. 62 (Rio Napo, east-
ern Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from extreme southeastern Narifio,
at the eastern base of the Andes (Rio San Miguel, Rio Churu-
yaco) . [Eastern Ecuador, northern Peru.]
Differs from obscura by greyer under surface and darker, less
brown, back.
676 For Cranioleuca gutturata (Lafresnaye and d'Orbigny) read:
'.' Cranioleuca gutturata peruviana (Cory)
D'ORBIGNY'S NORTHERN SPINETAIL
Synallaxis peruoiana, AUk, 36, p. 274, 1919 (Moyobamba,
Peru) .
A northern race which extends from Caqueta, colombia, to
Junin, Peru, is separable from Bolivian birds (see Not. Naturae,
no. 234, PP. 6-7, 1951). A single male from Morelia is darker than
two from the rio San Miguel and a series from Peru and Ecuador.
C. g. hyposticta (Pelzeln) will be the form found in the Rio
Guainia and upper Orinoco regions of eastern Colombia.
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676 Add before Asthenes wyatti wyatti (ScJater and Salvin) :
':' Asthenes wyatti sanctae-martae Todd N.:ACOTAMA SPINET AIL
Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, 63, p. 85, 1950 (Macotama,
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Temperate and Paramo Zones of the Santa
Marta Mts. (Paramo de Chirugua 4500 m., Cerro de Caracas,
above Macotama 2400 m. Paramo de Mamarongo, Sierra Nevada).
I have no East Andean specimens.
677 Add before Metopothrix aurantiacus Sclater and Salvin:
',' Xerrerpestes minlosi umbraticus wetmore
WESTERN SOFT-TAIL
Smiths. Misc. Call., 117, no. 2, p. 4, 1951 (Punto Muchimbo,
Rio San Juan, Dept. of Valle, Pacific coast of Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-The upper Simi Valley southward across the
Choco region to the Pacific coast on the lower Rio San Juan
(Tierra Alta; Malaguita, Punto Muchimbo). [Eastern Panama.]
Differs from X. m. minlosi in being darker above and in
having no white streaks on the fore-crown. A specimen from
Tierra Alta agrees well with one from Garachine, Panama. Tierra
Alta should be removed from the localities under X. minlosi, the
range of which is probably east of the Magdalena River. As we
do not have a specimen of the typical form in our collection the
asterisk before the name should be deleted.
678 Margarornis squamigera perlata (Lesson). This form occurs on
the east slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax, rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco). Also collected on Pa-
ramo del Tabano in eastern Narifio by G. Gonzalez for the
Instituto de Ciencias Naturales of Bogota (Dugand, in litt.).
679 Pseudocolaptes boissonneautii boissonneautii (Lafresnaye). This
bird also occurs on the east slope of the Andes in south-
eastern Narifio (Cerro Pax, rio San Miguel).
682 Add before Anabacerthia uarieqaticeps temporalis (Sclater):
':' Anabacerthia stliiatico~jlis montana (Tso.hudi)
MOUNTAIN ANABACERTHIA
Anabates montanus, Arch. Naturg., 10, Bd. 1, P 295, 1844
(Peru) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the eastern slope of the Andes
of southeastern Narifio (rio San Miguel). [Eastern Ecuador and
Peru southward to Junin.]
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682 Philydor erythrocercus eruthronotus Sclater and Salvin. Todd
has described Philydor tuioescens as a new species (Proc.
BioI. Soc. Wash., 63, p. 86, May 25, 1950, EI Tambor, San-
tander, Colombia). I have shown elsewhere (Proc. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 102, p. 129, October 11, 1950) that
[uluescens represents the fully adult plumage of erythro-
notus.
686 Thripadectes [umimulatus [lamrnulatus (Eyton) . This bird occurs
on the east side of the Andes in Nariflo (Cerro Pax, rio San
Miguel) .
686 Thripadectes virgaticeps maotialenae de Schauensee. Occurs east
of the Andes in Nariflo (Cerro Pax). It was previously known
only from La Candela in the upper Magdalena Valley. The
bill of a female from Cerro Pax measures 20.5 mm.
688 Xenops rutuans heterurus Cabanis and Heine. Recorded for the
first time east of the Andes in southeastern Nariflo (rio San
Miguel). The specific name of this species should be ruiilans
rather than rutilus.
690 Sclerurus rnexicanus andinus Chapman. Occurs on the western
slope of the Pertja Mts. in the Sierra Negra (Monte Elias
1500 m.) where it was taken by Carriker (Dugand, in litt.).
690 For Sclerurus guatemalensis guatemalensis (Hartlaub) read:
'.' Sclerurus guatemalensis -ennostphyllus wetmore
VOLADOR LEAF-SCRAPER
Smiths. Misc. con., 117, no. 2, p. 7, 1951 (Volador, near EI
Tigre, 780 m., 25 miles west of Simiti, Bolivar, Colombia) .
COLOMBIA.-From the Simi Valley eastward to the west bank
of the middle Magdalena River in the Dept. of Bolivar (Quimari,
Tierra Alta, Quebrada Salvajin; Santa Rosa, Volador).
FORMICARIIDAE
692 In key to Formicariidae, under no. 13, add the following para-
graph and name:
G.rownbrownish olive, rest of upper parts rufous;
throat white, breast tinged buff, the feathers
edged black; wing-coverts with large round
buff spots; tail 45-50 mm.; wing 57-59 mm... ,. Myrmeciza pelzelni '"
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696 In key to Formicariidae, no. 63 should read as follows:








Crown black, back striped black and white .....
Crown grey or blackish grey.
698 In key to Formicariidae, no. 79, add the following after the second
paragraph:
Crown black, forehead spotted ochraceous, rest of
crown white-spotted; neck and chest bright
buff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hcrtisiiozh.truis dOTS i-
inaculatus Q
~02 In key to Formicariidae, under no. 132, add the following para-
graph and name:
Under tail-coverts chestnut; wing-coverts with
conspicuous round buff spots................. Myrmeciza pelzelni ?;
709 Add before Thamnophilus schistaceus capitalis Sclater:
..- Thamnophilus aethiops aethiops Sclater
WHITE-SHOULDERED ANT-SHRIKE
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1858, p. 65 (Rio Napo, eastern
Ecuador) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the eastern slope of the Andes
of southeastern Naririo (rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco). [Eastern
Ecuador, northeastern Peru.]
See no. 52 of key (p. 696), J. Distinguishable from Myrmeciza
tnelanoceps by having the shoulder and wing-coverts spotted
with white, rather than the shoulder solid white, and by the
wing being shorter, 73-80 mrn. instead of 81-91 mm.
See no. 106 of key (p. 700), Q. Differs from Thamnophilus
aethiops wetmorei by having a black instead of brown tail.
709 Thamnophilus aethiops polio notus Pelzeln
NATTERER'S ANT-SHRIKE
Om. Bras., 2, pp. 77. 147, 1869 (1868) (Marabitanas, upper
Rio Negro, northwestern Brazil).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Rio Guainia region
(opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare). [Southern Venezuela
and northwestern Brazil south to the north bank oj the Ama-
zon.]
In the male this race is paler grey than T. ae. wetmorei. The
female is darker and considerably more rufescent than those
of uietmorei.




710 Line 7, for Chapman, read Hellmayr.
710 Lines 9 and 10, delete the original reference of Thamnophilus
unicotor grandior Hellmayr and substitute: Field Mus. Nat.
Hist. Publ. Zool., 13, pt. 3, p. 84, 1924 (Barro Blanco, Antic-
quia, Colombia).
710 Thamnophilus unicolor grandior Hellmayr. Two specimens from
the rio San Miguel and Cerro Pax show that this form occurs
east of the Andes in southeastern Narifio.
712 Add before Clutoctanies alixi Elliot:
,;, Neoctarites niger (Pelzeln) BLACK BUSH-BIRD
Xencps niger, Sitzungsb. Ak. Wiss. Wien, math.-naturw.,
Kl., 34, p. Ill, 1859 (Marabitanas, Rio Negro, Brazil).
Range oj the species.-Northwestern Brazil, southeastern Co-
lombia, northeastern Peru, eastern Ecuador.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone east of the
Andes in southeastern Narifio (rio San Miguel).
See no. 47 of key (p. 695), (1;. Entirely deep, lustrous black
excepting large concealed white interscapular patch. Mandible
sharply upturned.
See no. 96 of key (p. 700), "'. Whole head, back, wings, tail
and belly black, chest rufous-chestnut. Mandible upturned.
'/13 Under Dusiiruimrius mentalis semicinereus I have recorded
specimens from San Gil. An immature male and adult female,
however, differ from "Bogota" specimens and others from
the head of the Magdalena Valley in being yellower below
and more olive above. Phelps records D. m. olivaceus
(Tschudi) from western Zulia, northern Tach ira and Co-
lombia. This subspecies occurs in Bolivia and southern Peru.
(Bond does not consider tavarae recognizable). It is diffi-
cult to believe that birds from northwestern Venezuela and
northeastern Colombia are, truly olioaceus, particularly as
they are cut off from this race' by birds fJ.:om northern Peru
(tambillanus) and eastern Ecuador and. southeastern Co-
lombia (napensisv . I have not seen specimens from east of
the Andes except from eastern Narifio. In any case the
San Gil birds are definitely not like those of the upper
Magdalena. The plate of the type of semicinereus (Proc.
Zool. Soc. London, 1855, plate 97) agrees with birds from
the upper Magdalena.
714 Add before Dysithamus mentalis extremus Todd:
':' Dysithamnus mentalis napensis Chapman "APO BUSH-BIRD
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 205, p. 4, 1925 (Below San Jose de
Sumaco, Ecuador).
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COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone east of the
Andes in southeastern Narifio (rio San Miguel). [Eastern Ecua-
dor.]
716 Myrmotherula cherriei Berlepsch and Hartert. Two males from
the Rio Guainia (opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare) in
the collection of the American Museum of Natural History
extend the known Colombian range of this species south-
ward from Maipures (Dugand, in litt.).
716 For Myrmotherula longicauda subsp, read:
',' Myrm.otherula longicauda soderstromi Gyldenstolpe
SODERSTROM'S LONG-TAILED ANT-WREN
Arkiv. Zool., 21A, no. 26, p. 5 (in key (5), p. 6 (in key 'l?),
p, 36, 1930 (Near Rio Napo, eastern Ecuador).
Range ot the species.-Southeastern Colombia to northern
Bolivia.
COLOMBIA.-'--Kr>:own from Putumayo and southeastern Na-
rino (Umbria; rio San Miguel). [Northeastern Ecuador.]
717 Add before Myrmotherula surinamensis multostriaia Sclater:
Myrmotherula ambigua Zimmer DUIDA ANT-WREN
Amer. Mus. Novit., no, 523, p. 5, 1932 (Playa del Rio Base,
165 m., Mt. Duida, Venezuela).
Range ot the species.-Eastern Colombia, southern Venezuela
and northwestern Brazil.
, COLOMBIA.-The Rio Guainia region (opposite the mouth of
the Casiquiare) and probably southwestward to the Rio Vaupes.
See no. 141 of key (p. 703), <5. Wing coverts margined yellow-
ish. Crown streaked yellowish, back streaked white. This species
is much like Myrmotherula bractiuura but can be distinguished
at a glance in the male sex by having the throat and intersca-
pular patch yellow instead of white and by its longer tail, 21-24
mm. instead of 17-19 mm.
See no. 141 of key (p. 703), 'l? Resembles male but crown
streaked tawny olive instead of white, and side of breast olive.
717 Bottom line, under Myrmotherula [ulinueniris [uloipentris
Lawrence, for "lower Magdalena Valley" read: middle Mag-
dalena Valley.
720 Add before Myrmotherula longipennis lonqipennis Pelzeln:
',' Myrmothr ruta vsunensis .sunensls Chapman
Rio SUNO ANT-WEEN
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 205, p. 8, 1925 (Rio Suno, eastern
Ecuador) .
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Range ot the species.--Southeastern Colombia southward to
Junin, Peru.
COLOMBIA.-Known from a male taken in southeastern Na-
ririo in the Tropical Zone east of the Andes (rio Ch uruyaco) .
[Eastern Ecuador, northeastern Peru.]
See no. 70 of key (p. 697) J. Very similar to M. sctiisticolor ,
but tail conspicuously shorter, 26-29 mm. as against 34-38 mm.
See no. 108 of key (p. 701), 'i'. Very similar to M. sctiisticolor ,
but tail conspicuously shorter, 25-29 mm. vs. 33-37 mm. Differs
from M. menetriesii by having the back more olive, less grey.
721 Dichrozona cincta cincta (Pelzeln). Recently recorded by Peters
from the Rio Guainia (opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare).
721 Herpsilochmus dorsimaculatus Pelzeln. Professor Dugand informs
me that this! species occurs on the Colombian bank of the
Rio Guainia (opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare [2 J, 3 'i'
in the collection of the American Museum of Natural His-
tory]) . .
722 Microrhopias quixensis consobrina (Sclater). Occurs on the west
bank of the middle Magdalena River in Antioquia (Casabe)
according to Professor Dugand.
722 Add before Formicivora grise a hotuiae (Chapman):
'.' Microrhopias quixensis quixensis (Cornalia)
U?PER AMAZON ANT-WREN
Thamnophilus quixensis, Vertebrat. Synopsis Mus. Mediol.
exstant. Oscula ti coll., p. 12, 1849 (Eastern Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone at the
eastern base of the Andes in extreme southeastern Nar ifio (rio
San Miguel). [Eastern Ecuador, northeastern Peru.]
'723 Add before Drymophila caudata caudata (Sclater) :
Formicivora grisea rufiventris Carrtker
UPPER ORINOCO ANT BIRD
AUk, 53, p. 316, 1936 (Cerro Yapacana, upper Orinoco, Ve-
nezuela) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Rio Guainia region (op-
posite the mouth of the Casiquiare). [Upper Orinoco, Venezuela.]
See no. 83 of key (p. 698), 'i'. Crown and back olive-brown,
eyebrow and under parts orange-rufous.
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723 Drymophila cauiiata caudata (Sclater). A single female from the
rio San Miguel, southeastern Narifio, shows that this form
occurs east of the Andes in Colombia.
723 Add before Drymophila caudata hellmayri Todd:
Drymoph.Ia caudata klagesi Hellmayr and S'2E8rn
VENEZUELAN LONG-TAILED ANT-BIRD
Arch. Naturg., 78, A, Heft 5, p. 127, 1912 (Los Palma.Ies,
"Bermudez" = Sucre, Venezuela).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from Norte de Santander, east
slope of the Eastern Andes (El Diamante. 21 km, north of Pam-
piona ) , [Mountains of northern Venezuela.]
724 Cercomacra cinerascens cinerascens (Sclater). Occurs in extreme
eastern Colombia on the Rio Guainia (opposite the mouth of
the Casiquiare [Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1 1;, ex DugandJ) .
725 Add before Cercomacra serva serva (Sclater) :
Cercomacra nigrescens aequator ialts Zimmer
EQUATORIAL ANT-BIRD
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 500. p. 15, 1931 (Lower Sumaco,
eastern Ecuador).
Range of the species.-Dutch and French Guiana southward
to the middle Amazon and Matto Grosso. Eastern Colombia, east-
ern Ecuador southward to Bolivia.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone east of the
Andes in southeastern Narrrio (rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco ) .
[Eastern Ecuador and northern Peru.]
See no. 49 of key (p. 695), 1;. Distinguishable from Cercotnacra
serva by having the under parts ashy grey instead of blackish
grey, and by its longer tail, 59-63 vs. 55-58 mm.
See no. 88 of key (p. 699), <;>. Wing 60-65 mm. Forecrown, sides
of head, lores, throat, breast and upper belly bright orange-
rufous; back olive, wing light brown. Interscapular patch white.
726 Pyriglena leuconota castanoptera Chubb. This form, previously
known in Colombia only from the head of the Magdalena
Valley, occurs east of the Andes in southeastern Narifio
(Cerro Pax, rio Churuyaco).
727 Add before Myrmoborus muotherinus elegans (Selater):
Myrmeborus leucophrys Ieucophrys (Tschudi)
WHITE-BROWE::; ANT-CREEPER
Pithys ieucophrus, Arch. Naturg., 10, Bd. 1, p. 278, 1844
(Montana de Vitoc, Peru).
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COLOMBIA,-Known only from east of the Andes in south-
eastern Narifto (rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco), [Western Vene-
zuela, eastern Ecuador southward to Bolivia and western Brazil.]
A male from Umbria, in its pale crown and upper parts,
agrees best with M, 1. eruihrophrus.
727 Add before Hypocnemis cantator saturate Carriker:
Myrmoborus myot.her inus napensis Zimmer
NAPO BLACK-FACED ANT-CREEPER
Amer. Mus, Novit. no, 545, p, 0, 1932 (Mouth of the Rio
Curaray, northeastern Peru) .
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone east of the Andes in southeastern
Narifio (rio San Miguel), [Eastern Ecuo.dor, northern Peni.]
729 Add before Sctiistccicnla sctiistacea (Sclater):
Schistocichla leucostigrna infuscata Todd
TONANTINS ANT-CATCHER
Proc. Biol. Soc, Washington, 40, p. 166, 1927 (Tonantins,
Rio Solimoes, Brazil),
COLOMBIA,-Known only from the Rio Guairiia (opposite
the mouth of the Casiquiare ) . [Northwestern Brazil, south-
western Venezuela,]
The typical form has been recorded from the Venezuela-
Brazil border (Sierra Imeri), a short distance to the southeast.
729 ',' Sclateria naevia arqentaia (Des Murs) . The securing of spe-
cimens of this form in southeastern Narifio (rio Churuyaco)
extends its range in Colombia far to the westward, It was
previously recorded from the upper Orinoco (Maipures) and
the Amazon (Loretoyacu) .
732 Add before Myrmeciza tiemimelaena nemimelaena Sclater:
lUyrmeciza pelzelni Sclater GREY-BELLIED ANT-CATCHER
Cat. Birds Brit, Mus" 15, p. 283, 1890 (Marabitanas, Rio
Negro, northwestern Brazil).
Range ot the species,-Known only from the region where
the boundaries of Colombia, venezuela, and Brazil adjoin in the
upper Rio Guainia-Rio Negro area.
COLOMBIA,-The west bank of the Rio Guainia opposite the
mouth of the Casiquiare.
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734 For Ctiamaeza breoicuiuia columbiana Berlepsch and Stolzmann
read:
Chamaeza campanisona columbiana Berlepsch and Stolzmann.
Turdus (Chamaeza) brevieaudus Vieillot (1818) is preoc-
cup.ed by Turdus bremcaiuia Boddaert (1783). (See Peters, Cat.
Bels. WId., 7, p. 244, 1951).
738 Add before Ptileqopsis erythroptera erythroptera (Gould) :
:' Phleg opsis barringeri de Scha.uerisee' EA'lRINGER'S BARE-EYE.
Not. Naturae, no. 241, p. 1, Nov. 1951 (Rio Rumiyaco, south-
eastern Narifio, Colombia).
Range oj the species.--Southeastern Colombia.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the type, an adult male from
southeastern Narifio east of the Andes in the Tropical Zone (rio
Rumiyaco) .
This stream, which flows into the rio San Miguel from the
north at about 0° 23' N., 77° 08' W., should not be confused with
the rio Rumiyaco in Putumayo, an affluent of the upper rio
Caqueta at 1° 05' N., 76° 42' W.
See no 124 of key (p. 702). Add the paragraph:
Whole head black; back umber-brown with
round warm buff spots. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . Phleaopsis barriruieri i';
739 Add before Myrmornis iorquata (Boddaert) :
Myrmornis torquata stictoptera (Salvin)
RICHARDSON'S ANT-THRUSH
Rhopoterpe stietoptera, Bull. Brit. am. Cl., 1, p. 32, 1893
(Santo Domingo, Nicaragua).
COLOMBIA.-Recorded from northern Choco, the upper Sinu
Valley and the middle Magdalena Valley (Unguia; Socarre; El
Umbo [Western Boyaca l) . [Eastern Panama; southern and
eastern Nicaragua.]
Peters (Cat. Bds. World, 7, p. 256, 1951) rightly makes stic-
toptera a subspecies of M. torquata.
The male lacks the white border to the black throat and
breast-patch found in the typical form, while the female is dis-
tinguishable from that of torquata by having the under wing
coverts buff instead of white.
739 ':' Oral/arieula jlavirostris jlavirostris (Sclater). Previously known
in Colombia only from "Bogota:' and the Villavicenclo region.
Mr. Mena secured a specimen in southeastern Narifio (rio
San Miguel) .
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741 Add before Grallaria squamigera squamigera Prevost and Des
Murs:
'.' Myrmothera campanisona signata Zimmer
ECUADORIAN ANT-PITTA
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 703, p. 9, 1934 (San Jose, eastern
Ecuador) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from east of the Andes in south-
eastern Narifio (rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco). [Eastern Ecua-
dor, northeastern Peru.]
743 Grallaria hypoleuca castanea Chapman. This form occurs on
the east slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (rio San
Miguel). It was previously recorded in Colombia only from
the head of the Magdalena Valley where the birds are
actually intermediate between this race and G. h. hypoleuca
of the Bogota region.
744 Add before Graltaria ruficapilla ruficapilla Lafresnaye:
Grallaria ruficaptlla nigro-'1ineata Sciuter
MERIDA CHESTNUT-CROWNED ANT-PITTA
Cat Bds. Brit. MUs., 15, p. 320 (in key), p. 321, 1890 (Me-
rida, Venezuela).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Subtropical Zone on the
east slope of the Eastern Andes in Norte de Santander (Pam-
plana). [Andes of Ttictiira, Merida and Trujillo, western Vene-
zuela.]
Differs slightly from G. r. ruficapilia by having the streaks
below somewhat broader and blacker.
744 Grallaria ruticapilia ru.ticapilla Lafresnaye. This species occurs
east of the Andes in southeastern Narifio. A single male
from the rio San Miguel is more heavily streaked below than
more western birds and has the throat tinged rufous. In
eastern Ecuador, however, specimens do not differ from Co-
lombian birds from west of the Andes. A male from Pichin-
cha, Ecuador, has a rufous throat, and another from Cerro
Munchique has the throat tinged with this color. However,
if all specimens from the Rio San Miguel resemble my exam-
ple, the race would be separable.
745 Add before Grallaria perspicillata pallidior (Todd):
'.' GraHaria fulviventris fulviventris Sclater
FULVOUS-EELLIED ANT-PITTA
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, pt. 26, p. 68, 1858 (Rio Napo,
eastern Ecuador).
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COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone at the
eastern base of the Andes in southeastern Narifi.o (rio San Mi-
guel) .
This race differs from G. t. caquetae by having the back dark
greenish olive rather than brownish olive.
CONOPOPHAGIDAE
747 Line 18, for "inmature", read: immature.
RHINOCRYPTIDAE
749 Add before ScytaZopus uriicolor latrans He\lmayr:
',' Llosceles thoracscus .erit.hacus sclater
VVESTERN BELTED BABBLER
Cat. Bds. Brit. Mus., 15, p. 345, 1890 (Sarayacu, eastern
Ecuador) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone at the
eastern base of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (rio San Mi-
guel). [Eastern Ecuador to Central Peru.]
Differs from dugandi by having a paler and smaller chestnut
pectoral patch which is not continued up the sides of the neck,
and by having a darker brown belly.
750 Add before ScytalOpus latebricola tatebricota Bangs:
',' Scytalopus femoralis micropterus (Sclater)
RUFOUS-VENTED BABBLER
Agathopus micropterus, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, pt. 26,
p. 69, 1858 (Rio Napa, eastern Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the SUbtropical Zone on the
east slope of the Andes in southeastern Narino (Cerro Pax).
[Eastern Ecuador, northeastern Peru.]
This race differs chiefly from confusus by its longer wing
and tail.
COTINGIDAE
759 Ampelion rubro-cristatus (Lafresnaye and d'Orbigny). A pair
was secured on Cerro Pax, southeastern Narlno. This com-
mon, wide ranging species had not been taken previously
on the east slope of the Eastern Andes south of Cundina-
marca.
761 Pipreola riejjerii riejterii (Boissonneau). A series from Cerro Pax,
southeastern Nartfio, belongs to this form rather than to
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P. r . coniusa Zimmer of eastern Ecuador. Previously known
from the east slope of the Andes only from Choachi, Cundl-
namarca.
762 Pipreola lubomirskii Taczanowski. This species ranges east of
the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax). It was pre-
viously known in Colombia only from the head of the Mag-
dalena Valley.
763 For Iodopleura isabellae Parzudaki read:
Iodopleura isabellae isabe'llae Parzudakl
An east Brazilian race has been described by Todd (Proc.
Biol. Soc. Wash., 53, p. 6, 1950), who records the typical form from
the Colombian side of the Rio Vaupes (opposite Tauapunto).
764 Laniocera hypopyrrha (Vieillot). Recently recorded by Dugarid
from the base of the Macarena Mts. (rio Guapaya). It was
previously known in Colombia only from Guaicaramo, where
the borders of Boyaca, Cundinamarca, Casanare and Meta
come together.
766 Add before Rhytipterna holerythra holeruttira (Sclater and
Salvin) :
Rhytiptcrna immunda (Sclater and Salvin)
CAYENNE MOURNER
Lipaugus immundus, Nomencl. Av. Neotrop., pp. 57, 159,
1873 (Oyapoc, Cayenne).
Range oj the species.-French Guiana. Extreme eastern Co-
lombia, northwestern Brazil in the Rio Negro region, and the
south bank of the Amazon at Santarem.
COLOMBIA.-The Rio Guainia region (opposite the mouth
of the Casiquiare).
See no. 44 of key (p. 756). Above olive; breast grey, belly
yellow.
This species bears a close resemblance to the flycatcher Myiar-
ctius ceptuilotes and is easily confused with it. It differs by
having the pileum almost the same color as the back, not darker'
the grey of the breast darker, and less sharply defined from the
yellow of the abdomen; and by having the upper part of the hind
portion of the tarsus serrated.
766 Lipaugus vocijerans (Wied). Occurs in the Rio Guainia region
(opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare [Amer. Mus. Nat.
Hist, 6 0, 6 'i', ex Phelps in litt. to Dugand]) .
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76,7 Pactiuram.ptuis versicolor versicolor (Hartlaub). This species
occurs east of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (rio Chu-
ruyaco) .
770 Line 19, for "Tris", read: This.
770 Add before Platupsuris tiomochrous canescens Chapman:
'.' Pachyramphus albogrtseus salvini P.:chmond
SALVIN'S BECARD
AUk, 16, p. 186, 1899 (Chusgon, Peru).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from a female from the Tropical
Zone at the eastern base of the Andes in southeastern Nar ifio
(rio San Miguel). [Eastern Ecuador, northern Peru.]
PIPRIDAE
777 In key to Pipridae delete numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 and substitute
the following:
1. Crown and rest of head black or blue-
black '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-0
Crown yellow, orange, or red. . . . . . . . . . l-c
Crown blue or white. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
I-b. Entire plumage blue-black, except for
olive edgings to wings. ... .. . . . . .. . . Xenopipo atronitens J
Entire pi u mag e blue-black, except
white throat and under tail-coverts. Corapipo leucorrhoa J
I-c. Mantle sky-blue; crown-patch red..... 2
Mantle black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 3
2. Lower surface dull, sooty black; cen-
tral tail-feathers elongated, pointed Ch.iroxiph.ia lanceolata (;
Lower surface jet black; central tail-
feathers normal. . . . . . . Ctiiroxiptiia pareola (;
3. Sides of head black; a large patch on
throat, and greater part of inner
webs of rerniges, yellow. . . . . . . . . . . . Mtisius chrysopterus 6
Sides of head the same color as crown;
throat and wings black. . . . . . . .. . . . . 4
4. Crown and sides of head red; thighs
lemon yellow. . . . . . . " Pipra mentalis 8
Crown and sides of head yellow or
orange; thighs red. . . . Pipra erythrocephala 8
778 In key to Pipridae, under No. 12, third part, for "A yellow
crown-spot", read: A yellow or orange-rufous crown-spot.
Next line, for "head and neck dusky cinereous", substitute:
crown and hindneck dusky cinereous.
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780 Add before Piprites chloris tschudii (Cabanis) :
Piprites chloris chIorion (Cabanis) GREY-BREASTED MANAKIN
Hemipipo chlorion Arch. f. Naturg., 13, (1), p. 234, 1847
(Cayenne) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Rio Guainia opposite the
junction of the Casiquiare. [The Guiana», southern Venezuela
(except the extreme southern tip of Territorio Amazonas on the
Rio Negro and the Sierra Imeri). northern Brazil eastward from
the lower Rio Negro, southward to Maranhao.]
Professor Dugand has examined specimens from this region
in the collection of the American Museum of Natural History
and finds that they are actually intermediate between P. c.
isctuuiii and P. c. chlorion. Phelps and Phelps record birds from
the Casiquiare and the Yavita-Pimichin Portage, quite near the
border of Colombia, as chlorion,
Typical chlorion differs from the other two Colombian races
by having the breast and belly grey. Apparently birds from the
Guainia region have the grey somewhat shaded with yellowish.
A short distance to the south of the Guainia-Casiquiare
junction examples approaching tschudii are found. See following
entry.
780 Piprites chloris tsctuuiii (Cabanis). Delete the localities "Bogo-
ta" and Umbria. The Colombian and extralimital ranges should
read:
COLOMBIA.-Known from a single specimen from the Rio
Negro region (Macacuni). [Extreme southern Venezuela, the
upper Rio Negro region in northwestern Brazil, eastern Peru.]
Comparison of specimens from Morelia and Rio San Miguel,
Colombia, and east E.cuador specimens from Avila, Rio Suno,
Churo Yaco with the type of P. c. antioquiae reveals that in their
dark backs and brighter yellow under parts they are much closer
to that form than they are to isctuuiii (topotype from Junin
examined). Therefore, birds from near the base of the Andes
should be at least provisionally referred to antioquiae, which is
known from only a single specimen from west of the Andes.
The range of P. c. aniioquiae should therefore read:
COLOMBIA.-The lower Cauca Valley. East of the Andes in
Caqueta and southeastern Nar ifio (La Frijolera; "Bogota"; Mo-
relia; rio San Miguel). [Eastern Ecuador.]
784 Xenopipo atronitens Cabanis. Prof. Dugand informs me that
this species occurs on the Rio Guainia (opposite the mouth
of the Casiquiare [Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1 i!;]).
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785 Add before Masius chrysopterus coronulaius Sclater:
',' Masius chrysopterus pax de Schauense€'
CERRO PAX MANAKIN
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., 104, p. 21, 1952 (Cerro Pax, south-
eastern Narifio, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the east slope of the Andes
in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax, rio San Miguel).
This subspecies is closest to lV[. c. chrysopterus, but differs
from it by having the crest red instead of orange, and by having
the yellow of the throat, wings and tail of a much deeper shade.
TYRANNIDAE
795 In key, under no. 50 Myiarchus cephalotes. Add footnote:
(2) The Cot.inga, Rhytipterna immuruia bears a very close resemblance
to this species and is easily confused with it. It can be readily distin-
guished, however, by the serrations on the rear portion of the upper
tarsus, which is smooth in Myiarchus cephalotes.
806 Myiotheretes striaticollis striaticollis (Sclater). This species
occurs at the eastern base of the Andes in southeastern Na-
rifio (rio San Miguel) .
806 Ochthodiaeta jumigata jumigata (Boissonneau). This species is
found on the eastern slope of the Andes in southeastern
Narifio (Cerro Pax).
807 ocntnoeca [urnicoior brurineitrons Berlepsch and Stolzmann.
Occurs on the eastern slope of the Andes in eastern Narifio
(Paramo del Tabano ) where G. Gonzalez secured one spe-
cimen for the Instituto de Ciencias Naturales of Bogota
(Dugand, in litt.).
808 Ochthoeca rujipectoralis objuscata Zimmer. This species occurs
on the east side of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax). Previously recorded in Colombia only from the Cen-
tral and western Andes.
808 Ochthoeca cinnamomeiventris cinnamomeiventris (Lafresnaye).
Occurs on the east slope of the Andes in Narifio (rio San
Miguel). Previously reported from the eastern slope of the
Andes only as far south as Chipaque, near Bogota.
810 ocntnoeca diadem a gratiosa (Sclater), Occurs on the eastern
slope of the Andes in Narifio (Cerro Pax, rio San Miguel, rio
Churuyaco). Previously reported in Colombia only from the
western and Central Andes.
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820 JVlyiodynastes cnrusoceptuitus minor Taczanowski and Berlepsch.
This species occurs east of the Andes in Nariflo (Cerro Pax,
rio San MIguel, rio Ch uruyaco). Like east Ecuadorian birds
these specimens are less huffy, greyer on the breast than
the average of birds from west of the Eastern Andes.
Hellmayr states that western birds are larger than eastern
ones, but I do not find this difference.
32:1 Add before lViyiozetetes cayanensis tiellmauri Hartert and Good-
son:
Coryphotriccus parvus parvus (Pelze!n)
LESSER YELLOW-CROWNED FLYCATCHER
Pitangus parous, Orn. Bras., 2, pp. 111, 181, 1868 (Marabi-
tarias, Rio Negro, northwestern Brazil).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Rio Guainia (opposite
the mouth of the Casiquiare [Arner. Mus. Nat. Rist., 6, 1 ?, ex
Phelps in litt. to Dugand]). [The Guianas; Brazil in the Rio
Negro region; southern Venezuela.]
827 Add before Myiarclws apicalis Sclater and Salvin:
',' 2\'Iyiardms cephaletes cephaiotes Ta-ezanowski
TACZANOWSKI'S FLYCATCHER
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1879, p. 671 (Tambillo, Peru) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from east of the Andes in south-
eastern Narlfio (Cerro Pax, rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco).
[Eastern Ecuador and Peru.]
829 Coniouus V~'tC~'l,~'. 1\'11",M. P;,. C:8.,rril{er, J"T'., in a letter to Frofessor
Duga.nd says that he has taken two pairs of breeding birds
at Nuqui, on. the Chaco coast, thus establishing the fact that
this species is resident in COlor>':lbia.They probably belong
to the subspecies sorclidulus Sclater. i have not seen the
specimens.
829 Contopus tumiaatus ariiosiacus (Lafresnaye). This species occurs
on the east face of the Andes in southeastern Nar ifio (Cerro
Pax, rio San Miguel) .
830 Ernpidonax traillii trailiii (Audubon). A specimen was taken at
the eastern base of the Andes in southeastern Nartfio (rio
San Miguel, Nov. 22) .
830 Oberholser has described Ernpidonax trtiillii zopnotecus (Proc.
Biol. Soc. Washington, 60, p, 77, 1947, South Vancouver,
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British Columbia, Canada) as the bird of the Pacific coast of
North America. He further records a winter specimen taken
at Bonda (near Santa Marta), Colombia. The validity of the
race remains to be confirmed.
835 Purrhotrurias cinnamomea ptjrrnoptera (Hartlaub). Occurs on
the east side of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax, rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco).
835 Myiophobus jlavicans (Sclater). Occurs on the eastern slope of
the Andes in southeastern Nariflo (Cerro Pax, rio San Mi-
guel) .
842 Add before R71ynchocyclus olivaceus aequinociialis (Sclater):
',' Rhynchocyclus olivaceus tamborensis Todd
LEBRIJA FLAT-BILL
Ann. Carnegie MUs., 32, art. 5, p. 297, Feb. 15, 1952 (El
Tambor, Santander, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the valley of the Rio Lebrija
in the Tropical Zone (El Tambor).
This form is said to have the under parts brighter yellow,
and the upper parts purer green than R. o. bardus. Our single
specimen from El Tambor does not show these characters; in
fact many specimens from the Pacific coast are brighter yellow
below and purer green above than our specimen of tamborensis.
Todd, however, has seven specimens of the latter, which in series
may show the characters ascribed to the race.
843 Ramphotrigon ruficauda (Spix). Occurs in the Rio Guainia
region (opposite the mouth of the Casiquiare [Amer. Mus.
Nat. Hist., 1 il, ex Dugand]) .
847 Add before Euscarth.mornis qraruuiensis granadensis (Hartlaub) :
Euscarthmornis granadensis andinus Todd
SANTANDER TODY-TYRANT
Ann. Ca.rn egie Mus .. 32, art. 5, p. 298, Feb. 15, 1952 (La
Pica, Santander, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Subtropical Zone on the west slope of the
Eastern Andes in Santander and Norte de Santander (La Pica,
Las Ventanas).
Mr. Todd would reject "Bogota" as the type locality for E. g.
qraruuiensis, call all birds from the Eastern Andes aruiinus, and
confine the range of granadensis to the western and Central
Andes. As we have birds from "Bogota" and the Eastern Andes
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?o~th of .Bo.gota with pure white Ioral region, I feel this course
1S Inadmissible I regard birds from Bogota southward in the
Eastern Andes, and those from the Central and western Andes
as inseparable, all belonging to typical granadensis. Mr. Todd's
new race would appear to be the connectant between the buff-
lored lehmanni of the Santa Marta Mts. and the white-Iored
granadensis of the rest of Colombia. It is said to have the buffy
lores of the former but the grey breast of the latter and to lack
any suggestion of the greenish yellow tinge found on the under
parts of lehmanni.
847 Euscarthmornis granadensis granadensis (Hartlaub). Occurs on
the east slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax) .
847 Poecilotriccus ruficeps ruiiceps (Kaup). Previously known in
Colombia only from Norte de Santander to western Cundi-
namarca, specimens were secured in southeastern Narifio
(Cerro Pax, rio San Miguel, rio Churuyaco).
849 Add before Lophotriccus vitiosus ajjinis Zimmer:
Lophotrtceus pileatus hesperius Todd
WESTERN HELMETED TYRANT
Ann. Carnegie MUs., 32, art. 5, p. 300, Feb. 15, 1952 ("Heights
of Caldas" = above Dagua, Dagua Valley, Department of Valle,
Colombia) .
COLOMBIA.-The western and Central Andes and the moun-
tains of western Narino (all localities not in the Eastern Andes
found under L. P. squamaecristae should be transferred to this
form) ,
I have no East Andean specimens of this species, therefore
cannot comment as to its distinctness. Todd does not indicate
which form is found on the Central Andes, but as our birds from
this range do not differ from west Andean examples, they
presumably are all referable to Todd's new form.
851 Pseudotriccus rujiceps (Lafresnaye). A female from southeastern
Narifio (rio Churuyaco) is the first specimen from the east-
ern slope of the Colombian Andes. The type from "Bogota"
quite possibly did come from the Eastern Andes and not, as
suggested, from the Central Andes.
Add before Euscarthmus meloruph.us meloruptius Wied:
'.' Capsiempis f'laveola flaveola (Lichtenstein)
YELLOW TYRANT
852
Musctcapa jlaveola, Verz. Dubl. Berliner MUs., p. 56, 1823
(Bahia, Brazil).
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COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone at the
eastern base of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (rio San Mi-
guel). [The Guianas, southern Venezuela, southward to Bahia,
Bolivia and Paraguay.]
855 Mecocercuius siictopterus stictopterus (Sclater). Occurs on the
east slope of the Andes in southeastern Nartfio (Cerro Pax).
857 Elaenia albiceps qriseoqularis Sclater. Occurs on the eastern
slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax).
857 Elaenia chiriquensis albivertex Pelzeln. Occurs on the eastern
slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax).
860 Add before Myiopagis caniceps cinerea (Pelzeln) :
',' Myiopagis virjdicata subsp.
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the east base of the Andes
in southeastern Narifio (rio San Miguel).
This species has not been taken before in Colombia east of
the Andes. A single female is greener above, and has greyer
side to the crown than either M. v. accola or JVl. v. pallens. It
differs from M. v. implacens by having the back greener, the
chest less grey and the sides of the crown not blackish, but
greyish. More specimens will probably show it to belong to an
undescribed race.
Previously the species was not known east of the Andes
between southern Peru and southwestern Venezuela.
863 Delete from the Colombian list Camptostoma obsoletum sclateri
(Berlepsch and Taczanowski). The record was based on a
specimen in the collection of the Academy of Natural Scien-
ces of Philadelphia marked "Pasta". Subsequently Mr. Mena
collected a specimen of this species in Narifio at Ancuya
which proved to be inseparable from C. o. caucae.
863 Delete from the Colombian list Camptostoma obsoletum napaeum:
(Ridgway). Mr. William H. Phelps writes me that his record
from "Colombia Oriental" (Lista Av. Venez., pt. 2, p. 203,
1950) is an error. It is quite probable, however, that the
related form C. o. venezuelae Zimmer occurs in eastern
Colombia along the lower Rio Meta and on the western bank
of the Orinoco.
864 Tyranniscus cinereiceps (Sclater). Prof. Dugand writes me that
he has seen a specimen from Vereda Chicaque above San-
tanderci.to, 1800 m .. Cundinamarca, in the collection of the
Universidad .Iaveriana, Bogota thus extending the range of
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this species on the Eastern Andes 360 kilometers northward
from Buena.vista, Huila. This specimen has the wing 63, the
tail 43 mrn.
869 Ajd before Mionecies striaticouts uiruiiceps Chapman:
':' Mionectes strtaticouts selva e new subspecies
LA SELVAMIONECTES
TYPE.- S' ad., A. N. S. P. no. 158,19'7, collected at La Selva,
2000 m., west slope of the western Andes, Caldas. Colombia, by
Kjell von Sneidern on January 7, 1946. .
DESCRIPTION.-Differs from M. s. viridiceps Chapman, of Na-
rrno and western Ecuador, by having the center of the belly
much duller yellow, flanks more suffused with green; crown and
nape plumbeous grey instead of green.
Differs from M. s. columbianus Chapman by having the
throat and breast green finely stri .Yed with white instead of
g rev flrielv striped with white; belly yellow, flanks more heavily
clouded with green.
MEASUREMENTSOF TYPE.-Wing 61, tail 44, culmen (from fore-
head) 14 mm.
RANGE.-Known only from the western slope of the western
Andes in Caldas.
SPECIMENS EXAMINED.-M. s. »iruiiceps, COLOMBIA: "', La
Guayacana. ECUADOR: (;, S', Pagma Forest; S', Bucay ; (; Za-
ruma; s , San Bartolo.
id. s. cciurnoianus, COLOMBIA: 2 0, "Bogota"; 4 0, 4 S',
'I'cche. S'. Lazuneta: ~ c . La Candela: Q. 0, San Agustin;
"', Bueriavista -CHuila); <5, S', El Tambo (Cauca).
RElVIARKs.-Unfortunately, I have but a single specimen of
this new race. It combines very neatly the characters of uiruii-
ceps and cotumbianus, as one" would' expect in birds from the
region whence it came. It can be said of this form that it is
exactly intermediate between the last mentioned two.
870 Todd has recently described Miotiectes oiioaceus im.prouisus
(Ann. Carnegie MUS., 32, art. 5, p. 304 Feb 15, 1952 [Cor-
doba, Valle, Colornbla.j ) , as the form inhabiting the Tropical
Zone of the Pacific coast of Colombia southward to Buena-
ventura. It is said to differ from iVI. o. neaeraceus, of the
SUbtropical Zone of Pacific Colombia, by being duller in
color. An examination of five specimens from eastern Pa-
nama, and 45 from Pacific Colombia, both from the Tropical
and Subtropical Zones, fails to reveal any constant difference.
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881 Before Family Corvidae add:
Family OXYRUNCIDAE - THE SHARPBILLS
The Family Oxyruncidae containing but one species (Oxy-
runcus cristatusi with six closely allied subspecies found at widely
separated localities distributed from Costa Rica and eastern
Panama to southeastern Venezuela, British Guiana, northeastern
and southeastern Brazil, and Paraguay, has not been recorded
yet from Colombia. It should in all certainty be found here,
however, since O. c. brooksi Bangs and Barbour has been recorded
from the Panamanian side of Mt. 'I'acarcuna on the Colombian
border.
The Sharpbills are superficially related to the Flycatchers
(Tyrannidae) from which they can be recognized by their
straight, sharp-pointed bill which is beset on the lores and fore-
head and under the chin bv numerous small and short bristly
feathers, and by the serration of the outer primary in the males.
Oxuruncus cristuius brcoksi is green above, wing-coverts and
ter tials margined with yellow; crown with a partly concealed,
bright red crest bordered by black on each side. The under parts
are white with blackish spots, the sides of the body and under
tail-coverts tinged with pale greenish yellow. Wing, 86-90; tail,
54-57; bill, 16-18 mm.
This bird will eventually be found on the Colombian slope
of the Darien range, in the vicinity of Mt. Tacarcuna.
CORVIDAE
883 Xanthoura yncas yncas (Boddaert). Two males from the rio San
Miguel, southeastern Narifio are the first to be taken on
the east slope of the Andes. Birds from Munchique, etc., are
inseparable from them.
884 Cyanolyca viridi-cyana angelae Salvadori and Festa. This species
occurs on the eastern slope of the Andes in southeastern
Naririo and in the headwaters of the Putumayo (rio San
Miguel) .
Additional records.-Sibundoy Valley 2200 m. (Dugarid,
in litt.).
884 cuanotuca turcosa (Bonaparte). Occurs on the east slope of the
Andes in southeastern Narino (rio San Miguel).
TROG LODYTIDAE
887 In key to Troglodytidae, under no. 18, second paragraph, add
at end of sentence: "or greyish brown".
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889 Same key, under no. 42, add the paragraph:
Wing 69-71 mm.; eyebrow white; crown and
mantle olive-brown, lower mantle and
rump tinged rufescent. .. . . .. ... . .. .. . . .. Thryothorus nicejori
890 Cinnycerthia peruana bogotensis (Matschie). Nine birds from
southeastern Nariflo (Cerro Pax. rio San Miguel, rio Churu-
yaco ) are considerably darker than birds from west of the
western and Central' Andes (olivascens) and agree better
with bogotensis, heretofore known only from the western
slope of the Eastern Andes in the Bogota region (EI Roble)
and at Andalucia, Huila
Material from this region is rather scanty and it is possi-
ble that with good series a race from east of the Andes
could be differentiated by averaging even darker than bogo-
tensis.
903 Troglodytes solstitialis sotsiitialis Sclater. Occurs on the east
slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax, rio
San Miguel).
905 Henicorhina leuccphrys leucoptirus (Tschudi). Occurs on the
eastern slope of the Andes in southeastern Narrno (Cerro
Pax, rio San Miguel). Previously known on the east slope
only from Chipaque, near Bogota.
TURDIDAE
917 Turdus julviventris Sclater. Occurs in southeastern Nari:fio at
Cerro Pax.
919 Turdus [uscater quindio Chapman. This form occurs on the east
slope of the Andes in southeastern Nari:fio and Putumayo
(Cerro Pax).
Additional records.-Lake La Cocha 2800 m., Paramo del
T'abario.
921 Delete from the Colombian list Hulociciita minima bicknelli
Ridgway. This record refers to H. m. minima. It is quite
probable, however, that bicknelZi occurs in northeastern
Colombia, as it is recorded by Phelps and Phelps from west-
ern Zulia and 'I'ach ira, Venezuela.
SYLVIIDAE
926 Add before Polioptila schistaceigula Hartert:
',' Micrcbates cinerriventris peruviarms Xihapman
EASTERN GREY-BREASTED ANT-WREN
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 86, p. 5, 1923 (La Pampa, Puna.
southeastern Peru).
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COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone east of
the Andes in southeastern Nariflo (rio Churuyaco). [Eastern
Ecuador to southeastern Peru.]
A single example from the rio Churuyaco agrees well with
southeast Peruvian specimens. It differs from flIl. c. einereiuen-
tris by lacking the dark postocular streak, and by having the
pileum more rufescent.
VIREONIDAE
932 Vireo olioaceus jlavoviridis (Cassin). A pair taken in south-
eastern Narifio (rio San Miguel) July 7 and 11 are com-
pleting the post-nuptial moult. The race has previously been
recorded in Colombia from August 12 to April 4.
937 Smaraqtiolanius pulchellue eximius (Baird). Occurs on the west
slope of the Eastern Andes in Santa!lder (Hacienda San-
tana. 300-60a rn.) where it was secured by Carriker (Dugand,
~n litt.).
938 Add before Cuclartiis gujanensis canticus Bangs:
'.' Smar ag dolarrius Ieucot is Ieucotis (Sv;Jainson).
WHITE-EARED GREENLET
Malaconotus ieucotis, Anim. lVienag.. p. 341, 1837 ("Africa"
Cayenne, ex Zimmer).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the eastern base of the Andes
in southeastern Nar ifio (rio San Miguel). [The Guianas, south-
ern Venezuela, northwestern Brazil, eastern Ecuador and Peru.]
Differs from S. I. mikettae by having a whitish streak running
from below the eye to the ear coverts, and by lacking the black
posterior border to the yellow of the forehead, which continues
backward over the yellow eyebrow.
COEREBIDAE
946 Add before Digiossa caeruiescens saiurata (Todd) :
'.' Diglossa glauca tyrianthina Hellmayr
TY!UAN-BLUE DIGLOSSA
Nov. Zool., 35, p. 266, 1930 (Lower Sumaco, eastern Ecua-
dar) .
Range ot the species.-Southeastern Colombia to northern
Bolivia.
COLOMBIA.-Knov!l1 only from the Subtropical Zone on the
east slope of the Andes in southeastern Naririo (Cerro Pax).
[Eastern Ecuador.]
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See no. 18 of key (p. 941). Change to read as follows:
18. General plumage shining ultramarine
blue, including forehead, wing 57-65
mm.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Diatossa uuiiqotica
General plumage blue or dull blue,
forehead and lores black, wing 57-
61.5 mm..................... Diclossa qiauca
General plumage, including sides of
head, dull bluish grey, forehead
black, wing 66-75 mm. . . . . . . .. .. . Diglossa caerulescens
General plumage blue or dull blue,
forehead and sides of head and
chin black, wing 72-73 n1ffi.. . . . . . . . DigZo.r;sa C?janea
957 Conirostrum sitticolor sitticolor Lafresnaye. Occurs on the. east
slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax).
957 Conirostrum cinereum jraseri Sclater. Occurs on the east slope
of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro Pax).
958 Conirostrum albijrons atrocyaneum Lafresnaye. Occurs on the
east slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio. Previously
known in Colombia from the western Andes and the moun-
tains of western Narifio.
PARULIDAE
976 '.' Basileuterus luteouiridis luteoviridis (Bonaparte). Occurs on
the eastern slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax).
981 Add before Basileuterus rivularis julvicauda (Spix):
Basfleute rus rivularis motacilla Miller
TOLIMA FAWN-BELLIED WARBLER
Proc. aioi. Soc, Washington. 65, p. 16, Jan, 1952 (14 km.
west of Coyaima, 450 m., Tolima, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone of the upper Magdalena Valley
(Covaima, Chicoral, Colombia 850 m. [Hul la j ) .
This race is described as similar to B. r, semiceruinus but
lighter green above and paler below.
Specimens recorded from Sasaima and Boquernn de Melgar
are probably referable to it.
981 '.' Basileuterus rivularis [uluictuuia (Spix) . Occurs at the eastern
base of the Andes in southeastern Narrfio (rio San Miguel).
The only previous Colombian records for this race were of
not typical birds from "Bogota" and the Macarena Mts.




981 William J. Beecher has written two interesting papers on Ame-
rican Orioles. They an' entitled "Convergent Evolution in
the American Orioles" (Wilson nun., 62, no. 2, pp. 51-86,
1950) and "Adaptations for Food-Getting in the American
Blackbirds" (AUk, 68, no. 4, pp. 411-440·, 1951).
In the former he proposes to split the genus Icterus into
two genera, -Icterus to include, among the Colombian
species, galbula, mesomelas, chrueater, niqroqularis, icterus
and croconotus, and Bananivorus to include spurius, chru-
socephalus and auricanillus,
IOOl tioi.cnonn« ory<..ivoTUS (Linnaeus). Professor Dugand informs me
that two males and one female were recently collected from
~ large flock on the south bank of the Rio Apapor is (Sora-
tama, opposite Laguna Uriiriaria, April 5).
THRAUPIDAE
1032 Add before Taiujar a mexicana boliviana (Bonaparte):
.. 'I'angara ruf'icervix taylori (Taczariowski arid Berl epsch )
TAYLOR'S TANAGER
Calliste iautori, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1885, p. 78 (Machay,
eastern Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone east of
the Andes in southeastern Narifio (rio Churuyaco). [Eastern
Ecuador.l
Distin-guishable from T. r. ruticeroix by its golden yellow
rather than buffy cervical band which extends to the ear coverts.
1033 6th. line from bottom, for "Toad's", read Todd's.
1034 'I'aruiara gyrcla catharinae (Hellmayr). Two adult males from
the rio Churuyaco have Wings of 75-76 mm. and belong to
this form rather than to parva which has been recorded
from Cuembi, 75 kilometers east of the rio Churuyaco.
1037 Tangara vassorii vassorii (Boissonneau). This species occurs on
the east slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax, rio Churuyaco).
1053 Add before Chlorothraupis olivacea (Cassin):
Chlorat.hnWllis carmioli frenata Berlspsch
PERUVIAN OLIVE TANAGER
Orriis, 14, p. 349, 1907 (Marcapata, southeastern Peru).
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COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone at the
eastern base of the Andes in southeastern Nartfio (rio Ch uru-
yaco) . [Central Peru to northern Bolivia.]
A single specimen from the rio Churuyaco greatly reduces
the gap in the range between C. c. lutescens of eastern Panama.
and the population of the present form heretofore known only
as far north as Huanuco. Peru. The specimen is indist.inguishab!e
from Peruvian birds and shows no trace of a yellow eye-ring as
found in C. olivacea from west of the Andes.
See no. 114 of key (p. 1013). Very similar to C. olivacea, but
without a yellow eye-ring, only the lores yellow or olive-
yellow.
Note. In some specimens of this species the throat is only
very slightly yellower than the rest of the under surface.
1055 Add before Tachyphonus surinam us bTevipes Lafresnaye:
',' Tachyphonus crtstatua faHax Zimmer
PERUVIAN ORANGE-CRESTED TANAGER
Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1304, p. 18, 1945 (Puerto Indiana,
mouth of the Rio Napo, Peru) .
COLOMBIA.-Known only from the Tropical Zone east of the
Andes in Putumayo and southeastern Narlfio (rio San Miguel,
rio Churuyaco). [Eastern Ecuador, northeastern Peru.]
This form differs from T. c. crisiaiellus by having the crest
orange rather than scarlet, and the black coloring deeper. The
female differs by having the lower breast and belly duller cin-
namon.
Birds from Umbria and Rumiyaco, Putumayo, are interme-
diate between this form and crisiatellus,
1061 Sericossypha albo-cristata (Lafresnaye). This species occurs in
southeastern Na.rifio (Cerro Pax). Previously recorded on
the east slope of the Eastern Andes only from as far south
as Manzanares, Meta.
1064 Cnemoscopus rubrirostris rubrirostris (Lafresnaye). Occurs on
the eastern slope of the Andes in southeastern Narifio (Cerro
Pax) .
1065 Hemispirutus melanot.is melanotis (Sclater). The specimen
recorded from the rio Churuyaco differs from Central Andean
specimens by having the wings, tail and upper tail-coverts
browner, and the under tail-coverts darker orange-rufous.
Zimmer (Amer. Mus. Novit., no. 1367, p. 18, 1947) found
birds from Ambato and Baeza not to differ from H. m, me-
lanotis; therefore, the name stresemanni Sztolcman and
Domaniewski based on a young bird from Banos, very near
Ambato, would not be applicable to birds from southeastern
Narifio should the differences prove constant.
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FRING ILLIDAE
1076 Delete no. 82 of key. Change nos. 80 and 81 to read as follows:
80. Bill black; wing-coverts and tertials
edged pale grey .
Eill yellow or orange-yellow; wing-
coverts and tertials edged dark
grey; median wing-coverts oc-
casionally edged white ..
81. Wing 60-66 mm.; tarsus 13-14 mm.
Wing 53-59 mm.; tarsus 15-17 mm.
1077 Change nos. 93-99 to read 3,S follows:
93. Wing 59-64 mm.; tarsus 13-14 mm.
Wing-tarsus proportion different ...
94. Center of belly whitish, breast pale
brownish in contrast, with little,
if any, yellowish tinge .
Under parts brownish to yellowish,
with little or no contrast bet-
ween breast and center of belly.
95. Back brown with little or no oliva-
ceous tinge .
Back with an olivaceous tinge .
96. Culmen comparatively straight; feet
pale .
Culmen more curved; feet dark .
97. Wing coverts conspicuously pale ed-
ged; breast pinkish buffy ....
Wing coverts not pale edged; under
parts without pinkish buff tinge
98. Under parts distinctly yellowish ....
Under parts not distinctly yellowish
99. Depth of bill at nostril about 6 mm.
Depth of bill at nostril about 8 mm.
99 a. Under parts strongly yellowish .
Under parts more buffy .
99 b. Under parts brownish, with no buf-
fy or rufescent tinge .
Under parts buffy or slightly rufes-
cent , .
99 c. Depth of bill 6-6.5 mm.; feet pale;
under parts brownish to greyish
brown ' ..
Depth of bill 7.5-8 mm.; feet black;
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99 d. Bill 8-8.5 mm., maxilla rather
straight " . . . . . . . Spermophila castaneiuentris <j'
Bill 7-7.5 mm., maxilla strongly
curved. . . . . . . .. Spennophila minuta <j'
1086 Add before Spiza americana (Gmelin) :
Tiaris bicolor huilae Miller HUILA GRASSQUIT
Proc. Biol, Soc. Wash., 65, p. 14, January 1952 (5 krn. north
of Villavieja, 420 m., Huila, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-Tropical Zone in the upper Magdalena Valley
in southern Tolima and Huila (Chicoral, Villavieja).
Our only Colombian specimen is a male from Ibague, Tolima,
which in no way differs from specimens in comparable plumage
from Grenada, Barbados, etc.
1086 Spiza americana. (Gmelin). Beecher (Auk, 68, p. 431, 1951) has
shown that this genus should be removed from the Fringil-
lidae to the Icteridae.
1086 Spermopniia. A number of changes will be found in this genus.
The explanation for them will be given in a review of the
genus Spermophila which I have just completed, and will
be published in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, vol CIV, 1952, probably in the
autumn.
1086 Through the kindness of the American Museum of Natural His-
tory, the Carnegie Museum, the Chicago Natural History
Museum, the Museum of Comparative Zoology, and the United
States National Museum I have been able to examine con-
siderable material belonging to what I have called Spermo-
phila iniermetiia and its races and Spermopnila incerta.
I now find that specimens cited under the above headings
must be revised. They actually belong to two species,
- schistacea, incerta, and longipennis pertaining to one
group and intermetiia, bogotensis, and agustini to another.
Although superficially similar, there are four infallible char-
acters by which the two groups may be distinguished. They
are the following.
Schistacea: upper mandible shallow, about 3 mm.; wing
long, 60 mm. or more; tarsus short, 14 mm, or less; feet dark,
claws pale.
Intermetiia: upper mandible deep, about 4% mm.; wing
short, under 60 mm.; tarsus long, 15 mm. or more; feet and
claws brown.
Therefore, delete Spermophila intermedia intermedia
(p. 1086) and all of p. 1087, and substitute the following:
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'.' Spermoph ila schistacea schistacea Lawrence
SLATE-COLORED SEED EATER
Ann. Lyc. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 7, p. 474, 1862 (Lion Hill, Pa-
nama Railroad) .
Range ot the species.-From southwestern Costa Rica and
Panama southward to western Ecuador; across northern Colom-
bia through Venezuela to the Guianas and southward to north-
eastern Brazil. Northern Bolivia.
COLOMBIA.-From southwestern Bolivar eastward to the west
slope of the Eastern Andes in Norte de Santander (Quimari; Las
Ventanas). [Eastern Panama westward to the Canal Zone.]
.' Spermopb.ila schtstacea incerta (Riley)
ECUADORIAN SLATE-COLORED SEEDEATER
Sporophila incerta, Proc. aior. Soc. Wash., 27, p. 213, 1914
(Gualea. western Ecuador).
COLOMBIA.-The Pacific slope from the headwaters of the
Rio San Juan southward into Nariflo (Santa Cecilia. Malaguita;
rio Perlasivi). [Northwestern Ecuador.] .
Spermophiia schistacea longipennis (Chubb)
LONG-VVINGED SEEDEATER
Sporophila longipennis, Ann. Mag. Nat. Rist., (9), 7, p. 193,
1921 (Mt. Roraima, "British Guiana" = Venezuela).
COLOMBIA.-Known only from east of the Andes at the base
of the Macarena Mts. (rio Dudita) . [Central Venezuela eastward
to the Guianas, northwestern Brazil in the Rio Branco region
arul the south bank ot the Amazon in the vicinity ot Belem.]
.. Sper rnophfla intermedia inter media (Cabanis)
GREY SEED EATER
Sporophila intermedia, Mus. Hein., 1, p. 149, 1851 (Puerto
Cabello, Venezuela, ex Phelps and Phelps).
Range ot the species.-Colombia eastward across Venezuela
to Trinidad and British Guiana.
COLOMBIA.-The Caribbean coast region from the lower
Slnu to Dibulla; the lower Magdalena Valley. East of the Andes
from the Zulia Valley southward to Meta, thence eastward to the
Orinoco (Monteria, Lorica, Puerto Zapote, Turbaco, Molinero;
Cienaga, Tucurinca, Fundaci6n. Dibulla; Algodonal, Gamarra,
Aguachica; Cucuta ; "Bogota"; Buenavista [Meta], Villavicencio,
Peralonso. Puerto L6pez; Maipures). [Venezuela, Trinidad, west-
ern British Guiana.]
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'.' Spermophila inter media bogotensis Gilliard
COLOMBIAN GREY SEEDEATER
AUk, 63, no. 4, p, 572, 1946 (Lomitas, "Cauca" [error =
Valle], western Andes of Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-The western slope of the western Andes and
the Pacific coast in the lower Rio San Juan and the Dagua
Valley. The Cauca Valley from Popayan northward to Dept. An-
tioquia (Malaguita, Atuncela, Lomitas. La Cumbre, San Antonio,
Cali; Popayan, "east of Palmira" [= Miraflores] 2250 m., Media
Luna, Salento, Medellin, ? Puerto Berrlo) .
Birds from "east of Palmira" 2250 m. and Media Luna are
intermediate between this form and the next.
'.' Spermophtla intermedia agustini de Schauensee
SAN AGUSTIN GREY SEEDEATER
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 99, p. 121, 1947 (San
Agustin, Huila, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-From the head of the Magdalena Valley north-
ward to Honda (San Agustin, La Candela, Buenavista [Huila],
below Andalueia, Chicoral, Mariquita, Honda, "Bogota").
Birds from Honda are somewhat darker than birds from the
head of the Magdalena Valley and show an approach to bogo-
tensis.
1088 Add before Spermophila plumbea whiteleyana Sharpe:
Spermophila plumbea colombiana Sharpe
MAGDALENA SEEDEATER
Cat. Bds. Brit. Mus., 12, p. 99, 1888 ("Bogota" - I suggest
Volador, 30 km. west of Simiti, southeastern Bolivar, Colombia).
COLOMBIA.-The southern Santa Marta region southward in
the Magdalena Valley to southeastern Bolivar (San Jose, Atan-
ques; Volador ) .
Birds from west of the Eastern Andes in Colombia, whence
they have not been previously recorded, differ from birds from
V1. Colorada and British Guiana by having more white on the
throat, which is sharply defined from the darker grey breast,
rhus agreeing well with the description of colombiana.
1090 For Spermophila lineoia (Linnaeus) read:
':' Sp; rmcphila Iineola X restricta
Delete the original reference. The extralimital range should
read: [Venezuela, the Guianas, northern and western Brazil,
northeastern Peril, eastern Ecuador.]
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Birds from the Rio Dudita probably belong to this form.
I regard birds from the above area as hybrids between S. tineola
and S. restricta.
1090 For Spermophila bouvronides (Lesson) read:
':' Spermophila lineola restricta (Todd) TODD'S SEEDEATER
Sporophila lineola restricta, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington,
30, p. 128, 1917 (Gamarra, Magdalena, Colombia).
Delete range of the species. Delete the locality rio Dudita.
1104 Atlapetes brunnei-nucha brunnei-nucha (Lafresnaye). It is
quite probable that South American birds are separable from
those of Central America. The former seem to have a well
developed yellowish line separating the chestnut crown from
the black sides o! the head, while in a series of birds from
Honduras this line is virtually absent. I have seen very little
topotypical Mexican material, but if birds from there are
like those from Honduras then South American birds could
be called A. b. frontalis (Tschudi, Arch. Naturg., 10, (1),
p. 289, 1844, Peru).
